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ABSTRACT
Driven by the development in digital 3D imaging and scanning technology, the
efficient capturing and modeling of 3D objects and environments has become a
critical task in many application domains such as in architecture, engineering,
robotics, navigation, construction and facility management. In particular, the
availability of highly expressive 3D models from indoor environments could cre-
ate highly added value in these domains, since these models, generally known as
Building Information Models (BIMs), could provide semantically rich representa-
tions of the scene, allowing its analysis and manipulation. Also, they could pro-
vide accurate identification of their main architectural wall structures, such as the
windows and doors, based on their as-is condition, which might be significantly
different from the one they were designed.
Despite the many recent research efforts, the fully automatic generation of
semantically enriched 3D models from building interiors still remains a very chal-
lenging and time-consuming process. The main difficulties lie on the accurate
and fast acquisition of the surrounding environment and the creation of a faithful
and semantically rich 3D model. Although the open problems in the field are still
manifold, we focused in this thesis specifically on the following three important
challenges: first, how to capture efficiently the 3D information of the scene, us-
ing a method which combines increased accuracy, high performance and produces
adequate results for the majority of real-world indoor applications; second, how
to faithfully capture the finer details of structural building elements and generate
a semantically rich building model; third, how to allow the successful and auto-
i
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matic reconstruction of 3D BIMmodels without relying on restrictive assumptions
about the scene or the dataset.
For each of these issues, we propose a solution which advances the state-of-
the-art and allows for improved performance and better quality to the extracted
results. Our first work focuses on the efficient and fast acquisition of the scene
and introduces a new hardware-efficient stereo vision method. In our method, a
local-based correlation algorithm computes the matching cost values and an op-
timization technique based on Discrete Dynamical Systems refines the extracted
depth information. In the same contribution, we propose also an efficient parallel-
pipelined hardware architecture, which implements the proposed stereo recon-
struction method on a custom FPGA device, allowing high processing speeds for
high-resolution stereo images.
The second research contribution of this thesis focuses on the 3D modeling
stage of the reconstruction pipeline and aims to recover and semantically label
the architectural wall elements of indoor environments. This is achieved by par-
titioning the wall surfaces of the reconstructed building models into small planar
patches and classifying them using a bayesian graph-cut optimization technique.
Due to its beneficial design, our approach can be embedded as a post-processing
unit to the majority of modern modeling pipelines, enabling them to extract auto-
matically semantically rich 3D models.
The last research contribution of this thesis lifts a restrictive and widely-used
assumption in the field, that the scanner viewpoint positions should be known a
priori, in order the reconstruction and 3D modeling of the scene to be performed
successfully. Specifically, this work constitutes the first method for re-engineering
and reconstructing the original scanner positions from raw point clouds. It relies
on the scanning characteristics of the acquisition process and employs a statistical
analysis to raw point data, in order to reveal the features which will allow the
retrieval of the true scanner positions.
Extensive qualitative and quantitative evaluations on real-world and synthetic
datasets reveal the advantageous behavior of the proposed methods, as well as
their efficiency and performance under challenging and difficult indoor conditions.
KURZFASSUNG
Angetrieben durch die Entwicklung der digitalen 3D-Bild- und Scantechnologie
ist das effiziente Erfassen undModellieren von 3D-Objekten und -Umgebungen in
vielen Anwendungsdoma¨nen wie Architektur, Ingenieurwesen, Robotik, Naviga-
tion, Konstruktion und Facility Management zu einer kritischen Aufgabe gewor-
den. Diese Modelle, die allgemein als Building Text Models (BIMs) bekannt
sind, liefern aussagekra¨ftige Darstellungen von Szenen und ermo¨glichen Anal-
yse und Manipulation der darunterlegenden Daten. Sie ermo¨glichen auch eine
genaue Identifizierung ihrer wichtigsten architektonischen Elemente, wie Fenster
und Tu¨ren, auf der Grundlage ihres derzeitigen Zustandes.
Trotz der vielen ju¨ngsten Forschungsanstrengungen, bleibt die vollautomatis-
chen Erzeugung von ausreichend ausdrucksstarken und semantisch angereicherten
3D-Modellen von Innenra¨umen eine grosse Herausforderung und zeitaufwendig.
Die Hauptherausforderungen in diesem Prozess liegen in der genauen und schnellen
Erfassung der Umgebung und der Erstellung eines echten und semantisch reichen
3D-Modells.
Obwohl die offenen Probleme auf dem Gebiet immer noch vielfa¨ltig sind,
haben wir uns in dieser Arbeit auf die folgenden drei wichtigen Herausforderun-
gen konzentriert: Erstens, die Erfassung und Kombination von 3D-Informationen
einer Szene mit Methoden, die erho¨hte Genauigkeit, hohe Leistung und angemessene
Ergebnisse fu¨r die meisten professionellen Indoor-Anwendungen bieten; zweit-
ens, die Erfassung feinster Details in strukturellen Bauelementen und automa-
tische Erstellung eines semantisch reiches Geba¨udemodells; drittens, die erfol-
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greiche automatische Rekonstruktion von 3D-BIM-Modellen, ohne auf restriktive
Annahmen u¨ber die Szene oder den Datensatz angewiesen zu sein.
Fu¨r jedes dieser Probleme schlagen wir eine Lo¨sung vor, die den Stand der
Technik voranbringt und verbesserte Ergebnisse und eine bessere Qualita¨t liefert.
Der erste Teil dieser Arbeit konzentriert sich auf die effiziente und schnelle Er-
fassung einer 3D Szene und stellt eine neue Hardware-effiziente Stereo-Vision-
Methode vor. Die Methode benutzt einen lokalen Korrelationsalgorithmus kom-
biniert mit einer Optimierungstechnik, welche auf sogenannten ”diskret dynamis-
chen Systemen” zur Verfeinerung von Tiefeninformation basiert. Im selben Beitrag
schlagen wir eine effiziente parallel Hardware Architektur vor, welche die vorge-
schlagene Stereorekonstruktion auf einem kundenspezifischen FPGA-Gera¨t im-
plementiert und hohe Verarbeitungsgeschwindigkeiten fu¨r hochauflo¨sende Stere-
obilder ermo¨glicht.
Der zweite Teil dieser Dissertation konzentriert sich auf die 3D-Modellierung
wa¨hrend der Rekonstruktionsphase. Das Ziel ist die Klassifikation von kleinen
ebenen Teilen in beliebigen architektonischen Wandfla¨chen mit einer sogenan-
nten Bayes-Graph-Cut-Optimierungstechnik. Die Klassifikation und Erkennung
solcher Wandfla¨chen in beliebigen Innenra¨umen ermo¨glicht die automatische Ex-
traktion von sematischer Information von 3D-Modellen. Aufgrund seines vorteil-
haften Designs kann unser Ansatz als Nachbearbeitungsschritt in die meisten
modernen 3D-Modellierungs Workflows integriert werden.
Der letzte Forschungsbeitrag dieser Arbeit hebt eine restriktive und weit ver-
breitete Annahme auf, dass die Laserscanner Positionen a priori bekannt zur Rekon-
struktion und 3D-Modellierung der Umgebung sein mu¨ssen. Diese Arbeit pra¨sentiert
die erste Methode zur Re-Engineering und Rekonstruktion der originalen Laser-
scanner Positionen aus rohen Punktwolken. Unser Ansatz beruht auf den intrin-
sischen Scan- Eigenschaften des Akquisitionsprozesses und verwendet eine er-
weiterte statistische Analyse fu¨r rohe Punktdaten, die die Merkmale aufzeigt, die
das Abrufen echter Scannerpositionen ermo¨glichen.
Umfangreiche qualitative und quantitative Bewertungen von realen und syn-
thetischen Datensa¨tzen zeigen die Vorteile der vorgeschlagenen Methoden sowie
deren Effizienz und Leistung unter den anspruchsvollen Bedingungen in Innen-
ra¨umen.
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2 1 INTRODUCTION
1.1 Introduction and Motivation
During the last years, new advances in 3D geometry acquisition technologies have
allowed significant improvements in capturing, processing and reconstruction of
objects and environments, opening new horizons to many fields of science and
engineering. Among these fields, high attention concentrates the automatic mod-
eling of building environments, mainly due to the importance buildings have in our
everyday life, but also due to the variety of applications that could benefit from
the availability of accurate and semantically rich digital building representations.
Until recently, the research community has focused mainly on the automatic
reconstruction of outer building shapes [Stamos and Allen, 2000; Pu and Vos-
selman, 2009]. Although the 3D modeling of building fac¸ades can be beneficial
to various fields such as urban planning, heritage documentation and computer
games, it provides only a limited overview of the information we can derive from
building models. Considering the details included in indoor environments, we can
enrich these models with additional valuable information and broaden their appli-
cation areas beyond the ones covered by the reconstruction of building exteriors.
In particular, models from building interiors could create highly added value
in the Architecture, Engineering, and Construction (AEC) domain, where there is
an increasing demand for 3D Building Information Models (BIMs), that is, seman-
tically rich building representations that faithfully capture the condition in which
(a)
(b) (c)
Figure 1.1: BIM model examples used in property management [ArchiCAD, 2014] (a),
in facility energy analysis [bimen, 2015] (b) and in engineering [adi, 2015] (c).
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the buildings or structures are actually constructed (the ”as-is” condition), as op-
posed to the way they were planned [Volk et al., 2014]. Such precise 3D models
focus mainly on the accurate reconstruction of permanent building structures (e.g.
walls, ceiling and floor) and their architectural wall elements (e.g. windows and
doors). Therefore, they can be natively applied in various applications, ranging
from visualization or simulation to robotics, navigation, construction and facility
management (see also Figure 1.2). Furthermore, they could help interior design-
ers for planning renovations, while they could be also used in gaming industry for
representing realistically the games’ environments.
In practice, the creation of 3D models from building interiors consists of an in-
tensive two-stage reconstruction process, which includes the data acquisition and
3D modeling of the scene. In the first stage, the 3D information of the physical
scene is captured, either using passive (e.g. stereo vision and photogrammet-
ric) or active (e.g. terrestrial laser scanners) range sensors [Strecha et al., 2007;
Kaller et al., 2016]. Especially for reconstructing the building environments, laser
scanners and stereo vision systems constitute the most efficient and widely used
methods in the field [Strecha et al., 2008; Zhu and Leow, 2013]. Proceeding to
the second reconstruction stage, the derived range data usually form a 3D point
cloud, whose 3D points are classified and segmented to form large arrangements
that constitute the permanent structures of the scene (e.g. walls). By further en-
riching these components with additional semantic information about their wall
elements (windows and doors), the digital 3D model of the building is derived.
In spite, however, of the initial research efforts for generating faithful build-
ing representations, the fully automatic semantic 3D reconstruction of building
interiors still remains a cumbersome, challenging and time-consuming process,
while it requires most of the times human intervention for its successful comple-
tion [Xuehan et al., 2013; Volk et al., 2014]. Therefore, there is a strong need
to optimize and refine the stages of the aforementioned reconstruction process,
reducing or avoiding the restrictions introduced by the current methods and real-
world requirements. Thus, in this thesis we perform targeted interventions to the
reconstruction process and propose methods that improve both the acquisition and
modeling stages. Emphasizing also on their generalization and broad applicabil-
ity, the introduced methods can be applied off the shelf to the majority of current
reconstruction and modeling pipelines, refining their workflows and providing im-
mediate improvements to the extracted results.
1.2 State of Research
The problem of reconstruction and semantization of indoor environments is a mul-
tifaceted problem that has been studied a lot the last few years. Given the range
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of literature in this field, we restrict our analysis mainly to the approaches that are
closest in scope to our work. Thus, in this section, we provide an initial, general
overview of the methods that outline the general context under which our work
will be placed, while a more focused and detailed analysis is provided in the next
chapters (in particular, in Sections 3.1.2, 4.1.2 and 5.1.2).
A. Scene Measurement and Data Acquisition
As already stated in the previous section, the process of measuring the scene of
interest can be performed either by using active techniques that rely on terrestrial
laser scanners, or by using passive methods such as stereo vision. As outlined
in [Besl, 1988; El-Hakim et al., 1995; Sansoni et al., 2009], terrestrial laser scan-
ners and LiDAR (Light Detection And Ranging) devices can measure accurately
objects in long ranges under various light conditions, although their acquisitions
are influenced by high-reflectance surfaces and sharp discontinuities. In addition,
when multiple 3D point clouds are necessary to be captured in order to represent
faithfully the geometry of the scene, they need in a later stage to be registered
to a common coordinate system [Gielsdorf et al., 2004; Rabbani et al., 2007].
This is, however, a time-consuming process which is mainly performed manually,
and along with the increased scan time and the high cost of LiDAR devices, they
comprise often prohibitive factors for using laser scanners in specific applications.
An alternative solution for acquiring the 3D information of the scene consti-
tutes the use of passive systems and depth cameras. Stereo vision systems, such as
SceneScan [sce, 2018]and ZED [zed, 2018], have been used widely for this pur-
pose, since they can provide dense depth information in short times. Typically, the
sensors of stereo vision systems come pre-calibrated, while the underlying tech-
nology for computing the depth of the scene relies on stereo algorithms. However,
due to their increased complexity, the execution of these algorithms requires a fast
host machine, while their poor performance in non-textured and occluded regions
makes inevitable the post-processing of the extracted range data. Nevertheless,
recent advances in computer vision and acquisition technologies allow stereo-
photogrammetric approaches to deliver range data and point clouds at comparable
accuracy and density but with superior throughput than laser scanners [Leberl
et al., 2010], which makes them beneficial for a wide range of applications.
Depth and time-of-flight (ToF) cameras, such as Kinect and PMD [pmd, 2018]
respectively, have been also used for similar applications. Kinect uses structured
light to capture the depth of the scene, while it supports reasonable resolution
(640⇥480 pixels) at ranges of approximately 1 to 3.5 meter and at a maximum
frame rate of 30 frames per second (fps). Although it provides reliable depth mea-
surements under a large variety of conditions, the acquired depth frames need to
be registered with the RGB frames after the acquisition process, while the use
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of structured light prohibits the usage of multiple units in the same space due to
interference. Considering also its short working range and low resolution, Kinect
is more suitable for measuring small indoor areas, rather than large-scale environ-
ments (e.g. buildings). PMD and other ToF cameras, on the other hand, acquire
the depth information directly on the camera hardware without needing any cali-
bration, but their several limitations, such as their increased cost, the acquisition
of only gray-scale images, their limited frame size and the low frame rates restrict
their applicability in highly demanding scenarios, such as the 3D reconstruction
of building interiors.
B. Reconstruction and Modeling of Indoor Scenes
After measuring and acquiring the raw 3D data of a scene, its three-dimensional
model has to be generated. Independently from the acquisition method that will
be used, this processing stage is common for all methods and targets to enrich the
reconstructed model with additional structural and semantic shape information.
Architectural modeling of building interiors. The problem of mod-
eling buildings interiors is closely related to the more well-studied case of recon-
structing the exterior outlines and fac¸ades of buildings [Adan and Huber, 2011;
Dore and Murphy, 2014], although the challenges to be tackled are different and
cannot be easily solved by the techniques used in urban reconstruction approaches.
The main reason lies in the inherent difficulties that indoor environments intro-
duce, since they often contain many objects and obstacles which prevent an ideal
data acquisition and easy reconstruction of their permanent structural elements.
However, despite the fact that the reconstruction of indoor scenes has been
object of active research for many years, existing methods typically rely on very
strict assumptions on the environments considered and usually fail to automati-
cally reconstruct their 3D models without human intervention. For instance, many
approaches [Sanchez and Zakhor, 2012; Turner and Zakhor, 2012; Oesau et al.,
2013; Turner and Zakhor, 2014; Mura et al., 2014] assume that walls are verti-
cal and that ceilings are horizontal, while a number of other methods make even
stricter assumptions, requiring that rooms have a convex floor-plan [Ochmann
et al., 2014] or that the environments conform to the so-called Manhattan-world
assumption, i.e. an assumption stating that cities and indoor scenes are built on
a Cartesian grid [Okorn et al., 2010; Budroni and Bo¨hm, 2010a]. Furthermore,
the majority of them focus mainly on generating a structural building model by
reconstructing only the wall surfaces, without focusing on reconstructing higher-
level architectural information such as the wall openings, narrowing further down
their applicability and the quality of the extracted models. In addition, almost all
of these methods impose a hard restriction to their modeling process by relying on
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the explicit prior knowledge of the true scanner viewpoint positions, in order their
reconstruction pipeline to be successfully executed. Similar limitations are often
enforced in the closely related problem of outdoor building reconstruction [Nan
et al., 2010; Vanegas et al., 2012], for which however more flexible and expres-
sive methods have been proposed [Tarsha-Kurdi et al., 2007; Chen and Chen,
2008; Chauve et al., 2010; Lafarge and Alliez, 2013]. Furthermore, the inability
of many state-of-the-art methods to cope with deficient inputs is another weak
point; only few methods [Adan and Huber, 2011; Adan et al., 2013; Mura et al.,
2014; Mura et al., 2016; Ochmann et al., 2016] include a robust handling of ar-
tifacts and occlusions in their pipeline. More recent approaches have also shifted
the attention from simple architectural reconstruction to the detection and extrac-
tion of individual rooms [Mura et al., 2014; Turner and Zakhor, 2014; Ochmann
et al., 2014; Mura et al., 2016; Ochmann et al., 2016], but despite the noteworthy
improvements they offer, they still rely on the assumption of knowing a priori the
scanner viewpoint positions for reconstructing the room layouts, while they have
also devoted very limited effort to create a fine-detailed building model, where the
architectural wall elements would be also reconstructed.
Semantic modeling of architectural wall elements. Beyond the
general geometry and shape building interiors, finer details such as the architec-
tural wall elements need also to be detected and modeled in point clouds for the
generation of a faithful 3D building model. To achieve this, current methods ei-
ther make hard-coded assumptions about the geometric properties of the wall ele-
ments [Budroni and Bo¨hm, 2010a; Sanchez and Zakhor, 2012; Adan et al., 2013;
Boulch et al., 2013] or they rely on proxy models extracted from shape reposito-
ries for their retrieval [Funkhouser et al., 2003; Attene et al., 2009]. Moreover,
there are approaches that perform the modeling and semantic annotation of these
elements after an interactive segmentation phase [Silberman and Fergus, 2011;
Shao et al., 2012], whose results however can be assumed to be reliable thanks
to the active role of the user. Thus, it can be seen that overall there is still a gap
in the current literature with respect to the accurate and reliable modeling of the
architectural wall elements of building interiors under real-world conditions.
1.3 Open Challenges
In spite of recent research efforts and the improvements in the acquisition tech-
nologies, a fully automatic and generalized reconstruction pipeline, capable to
generate faithful and semantically rich 3D models from building interiors has not
been presented yet. Current approaches require increased processing times, man-
ual interventions, rely on strict assumptions about the scene or the datasets, and
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often underperform under real-world conditions. This is mainly due to the high
complexity of the problem, but also because of the many intertwined issues that
still remain unsolved and perpetuate or even enlarge the drawbacks and limitations
of current state-of-the-art methods.
Although the challenges in the field are diverse and manifold, we highlight
below four main open issues that limit the applicability of existing state-of-the-
art methods and deteriorate the quality of the generated 3D models. It is worth
noticing that for some of them, such as the retrieval of original scanner positions,
there is still no solution proposed by the research community until now.
• 3D data acquisition
Typically, laser scanning devices can extract directly and with high accuracy
the 3D information of the scene, but their limitation to provide information
about the surfaces’ textures, as well as their high cost, large size – compared
to simple handheld cameras, and their very time-consuming data acquisition
process limit their applicability to many real-world scenarios and make their
usage impractical for time-critical applications. Moreover, the fact that they
comprise a closed system which does not allow user interventions to the way
they operate, do not allow any space for further improvements during the ac-
quisition and measuring stage. On the other hand, stereo acquisition systems
allow the fast reconstruction of the environment through low-cost, portable and
high-resolution handheld cameras, but exhibit often increased computational
complexity and reduced accuracy compared to laser scanners. Thus, an effi-
cient data acquisition system should be capable to combine increased accuracy
and high performance, producing results of adequate quality for the majority of
real-life indoor applications.
• Reconstruction of architectural wall elements
Modern buildings are composed by permanent components (e.g. walls), which
can include various architectural wall elements, such as windows and doors.
Despite the huge variety of shapes and geometric properties they exhibit, these
elements should be captured and reconstructed accurately during the modeling
process. However, the presence of interior objects and clutter in indoor environ-
ments can lead to viewpoint occlusions, which will corrupt their shape, hiding
a part of them and making their full reconstruction very difficult. Thus, a valid
modeling pipeline should be capable to identify accurately these wall elements
and separate them from the occluded regions in the challenging real-world in-
door environments, independently from the variabilities they present in shape
and size.
• Semantic annotation of architectural wall elements
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Besides the geometric aspects considered for the automatic detection and re-
construction of the architectural wall elements in indoor environments, a tran-
sition to BIM requires also semantic information to be incorporated to the final
3D model. Current methods are capable to semantically segment the building
space into disjoint spaces, such as rooms, hallways, etc. but little attention has
been given to semantically enrich these permanent structures with information
about the wall elements. For this reason, the modeling pipelines should be also
capable to semantically segment the wall elements, assigning to them labels
according to their properties and functionality.
• Faithful 3D modeling without assumptions and priors
Raw input data from terrestrial laser scanners are often associated with some
metadata information (such as the scanning positions), which is typically lost
after the point cloud registration process. However, due to its vital importance
for the successful reconstruction and modeling of the scene, the majority of
modeling pipelines manually retrieve the scanner positions in order to use them
as priors for occlusion detection, disjoint space partitioning, structural element
detection, wall features segmentation and other. Moreover, the frequent un-
availability of point cloud metadata information – and consequently the lack of
knowing the original scanner viewpoint positions – can cause additional issues
to current reconstruction approaches, such as wrong localizations, imprecisions
to object detections and wrong semantic interpretations. Therefore, it is im-
portant a valid and automatic indoor modeling pipeline to be independent from
such restrictive priors and manual interventions, or to be capable to retrieve on
its own any information needed for generating automatically faithful 3D mod-
els.
1.4 Research Objectives
The work presented in this thesis focuses predominantly to advance the state-of-
the-art in architectural 3D modeling of building interiors by proposing improve-
ments and solutions to the open challenges mentioned in the previous section.
More specifically, the research objectives of this thesis can be summarized as fol-
lows.
I. Efficient acquisition of 3D data
Terrestrial laser scanners and stereo vision systems are commonly used for
capturing the 3D structure of the scene. However, due to the limitations
placed on terrestrial laser scanners utility, their usage in a variety of appli-
cations is impractical, computationally expensive or even impossible (e.g. in
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applications with strict timing constraints or when fast acquisitions are nec-
essary). On the other hand, stereo vision algorithms might yield less accurate
depth data than laser scanners, but they are better qualified for time-critical
and highly demanding processing applications, such as processing large-scale
datasets or multi-store buildings. Therefore, in this work we target to develop
an efficient stereo vision algorithm for producing qualitative and dense 3D
data under high processing speeds. This method should be also capable to
bridge the gap between the highly accurate but slow acquisition systems that
rely on laser scanners and the fast but less accurate stereo vision techniques.
Such an approach would be beneficial for the data acquisition stage of the 3D
reconstruction and modeling pipeline, and it will be more suitable for appli-
cations in which timing and processing constraints are critical.
II. Detection of architectural wall elements
Modeling pipelines focus mainly on the successful reconstruction of the per-
manent building structures, without emphasizing in generating a fine-detailed
3D model. For this reason, one of the goals of this thesis is to improve the
modeling capabilities of current state-of-the-art methods, allowing them for
a more detailed modeling of the interiors. Emphasis will be given mainly
in the detection of the architectural wall elements and the generalization of
the method, in order to make it suitable for being embedded as an additional
processing unit in the majority of modern modeling pipelines.
III. Semantic annotation of architectural wall elements
A fundamental requirement for BIMs is the incorporation of detailed semantic
information to the reconstructed models of the environment. Such high-level
semantization should emphasize, not only to the labeling of the individual
rooms – as mainly happens by the current methods, but also to the identifi-
cation and semantic segmentation of their architectural wall elements. For
this reason, we aim to enrich the information provided by the reconstructed
3D models, by semantically labeling the architectural wall elements of the
environment.
IV. Automatic reconstruction of original scanner positions
Point cloud metadata information and specifically the coordinates of laser
scanner positions are used extensively the last years from the majority of 3D
reconstruction methods as priors for reconstructing and modeling successfully
the interior environments. Hence, all these methods impose a hard restriction
to the reconstruction pipeline, limiting their applicability and increasing their
dependency to external factors. One of the main objectives of this work is to
lift this widely-used restrictive assumption and provide a method capable to
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retrieve automatically the scanner viewpoint positions from raw point clouds
without requiring any prior knowledge about the dataset or the scene.
1.5 Contributions
This dissertation constitutes the cumulative result of three major contributions
framed in a common scenario and context, as depicted in Figure 1.2. This figure
outlines the major tasks that constitute a typical reconstruction and modeling pro-
cess – which is briefly described in Section 1.1 and in more detail in Chapter 2 –
and points out the contribution areas of our work.
In a nutshell, the research contributions and the related scientific publications
(if applicable) with which we achieve the goals of this thesis can be summarized
as follows:
• High performance stereo vision system for 3D reconstruction
In the data acquisition stage, we improve with this work, which is annotated
as ”1st contribution” in Figure 1.2, the 3D reconstruction process inferred by
passive range sensors, introducing a new stereo vision method that fulfills the
requirements of real-world applications. The proposed method is capable to
produce high-definition (HD) range images in a computationally efficient man-
ner, combining a correlation-based matching cost algorithm and an optimiza-
tion method based on Discrete Dynamical Systems (DDS). In addition, the per-
formance requirements set by this thesis are fulfilled by implementing the pro-
posed approach on a custom high-end field programmable gate array (FPGA)
device, following a scalable and highly parallel hardware architecture. The ap-
proach is described in more detail in Chapter 3 and has appeared as an article
in a scientific journal [Michailidis et al., 2014].
• Automatic reconstruction of architectural wall elements
In the modeling stage of the reconstruction process, we propose a method capa-
ble to recover and semantically label the architectural wall elements of indoor
environments in an automatic fashion (annotated as ”2nd contribution” in Fig-
ure 1.2). In our approach, the detection and semantic labeling of wall openings
relies on a bayesian graph-cut optimization method, which can efficiently seg-
ment and classify the openings in wall surfaces under the presence of signifi-
cant amounts of clutter and occlusion. A competitive advantage of the proposed
method is that it allows to be embedded as a post-processing unit to the majority
of modern 3D modeling pipelines, enabling their reconstructed models to be re-
liably and automatically enriched with higher-level semantic information. This
contribution, which is described in detail in Chapter 4, has been presented in
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a peer-reviewed conference [Michailidis and Pajarola, 2015] and has appeared
in an extended version as an article in a scientific journal [Michailidis and Pa-
jarola, 2017].
• Automatic reconstruction of scanner viewpoint positions
In our last contribution (annotated as ”3rd contribution” in Figure 1.2), we pro-
pose the first method for re-engineering and reconstructing the original scanner
viewpoint positions from raw point clouds, lifting the restrictive assumption in-
troduced by the majority of 3D reconstruction methods until now that the true
scanner viewpoint positions should be known a priori, in order the reconstruc-
tion of 3D BIM models to be performed successfully. Our approach allows the
accurate localization of LiDAR devices under very challenging indoor environ-
ments by exploiting only information derived from raw data, without requiring
any prior knowledge about the environment or the dataset. Moreover, being in-
dependent from the laser scanner manufacturers, it can efficiently be applied to
merged real-world and large-scale indoor point clouds, where the original scan
positions are typically lost and not available. Chapter 5 provides a full descrip-
tion of this contribution, while it has been already submitted for publication in
an international peer-reviewed conference.
1.6 Dissertation Overview
This dissertation is structured as follows.
In Chapter 2, we outline the basic aspects of a typical reconstruction pipeline
and we provide the proper background, in order to allow a smooth transition to
the next chapters, where the details of the contributions of this thesis are provided.
Chapter 3 describes a new hardware-based stereo reconstruction method, which is
capable to produce high-resolution dense disparity maps in real-time. The same
chapter presents also its efficient implementation on a single FPGA device. Chap-
ter 4 describes a robust pipeline for reconstructing the architectural wall elements
of indoor environments, while Chapter 5 introduces a novel approach for auto-
matically reconstructing the real scanner viewpoint positions from raw point data.
Finally, Chapter 6 concludes this thesis with a summary and gives some promising
directions for future work.
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Photogrammetry
(Stereo vision, etc.)
Dense (range) image
Terrestrial Laser scanners
(LiDAR, etc.)
Point cloud pre-processing
(registration, outlier removal, etc.)
Raw point cloud
Detection of permanent 
architectural structures
Detection of architectural wall elements
Occlusions detection
Room layout reconstruction
Acquisition 
stage
3D Modeling
stage
2nd contribution
1st contribution
3rd contribution
Figure 1.2: A typical 3D reconstruction pipeline divided into the data acquisition and
3D modeling stage. The annotated parts point out the contribution areas of this thesis
(marked with yellow and orange colors).
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2.1 Introduction
This chapter discusses the main aspects of a typical reconstruction pipeline and
provides a short overview of the main tasks that constitute each of the two recon-
struction stages of the modeling process (see also Figure 1.2). Given the vastness
of the literature on the topic, focus is placed more on the parts that are related or
used by the approaches presented in this thesis.
2.2 Data Measurement and Acquisition Stage
In the first stage of the reconstruction pipeline, the depth information of a scene
is acquired, either using passive or active methods [Strecha et al., 2007; Kaller
et al., 2016]. Traditionally, there are many different acquisition systems capa-
ble of delivering high-quality and dense measurements. The most popular sys-
tems that reside in active methods are laser scanners and LiDAR devices, which
typically present highly accurate dense measurements, but also high acquisition
costs and increased operational complexity. Consumer-level RGB-D cameras and
photogrammetric methods such as stereo vision offer a cost-effective alternative
for generating the 3D models of interiors, while tablets and low-cost hand-held
devices that are equipped with 3D sensors can be turned also into 3D scanning
systems [Tanskanen et al., 2013]. Any of these approaches allows the acquisi-
tion of the as-is state of an environment, despite their differentiations in the qual-
ity of acquired models. Especially for the reconstruction of building interiors,
modern reconstruction pipelines use mainly raw data generated by laser scanners
or stereo vision systems [Strecha et al., 2008; Leberl et al., 2010], since they
present increased accuracy and high-quality results against other acquisition ap-
proaches [Zhu and Leow, 2013].
Generally, there are various formats with which the digital model of the en-
vironment could be represented. The most precise 3D representation and often
the direct output of laser scanners is the 3D point cloud, which is usually used by
higher-level 3D modeling pipelines as an initial raw representation of the digital
model of the scene. Another format for representing the acquired 3D space – and
usually extracted by passive methods – is the range image (or depth map), which
contains precise information about the distances to the points in the scene and can
be also used to generate the equivalent 3D point cloud by just applying a simple
transformation algorithm.
In the following sections, we provide more information about the fundamental
concepts of laser scanners and stereo vision, as the contributions discussed in the
next chapters rely on them.
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2.2.1 Terrestrial Laser Scanners
Laser scanners (LS) are electronic distance measurement (EDM) devices that can
be used in various applications for measuring the distance between two points by
emitting an electromagnetic radiation (a laser light beam). Based on the applica-
tion and their usage, they can be placed on different platforms such as airborne
(ALS), terrestrial (TLS), mobile (MLS) or satellite.
In general, laser scanners can determine the measuring distance to the object of
interest relying on either Phase-Shift or Time-of-Flight (ToF) sensors. Regardless
from the technology used, the laser beam or pulse bounces back from the target
object surface and returns to the instrument, where either the phase difference
between the emitted and the reference beam is measured, or the time for the round-
trip of the beam is determined, respectively.
To scan the surrounding area, laser scanners use a rotational mechanism cou-
pled with a rotating polygon mirror, in order to deflect the transmitted laser beam
to different directions and cover the area around them. The coverage of the sur-
rounding area is also dependent on the field-of-view (FOV) of the laser scanner,
which corresponds to the observable area that the laser scanner can capture from
a specific position. Most commercial laser scanners produced by the main man-
ufactures (e.g. Leica, Mensi, Riegl, OpTech, Faro, etc.) present usually a FOV
of almost 360 , forming a closed spherical scan region around their scan position
and excluding only a small part beneath them due to the presence of the supporting
tripod.
Figure 2.1 illustrates a typical scanning setup of such a LiDAR device. During
θ
L1
L2
θd
Figure 2.1: Typical laser scanning setup, showing the movement of the rotating mirror
around the horizontal and vertical axis, as well as the angle ✓ of the angular scanning
increments. Notice that the density of points near the scanner position is higher than in
areas farther away (i.e. L1 < L2).
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the scanning process, the laser device scans the FOV point-by-point by slewing
the laser beam around using the rotating mirror. The return energy of the emit-
ted beam is then caught by the receiver of the laser sensor, detecting the strength
of the backscatter (i.e. the so-called ”intensity”), the distance and the reflective
characteristics of the object surface [Heritage and Large, 2009]. These measure-
ments can then easily be transformed into a set of 3D points, expressed by the
triplet of point coordinates and the other point attributes (e.g. color or distance).
In addition, the same measurements can be also transformed into a range (depth)
image, in which the Euclidean coordinates of the measured 3D points are con-
verted into spherical coordinates expressed by two angles and the distance d be-
tween the scanner and any point in space (see distance d in Figure 2.1). In this
case, the range map of the scene is generated by storing these distances to an im-
age [Swadzba et al., 2007; Herbort and Wo¨hler, 2011]. One such an example is
presented in Figure 2.2.
Notice here however that, due to the spherical movement of the rotating mir-
ror, the scenes acquired by laser scanners exhibit regularly a circular scanning
pattern, which can be easily detected in areas mainly near the scanner positions.
Figure 2.1 illustrates one such an example, where the acquired points near the
scanner standpoint form two concentric circles centered at the scanner position.
Moreover, due to the nature of the scanner acquisition process, there are some
(a) Panoramic 360  image from room interiors. (b) 3D point cloud.
(c) Range (depth) image.
Figure 2.2: The depth values obtained during the acquisition process of a room interiors
shown in (a), can be used to produce a range image (b) or to form a 3D point cloud (c).
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important factors that determine the intrinsic scanning characteristics and conse-
quently the quality of the generated point-based digital models. For instance, the
user selected (angular) resolution of the device – commonly known as scan density
– specifies the smallest possible increment of the angle between two successively
measured points, while it remains constant during the whole acquisition process
(see angle ✓ in Figure 2.1). Therefore, the density of measured points is relative
to the distance from the scanner positions, meaning that the scanned surface areas
near the scanner positions present higher density of samples (points) than the areas
further away. In Figure 2.1, this is illustrated by the distances L1 and L2, where
keeping the angle ✓ constant, the distance between two consecutive points near
the scanner position (L1) is smaller than the distance between two points farther
away (L2).
2.2.2 Stereo Vision
Stereoscopic (in short, stereo) vision systems have been used extensively as sub-
stitutes of 3D laser scanners in applications where their usage is not possible,
feasible or cost-effective, such as in automotive industry, in specific industrial
and time-critical applications, in indoor environments, etc. [Strecha et al., 2008;
Zhu and Leow, 2013]. Due to the rapid evolution in digital cameras, stereo re-
constructed 3D models can provide detailed structure information about buildings
and interior environments, generating 3D point clouds which present very little
difference with the LiDAR point clouds [Hirschmuller, 2008; Leberl et al., 2010;
Agarwal et al., 2011; Ok et al., 2012; Steinhage et al., 2013].
The concept behind the acquisition of depth information from stereo vision
systems is quite simple. Two (or more) stereo images are taken from slightly
different viewpoint positions, and the three-dimensional structure of the world is
inferred by comparing the information derived from these images [Scharstein and
Szeliski, 2002]. Specifically, and similar to human vision, the overlap occurred
between the stereo images is used to perceive the depth of the scene by computing
the disparities, i.e. the differences in the placement of objects as viewed by the
different viewpoints. The fundamental geometric concept of a binocular stereo
setup is shown in Figure 2.3. In this ideal system, the stereo cameras are horizon-
tally aligned and separated by a distance known as baseline, in order to capture
the two (stereo) images. The optical axes OL and OR of the two cameras are per-
fectly parallel and both stereo image planes are coplanar, assuming that no lens
distortion is present. To reconstruct the 3D model of the scene, the distance Z to
point P has to be determined using the following equation:
Z =
B · f
d
, (2.1)
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Stereo	image	1
Stereo	image 2
Figure 2.3: Ideal geometry of a stereo setup.
where f is the focal length, B the baseline and d the disparity. The baseline
describes a common line for the different views of the scene and constitutes the
basis for finding the correspondences between the stereo images. Applying in this
ideal scenario a simple similarity metric for comparing directly the pixel values,
the disparity of P can be defined as
d = xL   xR. (2.2)
The computation of distance Z for all objects in the scene will allow for the cre-
ation of its range image (or disparity map), while the range data produced by the
stereo vision system could be used to generate the equivalent 3D point cloud of
the scene, as depicted for example in Figures 2.2(b) and 2.2(c).
To apply, however, Equation 2.2 for computing the disparity map, we need
first to overcome some restrictions introduced to the disparity computation pro-
cess. Finding and matching the corresponding points PL and PR between the
stereo images, i.e. solving the stereo correspondence problem [Scharstein and
Szeliski, 2002], requires the points to lie on the same image line, called the epipo-
lar line. Otherwise the complexity of the stereo matching problem increases dra-
matically. However, in typical real-world scenarios the epipolar lines might be
slightly slanted, since the cameras could be moved towards the object or the raw
stereo images could be distorted by the camera lenses. Applying a process called
rectification [Lim et al., 2004] (see Figure 2.4), the images can be warped in or-
der to appear as if they have been taken with only a horizontal displacement, and
hence, all epipolar lines to become horizontal. Then, the computation of dispari-
ties becomes feasible based on Equation 2.2.
Although Equation 2.2 presents a simple metric for computing the disparities
inside a predefined disparity range, due to the noise and other distortions intro-
duced to the input stereo images, more robust methods are typically applied for
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(a) Slanted epipolar lines due to image distor-
tions.
(b) Removing image distortions make epipo-
lar lines straight.
(c) Rectification aligns epipolar lines with
image axes.
Figure 2.4: After rectifying the stereo images, the correspondence search can be per-
formed along the image scanlines.
the disparity computation. Traditionally, these methods are categorized in the lit-
erature into global and local methods, and a good survey on the subject can be
found in [Scharstein and Szeliski, 2002; Brown et al., 2003]. Global methods are
iterative algorithms that rely on minimizing the energy of a global cost function
and are capable of generating quite accurate depth data at the cost of high compu-
tational complexity and low processing speeds. Local methods are faster but less
accurate, and based usually on correlation algorithms they attempt to determine
the depth of the scene. The most commonly used global methods try to solve
the stereo matching problem using Dynamic Programming (DP), Belief Propaga-
tion (BP) and Graph Cuts (GC) [Veksler, 2003; Gong and Yang, 2005; Veksler,
2005], while local methods attempt to address the correspondence problem using
similarity metrics based on block matching, gradient matching and feature match-
ing algorithms [Psarakis and Evangelidis, 2005; Nalpantidis et al., 2008; Sharma
et al., 2011; Pham and Jeon, 2013].
2.3 3D Modeling Stage
In this stage of the reconstruction pipeline, the goal is to transform the raw and
unstructured sets of measurements into a compact and semantically rich archi-
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tectural 3D model. Due to the complexity of the problem, usually the 3D point
cloud format is preferred over the depth images as the raw input representation of
the environment in this stage, since it allows algorithms to be more flexible and
exploit more information from a three-dimensional space.
In the next sections, the most important and commonly used processing steps
for modeling the building interiors are briefly discussed, as illustrated also in Fig-
ure 1.2.
2.3.1 Point Cloud Pre-processing
The first step for reconstructing the model of the scene is to assure its faithful
representation. Including a sufficient number of samples in the source point cloud
usually helps in this direction, since it reduces the sparse and unexpressive regions
in raw data while eliminating the occluded areas. Thus, the scene of interest is of-
ten scanned multiple times from different positions, depending on its complexity
and the level of occlusions occurred by the interfered objects.
Since the samples of each scan are expressed in a local reference system, to
create a single point cloud from multiple scans it is necessary to align the acquired
scans into a common reference frame. This is achieved by associating each scan
with a matrix, which expresses the rigid body transformation that has to be applied
to the points of each scan, in order to transfer them from their local reference
system to a common global one. This process is called registration and can be
performed either manually or automatic [Akca, 2003; Von Hansen, 2006; Boehm
and Becker, 2007; Schenk and Hanke, 2012].
After registration, the metadata information (e.g. the scanner positions) from
each individual scan gets lost and only point-related data (e.g. point coordinates,
color and depth) remain in the registered point cloud. Since in many cases the
raw point clouds are affected by clutter, outliers, noise and large-scale artifacts,
it is common practice to apply a pre-processing filtering process to the merged
point cloud in order to eliminate (partially) these discrepancies and simplify the
operation of the modeling algorithms.
2.3.2 Detection of Permanent Architectural Structures
After registration, the merged point cloud typically contains millions of points
that make difficult and inefficient the direct application of a modeling algorithm
on them. Therefore, depending on the application and targets set, this point data
representation can be simplified by utilizing first a clustering method, which will
group the points with similar properties into patches, reducing the immense num-
ber of data considered in the following stages of the modeling process. Various
clustering methods have been used successfully so far for this occasion, such as
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K-means clustering [Shi et al., 2011], hierarchical clustering [Feng et al., 2014]
and fuzzy c-means clustering [Wang et al., 2006], to name a few. Next, the point
patches are merged to form larger segments, or they are replaced by their cen-
troids, which will be used as patch-representative 3D points in the next processing
steps.
Besides clustering, it is also very common in the first stages of the modeling
process, geometrically simple parts of the scene to be detected and represented
by shape proxies. Methods such as Hough Transform [Vosselman et al., 2004],
least squares [Gruen and Akca, 2005], region growing [Poppinga et al., 2008] and
RANSAC [Schnabel et al., 2007] have been used extensively for this purpose,
extracting simple geometric shapes from point clouds. Especially for the recon-
struction of building interiors, this low level shape extraction process is widely
used for detecting planar regions, since these man-made indoor environments are
mostly composed by piecewise planar surfaces [Steadman, 2006].
Once a point cloud has been segmented into (planar) patches, their geometric
and spatial features are exploited, in order to assess their semantic content and in-
vestigate their potential classification into specific building element classes such
as ceiling, floor, and walls. The classification of the patches is usually achieved
either by supervised approaches, where the semantic categories are learned from
a training dataset of annotated data, or by unsupervised approaches, where the
data is automatically partitioned into segments based on a user-provided parame-
terization. Common classification methods that lie in these categories rely mainly
on machine learning [Zhan and Liang, 2011], Gaussian Mixture Models [Lalonde
et al., 2006] and hierarchical K-means classification [Chehata et al., 2008].
Once the patches get classified, the patches that do not belong to the predefined
classes are excluded from the modeling process and only the patches that comprise
the structural elements of the building [Macher et al., 2017] are kept for further
processing.
2.3.3 Floor Plan and Room-Layout Extraction
After patch classification, the majority of modeling pipelines try to address the
problem of detecting the sub-spaces in building interiors. This includes the de-
tection of the rooms that compose the environment and the extraction of their
shape. Current attempts that semantically classify the rooms either rely on their
geometric proportions [Mozos et al., 2005; Sousa et al., 2007] or on a visibil-
ity analysis performed between the classified patches and the scanner viewpoint
positions [Xuehan et al., 2013; Mura et al., 2014; Mura et al., 2016; Ochmann
et al., 2016; Ambrus et al., 2017]. Note that the later methods, in order to re-
construct successfully the general room layout of the building, rely exclusively
on the prior knowledge of scanner viewpoint positions, an assumption that does
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not always hold for the majority of real-world scenarios, where multiple scans get
merged (i.e. registered) into one point cloud and this information is not available
anymore.
It is also worth mentioning that, the majority of recent pipelines do not pro-
ceed further than this modeling stage, extracting only the shape and layout of the
rooms (i.e. the architectural building model) and omitting the detection and re-
construction of the finer room details. Nevertheless, the 3D BIM models need
to be accompanied by higher-level information, such as the wall openings, thus
these architectural building models could serve as the basis for the generation of
higher-level BIM models.
2.3.4 Architectural Wall Elements Detection
The detection and modeling of the architectural wall elements is a complex and
demanding task, due to the inherent difficulties introduced to their reconstruction
process. Initially, the occluded areas in the wall surfaces need to be detected
and recovered, in order the wall openings to be reliably reconstructed in the next
stage. Despite the fact that during the previous reconstruction steps an occlusion
detection and handling mechanism was not very important, for the wall openings’
reconstruction this process is of vital importance. Current modeling pipelines use
various occlusion detection mechanisms for this purpose, either carrying out a
visibility analysis on the wall surfaces from the scanner viewpoint positions, or
relying on additional clues from imagery and external data.
After the identification of the occluded regions, some reconstruction approaches
analyze the point densities in the wall surfaces in order to detect the gaps that cor-
respond to the wall openings, or they calculate the intersections of the previously
merged planar patches, in order to identify the edges of the wall openings [Hin-
neburg and Keim, 1998; Dumitru et al., 2013]. Alternative techniques, relying on
spatial and functional relationships between nearby structures and spaces, have
been also proposed for reconstructing the architectural wall openings [Adan and
Huber, 2011; Xuehan et al., 2013].
Eventually, after their successful reconstruction, all detected wall elements are
integrated into the architectural building model and a higher-level representation
of the environment, closer to a 3D BIM model, is generated.
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3.1 Introduction
In this chapter, the first research contribution of this thesis is described, which
allows the computation of high-definition (HD) range images in real-time or near
real-time by an efficient hardware-based stereo vision system. The proposed
method relies on the general principles of stereo vision described in Section 2.2.2
and uses an optimized stereo matching technique for finding the correspondences
between the input images. In order to achieve higher processing speeds and im-
prove the computational performance, the whole range map computation pipeline
was implemented on a custom hardware device, making this method suitable for
many indoor applications where LiDAR devices cannot be used for acquiring fast
and cost-effectively the depth information of the environment.
Based on the general reconstruction pipeline outlined in Chapter 2, the work
presented in this chapter contributes to the annotated parts of Figure 1.2 that refer
to the first contribution.
3.1.1 Motivation
Stereo vision is a cost-effective, fast and widely used technique for acquiring the
3D information of the scene, targeting mainly at close-range applications such
as the modeling of interior scenes and indoor environments. Although there are
other methods that can capture the scene with higher accuracy (e.g. LiDAR scan-
ners), due to its high performance and ability to be executed in fast processing
speeds, stereo vision offers some competitive advantages that makes it suitable
over a range of scenarios and applications, such as in robotics, navigation, object
recognition and surveillance, especially when time constraints are involved. In
such a scenario, it is more important to reconstruct adequately and fast the scene
structure, rather than to have a highly accurate but slow reconstruction of it.
Various stereo vision methods have been proposed so far for computing the
depth information of the scene (see also Sections 1.2 and 2.2.2), which are classi-
fied in the literature into global and local methods [Scharstein and Szeliski, 2002].
Global methods are very accurate and can result to dense depth information com-
parable to that of laser scanners, but they are computationally more expensive
and time-consuming. Moreover, they often exhibit irregular data access patterns
and are usually unsuitable for time critical applications. On the other hand, local
algorithms yield less accurate disparity maps due to their poor performance on
textureless and occluded regions, but they are better qualified for time-critical and
highly demanding applications, such as processing large-scale datasets.
Therefore, an efficient stereo vision method, capable to perform fast, avoiding
the global metrics and improving the quality of the resulting range images, would
be beneficial for many real-world applications. Implementing additionally such a
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method on a custom hardware device, it would increase significantly its computa-
tional performance, allowing the extraction of higher resolution range images in
shorter processing times.
3.1.2 State of Research
While a large number of stereo vision methods have been developed, the majority
of them had focused on software-based techniques implemented in host comput-
ers. Despite the flexibility of these methods and the convenience with which they
can be implemented, they present some major limitations, which restrict them
to handle the outlined application requirements efficiently. The most restrictive
limitation lies in their serial operation, which makes necessary the use of high-
end computers or sophisticated code optimization techniques for their execution,
increasing drastically their computational complexity and execution time.
The last few years, recent advances in custom hardware devices have allowed
researchers to focus more on implementing stereo vision methods directly on field
programmable gate arrays (FPGAs) or application specific integrated circuits
(ASICs), since these devices offer high processing speeds and adequate hardware
resources for executing efficiently the stereo algorithms. As these methods are
more relevant to the proposed hardware-oriented stereo reconstruction approach,
we will focus in this section our review only on these hardware-based methods.
An efficient stereo vision system, called DeepSea, is introduced in [Woodfill
et al., 2004], which relies on a specialized ASIC processor in order to compute
disparity maps of size 512 ⇥ 480 at 200 frames per second (fps) and up to 52
different disparity levels. A different stereo vision system, which relies on a FPGA
architecture to generate disparity maps of 512 ⇥ 480 stereo images at 30fps is
presented in [Hile and Zheng, 2004], where a window-based and scan-line stereo
matching algorithm is used for finding the corresponding points and computing
the disparity values.
Authors in [Miyajima and Maruyama, 2003] present the hardware implemen-
tation of a stereo method, which is capable to produce disparity maps at 20fps
using VGA images. However, the performance of this system is quite limited,
mainly due to the utilized memory access pattern, which does not allow for scala-
bility and performance optimization. A miniature stereo vision system relying on
trinocular stereopsis is presented in [Jia et al., 2004], which uses a Xilinx FPGA
platform for performing all stereo-related tasks, such as trinocular rectification,
LoG (Laplacian of Gaussian) filtering and stereo matching. This system can run
at approximately 30fps with 640 ⇥ 480 pixel images within a disparity search
range of 64 pixels.
Other stereo vision methods, which focus mainly on local SAD-based tech-
niques for computing the depth images, are proposed in [Lee et al., 2005; Hariyama
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et al., 2005; Ambrosch et al., 2009; Gudis et al., 2012]. These methods can reach
near real-time processing speeds and are capable to produce range images of var-
ious sizes (up to 640 ⇥ 480) with disparity levels up to 64. The stereo method
presented in [Lu et al., 2007] uses directional center-biased support windows for
computing the matching cost values, utilizing an efficient GPU-based optimiza-
tion scheme that can extract range images with sizes up to 512⇥512 and disparity
levels up to 96 in near real-time. The work described in [Sabihuddin et al., 2008]
implements a FPGA-based method that can generate dense disparity maps at high
frame rates (up to 200fps) using a dynamic programming maximum likelihood
(DPML) formulation, while in [Banz et al., 2010], a scalable systolic-array-based
architecture was used for extracting VGA depth images with 128 different dispar-
ity levels under real-time conditions (30fps).
There are also methods [Sˇa´ra, 2002; Hirschmuller, 2001; Giryes et al., 2008]
that utilize specialized hardware such as Intel MMX processors, graphics process-
ing units (GPUs) and digital signal processors (DSPs) for reconstructing the 3D
scene structure. Although these methods can solve the 3D reconstruction prob-
lem in a computationally efficient manner, they are not suitable for embedded and
mobile applications due to their increased power consumption and high resource
utilization. Also, some of them target mainly on face recognition applications
rather than the reconstruction of spatial environments.
3.1.3 Research Contribution
The contribution discussed in this chapter attempts to diversify from the state-of-
the-art in the field and follows a new path for refining the generated range images.
Specifically, we present a novel approach that accesses the intermediate level of
the disparity estimation process and refines the matching cost values in the 3D dis-
parity space image (DSI) domain, as opposed to the current stereo reconstruction
methods, which intervene in the pre- or post-processing steps for improving the
disparity maps. Our method is applied before the disparity selection procedure
and after the application of the similarity metric, which allows to substantially
refine the computed depth values, resulting in range images with better quality
than the related state-of-the-art methods in shorter time. We also present in this
chapter the implementation of the proposed stereo reconstruction approach on a
custom high-end FPGA device, following a scalable and highly parallel-pipelined
hardware architecture.
Although our method could be classified as local, its ability to exploit more in-
formation and analyze data that lie in 3 dimensions and not only in 2, as it happens
in pre- or post-processing steps of other techniques, constitutes its big advantage.
Another beneficial feature of our approach is its capability to improve the dis-
parity maps by optimizing only the selection process of the pixel disparity values
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without using any additional processing steps, while being independent from the
similarity accumulators makes it suitable for embedding it as an intermediate opti-
mization stage to the majority of local-based stereo algorithms. Finally, it is worth
noticing that the extracted range images are produced without applying any kind
of post-processing, meaning that any post-processing step could further improve
the extracted disparity maps.
3.2 Method Overview
Following the general stereo reconstruction pipeline described in Section 2.2.2,
our method takes as input two stereo images and process them in order to compute
the depth of the scene. A brief overview of the proposed stereo reconstruction
pipeline, which is visually summarized in Figure 3.1, is shortly introduced in this
section, while an extensive description is given in the next sections of this chapter.
In general, the contribution of this work could be separated into two parts, the
proposed stereo reconstruction method that computes the range images and the
hardware architecture that implements the proposed method.
Stereo-based 3D scene reconstruction In the proposed approach, the
input stereo images are first pre-processed for smoothening the noisy regions and
preserving the intensity consistency among the pixels. Then, the matching costs
between the pixels of the input images are computed by a window-based correla-
tion algorithm, and the resulted accumulated values form the initial 3D space of
DSI (see also Figure 3.1). In this three-dimensional domain, we apply an efficient
optimization technique, which relies on Discrete Dynamical Systems and Cellu-
lar Automata, in order to refine the selection process of the best matching costs
and improve the effectiveness of the similarity accumulator. In the final stage, a
similarity accumulator selects the best matching score for each pixel and assigns
to it the proper disparity value. The output range image is finally generated by the
reconstructed depth values, while based on the application requirements, it could
be further converted into a 3D point cloud, in order to be used as input to the
modeling stage of the reconstruction pipeline, as it is indicated in Figure 1.2.
Hardware Architecture The implemented hardware architecture of our
stereo reconstruction approach includes three main units responsible for pre-pro-
cessing the stereo images, computing the accumulated matching costs and refin-
ing the DSI. The proposed system design includes also a dedicated processing
unit for coordinating the operations performed in the architecture and for opti-
mizing the memory accesses. It allows also the user to set specific configuration
parameters that influence the performance of the reconstruction process, such as
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the maximum range of the disparity values and the window size of the correlation
algorithm.
Before proceeding to the detailed description of the proposed stereo recon-
struction method, we find particularly useful to provide first a short overview of
the Discrete Dynamical Systems and Cellular Automata.
3.3 Overview of Discrete Dynamical Systems and
Cellular Automata
Discrete Dynamical Systems (DDS) are systems whose behavior changes dynam-
ically over time, while their state is known only at a discrete set of times. Using a
mathematical formalization, a DDS consists of an abstract phase space S, which
is also called as state space. The coordinates of S describe the state at a set of
times T , while a dynamical rule R defines the evolution of states according to
R : S ⇥ T ! S, from which the future values of all state variables can be speci-
fied based on their present values. The evolution of a DDS could be based either
on a deterministic model, where for every state there is a unique consequence, or
on a stochastic or random model, where the state consequences of the system rely
on a probability distribution function [Meiss, 2007].
Cellular Automata (CA) is a core topic in the science of complexity and have
been used widely in many application fields such as in image processing, surveil-
lance, robotics and other. CA are dynamical systems introduced by Ulam and Von
Neumann [Von Neumann, 1951], which present improved capabilities in massive
parallelism and can model complicated systems or perform complex computations
with the help of only local information.
Computational algorithms relying on CA present similar features as the DDS
systems, i.e. they are discrete in space and time and operate on a lattice of sites.
The lattice of sites could be imagined as a grid of cells, and a typical example of
such a lattice is an image, where each pixel comprises a cell of the grid. As such,
CA consist of an array of cells, where each cell can be in one of a finite number of
possible states. The states of a CA structure are updated synchronously in discrete
time steps (clock cycles) and in each time step, a local transition rule (cell rule) is
applied to the CA grid in order to define the next states of the cells. Usually, the
state of a cell at the next time step is determined by the application of the transition
rule to the neighboring cells of the current cell, and based on the outcome of the
applied rule, the state of the current cell is updated.
Generally, a CA is characterized by the number of spatial dimensions and a
triple A=(S,N,F). The state set S determines the states of the cells, while the
setN ✓ Z2 defines the neighborhood of each cell to which the transition rule will
be applied. Finally, the set F :SN ! S defines the local transition function (rule)
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which will be applied to the grid cells and will determine the states of cells at time
(t+ 1), assuming that it was applied at a given time (t).
3.4 Stereo-Based 3D Scene Reconstruction
3.4.1 Input Stereo Images Pre-Processing
A common difficulty faced by the majority of stereo algorithms is the identifica-
tion of the corresponding points. The introduced noise from sensor devices and
the illumination differences of objects surfaces distort the pixel intensity values,
causing erroneous matches during the matching process. In addition, the texture-
less regions, the depth discontinuities near object boundaries and the occluded
areas make the stereo correspondence problem even harder.
To reduce the inconsistencies in pixel intensities and subsequently the wrong
pixel matches in the stereo correspondence stage, we initially pre-process the
stereo images by applying a weighted mean filter. Assuming that the input stereo
images are already rectified, the filter we used can be described by the following
equation:
I 0(x, y) =
1
4
(I(x 1, y) + I(x+1, y)) + 1
2
I(x, y) (3.1)
where I is the original and I 0 the filtered image.
Notice that the application of a two-dimensional filter could produce better
results, but the usage of such a filter may not justify the increase in the computa-
tional cost that this entails, considering the additional hardware resources and the
significant overhead in processing time.
3.4.2 Disparity Space Image Calculation
The next step for generating the depth map of the scene is to solve the stereo corre-
spondence problem and calculate the disparity values. This is the most important
and time consuming stage in the stereo reconstruction pipeline, and is divided into
three separate tasks, as it is shown in Figure 3.1.
Accumulated matching cost computation To determine which pixels
on the left and right images map to the same point in space, we need to compute
the matching costs for all disparities under consideration. Taking into account the
speed issues and considering the hardware complexity, in our method we used the
Sum of Absolute Differences (SAD) of intensities as a similarity measure, which
is quite robust to local intensity variations and can be efficiently implemented in
hardware. The calculation of SAD is straightforward and for the rectified input
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Figure 3.1: General overview of the proposed stereo reconstruction system.
images can be computed by the following equation
SAD(i, j, d) =
rX
µ= r
rX
v= r
|IL(i+ µ, j + v)  IR(i+ µ, j + v + d)|, (3.2)
where d refers to a disparity value inside a predefined disparity range, r is the
radius that determines the window size around the central pixel and i, j are the
center pixel coordinates (rows, columns) of the window for which the SAD is
computed. In our implementation, the window size was set by default to 5 ⇥ 5
pixels (i.e. r was set to 2), although its width w constitutes an input variable
which can be set by the user according to the application requirements (see also
Table 3.7 about how w affects the performance of the system). Notice also that
the input image pairs used by our system are RGB color images, which means
that the SAD method needs to be applied to each color component separately.
DSI Formation After calculating the SAD for all pixels in the reference im-
age, the best disparity value for each pixel has to be determined. The set of
accumulated matching cost values computed by the SAD form a 3D cost vol-
ume, often called disparity space image (DSI), which is defined as a 3D space
of (x, y, d), where the first two coordinates represent the dimensions of the input
images with sizeW ⇥H , while the third one refers to the matching cost for each
disparity value d that belongs to a predefined disparity range dmax (see also Fig-
ure 3.2) [Yang et al., 1993]. Given the stereo image pair, the values of DSI can be
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Figure 3.2: A disparity space image (DSI) representation, where each grid cell value
corresponds to a matching cost value calculated from the similarity metric (SAD).
computed by:
DSI(x, y, d) = |PL(x, y)  PR(x, y+d)|
where 0  (x+d)  W and dmin  d  dmax. (3.3)
Each element of DSI is a confidence measure and represents the cost (likelihood)
of the correspondence between PL(x, y) and PR(x, y+d) on the same epipolar
line, where PL and PR are the aggregated matching cost values of the same epipo-
lar line calculated by the SAD, i.e.
P (x, y) =
rX
µ= r
rX
v= r
I(x+ µ, y + v) (3.4)
3.4.3 Disparity Space Image Processing
In traditional stereo reconstruction methods, after computing the accumulated
matching costs, the best disparity value for each pixel in the reference image is
selected using a winner-takes-all (WTA) selection procedure and the extracted
disparity values are then post-processed, in order for the wrong disparities to be
eliminated.
However, although the SAD algorithm is quite robust and simple, it does not
exhibit high accuracy and it introduces several mismatches that clutter the resulted
range images. Inherent ambiguities in occluded areas, regions with periodical
structure or unstructured regions, produce random incorrect matching costs, which
can be located anywhere in the DSI. As a result, the effectiveness of the similarity
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accumulator is reduced and many random incorrect disparity values are introduced
in the extracted disparity map.
Refinement of DSI In order to enhance the range images with the minimum
loss of 3D information, an efficient CA structure was applied to DSI. Our novel
CA approach aims to refine the DSI and improve the efficiency of the similarity
accumulator, producing dense disparity maps with minimal false reconstructions.
Since there are numerous rules that can be applied to improve the quality of
DSI, a considerable effort was devoted to explore the effects of different rules
under various indoor environments and use only those that have proven to be good
in eliminating the wrong matching costs in the DSI.
The cellular automaton used in the proposed system can be formulated by the
tuple (I, V,N, f), where V=0, 1, . . . , k   1 is a set of cellular states and k the
number of possible elementary states. N represents the type of neighborhood for
each transition rule, f denotes the local transition rule, and I is the cellular space
formed by a 2D array of W ⇥ H cells as I = (a, b) s.t. 1  a  W, 1 
b  H , where W and H are the dimensions of the disparity image. The value
DSI(t)(i, j, d) of a site (i, j, d), where d is the disparity value and DSI(t) the
matching cost value in DSI at time step t, is a 3-dimensional cellular automata
with a rule that depends only on nearest neighbors and evolves according to equa-
tion:
DSI(t+1)(i, j, d) = f [ht(a)], (3.5)
where ht(a) = (DSI(t)(↵+ 1), . . . , DSI(t)(↵+ n)) is the neighborhood state
function of cell ↵, for all ↵ 2 W ⇥H ⇥ d and  i=1,2,...,n 2 N ! W ⇥H ⇥ d at
time t.
Thus, based on the CA structure we previously defined, we considered the
following transition rules for refining the DSI.
CA Rule 1 For each disparity level d and for each element in the same disparity
level, set the values of DSI in the next time step as:
DSI(t+1)(i, j, d) =
1
9
1X
m= 1
1X
n= 1
DSI(t)(i+m, j+n, d)
where N is the Moore neighborhood of a 3 ⇥ 3 pixel mask. Since pixelwise cost
calculations are generally ambiguous and wrong matches can easily have a lower
or higher cost than the correct one, with this rule we eliminate the amount of cost
variations that are unrepresentative of their surroundings in a small neighborhood
of the same disparity plane and smooth the costs in uniform areas. These varia-
tions may be caused by different factors, such as the noise in input images or the
illumination differences in object surfaces.
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CARule 2 For each element of DSI with same (i, j) coordinates and for different
disparity levels, set the values of DSI in the next time step as:
if DSI(t)(i, j, d 1) > 12DSI(t)(i, j, d) or
DSI(t)(i, j, d+1) > 12DSI
(t)(i, j, d) then
DSI(t+1)(i, j, d) = 0.8 ·DSI(t)(i, j, d)
else if DSI(t)(i, j, d 1) < 12DSI(t)(i, j, d) or
DSI(t)(i, j, d+1) < 12DSI
(t)(i, j, d) then
DSI(t+1)(i, j, d) = 0.6 ·DSI(t)(i, j, d)
end if
where the neighborhood N consists of the following cells
N = {DSI(t)(i, j, d 1), DSI(t)(i, j, d), DSI(t)(i, j, d+1)}. (3.6)
This rule introduces a smoothness penalty for neighboring disparity changes, based
on the fact that the matching costs between neighboring pixels that belong to
the same surface (object) should have small variations. In many cases, however,
pixel-wise calculated matching cost values from local window-based stereo corre-
spondence algorithms yield non-unique or wrong correspondences due to texture-
less areas and ambiguities, leading therefore to wrongly selected disparity values
by the similarity accumulator. Assuming that the scene is formed by piecewise-
smooth and Lambertian surfaces, the intensity differences |IL(i, j)   IR(i, j)|,
from which the matching costs are computed, should be uniform in smooth areas,
while the disparity discontinuities that lie on object boundaries should be aligned
with equivalent intensity discontinuities (i.e. strong matching cost variations).
Thus, based on the empirically determined factors of the 2nd CA rule, it is possi-
ble to smooth or damp the unwanted extreme variations in uniform areas but still
keep them discretized in object boundaries and in areas with local gradients.
CA Rule 3 The next CA rule is applied to each element of the DSI with the same
disparity level and is defined in Algorithm 1. This rule is applied to a Moore
neighborhood of size 5 ⇥ 5 and the variable mod val represents the number of
times that the mode value appears in this neighborhood.
Notice that the main idea behind the previous CA transition rules is that each rule
should be applied only to specific places in DSI, where wrong matching costs
are evident. Also, the scale factors used by these CA rules were estimated after
extensive experiments, based on observations about how the DSI modifications
affect the extracted disparity maps and what possible areas may cause false recon-
structions. Therefore, these rules target to smoothen the matching costs in a local
neighborhood, while it should be also noted that they were explicitly implemented
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Algorithm 1 3rd CA rule
k, p := 0;
form,n :=  2 to 2 do
if DSI(t)(i+m, j + n, d)  12DSI(t)(i, j, d) then
k = k + 1;
else if DSI(t)(i+m, j + n, d)   12DSI(t)(i, j, d) then
p = p+ 1;
end if
end for
if k   mod val then
DSI(t)(i, j, d)=0.4DSI(t)(i, j, d)
else if p   mod val then
DSI(t)(i, j, d)=1.2DSI(t)(i, j, d)
end if
after extensive testing, in order to produce the maximum possible performance ac-
cording to the trade-off between accuracy and speed of the proposed technique.
Similarity Accumulator Once the processing of the DSI is completed, we
follow a winner-takes-all (WTA) approach and use a similarity accumulator which
indicates the most likely disparity value for each pixel (i, j) in the image plane.
The selection of the best disparity is performed by searching all disparity levels
(from dmin up to dmax in Figure 3.2) for every pixel in the DSI and finding the
disparity value for which the refined matching cost DSI(i, j, d) is minimum, i.e.
D(i, j) = argminDSI(i, j, d)
d2[dmin,dmax]
(3.7)
3.5 Hardware Architecture
This section describes the implementation of the proposed stereo reconstruction
system in hardware. Generally, the solution of the stereo correspondence prob-
lem is a computationally demanding and time-consuming process, mainly due to
the repetitiveness of calculations. These calculations cause many memory refer-
ences, making difficult to meet high performance or real-time speeds, especially
for software-based techniques implemented on conventional computers.
Thus, in order to achieve high performance, we designed an efficient parallel-
pipelined hardware-based stereo architecture, which implements the proposed
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Figure 3.3: Hardware architecture of the proposed real-time stereo vision system.
stereo pipeline on a single FPGA device of the Stratix IV family of Altera De-
vices. The proposed hardware architecture, which is illustrated in Figure 3.3, is
fully customized and allows for the parametrization of the input image size, the
window size of the correlation matching algorithm (i.e. the SAD) and the levels
of the disparity range of the extracted disparity maps.
3.5.1 Overview of Hardware Architecture
The design of the proposed hardware architecture shown in Figure 3.3 follows
the stereo reconstruction pipeline described in Section 3.4 and is divided into
three main hardware units, the Pre-Processing Unit (PPU), the DSI Creation Unit
(DSI CU) and the DSI Processing Unit (DSI PU). The system also consists of a
High-level Control Unit (HCU), whose task is to coordinate the different oper-
ations performed in the architecture, optimize the memory accesses through the
Memory Logic module according to the algorithm’s requirements, and synchro-
nize the data transfers between the PPU, the DSI CU and the DSI PU. This control
unit is also responsible for managing the data flow between the internal memory
and the different processing stages of the system, in order to reduce the clock cy-
cles needed to load image pixels into the processing units. Furthermore, from this
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unit, the user can also select the configuration parameters of the 3D reconstruction
procedure, customizing the architectures functionality.
Some of the most important features of the proposed stereo architecture are
summarized below.
• Highly parallel and pipelined implementation. The proposed stereo sys-
tem architecture is based on intensive use of parallelism and pipelining de-
sign techniques, in order to minimize the area cost of the FPGA implemen-
tation and maximize the total throughput of the system. These techniques
were implemented without using significant additional FPGA resources, at
the expense however of some additional system latency, due to the large
amount of programmable registers used.
• Dedicated processing units. In our implementation, the main processing
parts of the proposed stereo reconstruction method have been realized as
simple highly parallel dedicated processing units, in order to achieve real-
time throughput. Additionally, all processing units of the system have been
designed with a throughput of one pixel per clock cycle, in order to reduce
the overall latency.
• Reduced bus access. To reduce the unnecessary data flow, the main units
of the system were implemented as combined entities, enabling fast data
transitions between the elements of each unit and reducing the bus accesses.
• Multi-buffering operation. The fast data transition between the different
elements of the system is ensured by a multi-buffering data transferring pro-
cess, which allows the parallel and pipelined processing of data, avoiding
writing to memory elements while other components still read from them.
These advantageous hardware design features ensure higher system perfor-
mance and increased throughput, resulting in generating the final disparity maps
in real-time speeds, after a small initial pipeline latency, which is in the order of a
few microseconds.
3.5.2 Pre-Processing Unit (PPU) Architecture
As described in Section 3.4.1, we first apply to the input stereo images a weighted
mean filter in order to reduce the effects of noise in the stereo matching process.
The selection of this filter relies mainly on its efficiency, as it can eliminate ade-
quately the noisy pixels while meeting the requirements imposed by this thesis.
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After the acquisition of the image pair from the stereo camera setup, the PPU
unit, whose hardware architecture is shown in Figure 3.4(a), stores the input im-
ages in the internal memory of the system. The selected FPGA device was care-
fully selected in order to have enough resources for allowing high-definition im-
ages to be stored to its memory components, eliminating the necessity for fetching
data from any external memory device.
Next, the input RGB color images are separated through a bus splitter, in
order their color components (R, G and B) to be separated and routed to each
one-dimensional weighted mean filter, where they will be processed in a parallel
manner. The circuitry of this filter can be seen in Figure 3.4(b), in which a com-
bination of shift registers allows the implementation of Equation 3.1. Due to its
low resource utilization, we have parallelized this filtering procedure and process
the two stereo images simultaneously. This requires the implementation of six
identical filters, which are loaded in parallel and after a small delay, their output
is also extracted in a parallel manner.
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3.5.3 DSI Creation Unit (DSI_CU) Architecture
After filtering the input images, the accumulated matching costs are calculated
by the SAD algorithm and the 3D space of DSI is created, as described in Sec-
tion 3.4.2. Figure 3.5 shows the proposed hardware architecture of the DSI CU
unit, which is divided into three basic stages, the Color Component Analysis, the
Absolute Difference Calculation Module and the Sum of Absolute Differences
Module. Each stage corresponds to a dedicated processing module and all of them
are managed by the Control Logic unit of DSI CU. This unit comprises a part of
the HCU unit and it is responsible for reading/writing data from/to the different
modules of DSI CU, as well as for coordinating the accesses from/to the internal
memory. In the proposed architecture, there is also a Memory Arrangement with
two banks of registers (window and scanline registers) for temporarily storing the
pixel values needed for the SAD computation process, along with a collection
of intermediate pipeline registers/buffers, adders and subtractors to calculate the
SAD values.
The general operation of the circuit shown in Figure 3.5 is quite simple and
straightforward. First, the two filtered 24-bit color images extracted by the PPU
unit are fed into the DSI CU, where their color components are separated in the
Color Component Analysis unit in a similar manner as in PPU. Each color compo-
nent has 8-bit depth with a total of 256 different intensity values and the Control
Logic of the DSI CU unit reads the pixel data from each component in a row-
wise mode, until all data needed to perform the SAD calculation along an entire
scanline are fed into the Memory Arrangement.
The DSI CU Memory Arrangement constitutes a staging area, where all nec-
essary data for the computation of SAD are pre-loaded, in order to avoid unneces-
sary buffering delays. Considering the default 5⇥ 5 window size set in our imple-
mentation, three banks of 25+5 8-bit window registers were used in the Memory
Arrangement for all three color components of the reference image and a bank of
3·(w+1)⇥W 8-bit scanline registers for the other image.
In the next step, the data loaded in the Memory Arrangement are fed into the
SAD Computation Unit, in order for the SAD values to be computed. To reduce
the computational cost and the hardware resources utilization of the SAD calcu-
lations, the RGB color component data stored in the Memory Arrangement are
separately fed to the SAD Computation Unit through a multiplexer arrangement
(MUX), whose operation is controlled by the Control Logic of the DSI CU. This
architectural arrangement is very beneficial for the computation of SAD values,
since it improves the efficiency of the unit, minimizing the hardware resource uti-
lization and reducing significantly the power consumption. However, following
such a design, a small decrease in system’s output frame rate is expected, due to
the additional delay occurred by loading the pixel data in the multiplexing stage.
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Figure 3.5: DSI Creation Unit (DSI CU) architecture.
Moreover, an additional input signal is fed into the SAD Computation Unit
by the Control Logic of DSI CU, which determines the disparity range for the
SAD calculation. In this way, the operating disparity range is customized and the
performance of the system may be increased, when small ranges are selected.
Next, the pixel data temporarily stored in Memory Arrangement are fed into
the Absolute Differences Calculation module in every clock cycle. This module
consists of dmax subtractor modules, which are used for computing in a parallel-
pipelined manner the costs of absolute differences between the fixed window of
the reference image and the shifting window of the other image. The subtrac-
tor modules receive as input 2·w2 8-bit data words, with which they compute the
absolute differences of pixel intensities and extract 8-bit vectors, which are then
added bitwise using the binary tree adders realized in the Sum of Absolute Differ-
ences module.
On every clock cycle, the Control Logic unit shifts the current correlation
window to the right and feeds the SAD Computation Unit with 3 · w 8-bit new
values from the bank of scanline registers. The other pixel data from the window
and scanline registers remain the same as for the previous operation, and the SAD
calculation is performed again for the new pixel data. After dmax right transitions,
a new pixel value is added to the bank of window registers and an old one is
shifted out in a FIFO (First-In-First-Out) pipeline architecture. Finally, the SAD
values are computed for all of the disparity ranges according to Equation 3.4, and
the final accumulated cost values are used to form the DSI.
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3.5.4 DSI Processing Unit (DSI_PU) Architecture
In this processing stage, the matching cost values computed by the SAD algorithm
are refined by a hardware-based parallel-pipelined 2D CA structure as follows.
CA 1 Processing Unit (CA1_PU) Architecture
After the matching cost computation from the DSI CU unit, the 3D space of DSI
has been formed and the first CA rule, whose hardware architecture is shown in
Figure 3.6, is applied to each of the dmax disparity image planes of DSI, according
to the Equation 3.6. Since it is applied to a 3⇥3 Moore neighborhood, only 3
scanlines are needed to be loaded initially, while to increase the processing speed
and boost the sequential operation of this CA rule, we realized an efficient memory
architecture in the early stages of CA1 PU, whose hardware architecture is shown
in Figure 3.7.
This memory module uses two FIFO memories to store the 2 · (W 3) match-
ing cost values of the first two scanlines (whereW denotes the width of the input
images) and 9 additional registers to store the 9 elements used by the 3⇥3 mask
of the first CA rule. As the working window of the first CA rule moves over the
image, 2 · 3 overlapping pixels exist between two adjacent windows and 3 pixels
change in every iteration. This memory architecture was used to temporarily store
these pixels, in order to reduce the clock cycles needed to load the matching cost
values into the CA1 PU. Therefore, before the application of the transition rule to
the disparity image plane, this memory module needs to be filled up with the first
2W+3 matching cost values from the DSI CU unit. Then, in every pixel transi-
tion to the right of the disparity image plane, only the bottom right pixel of the
working window is new and needs to be fed into the memory module. This allows
the output data from the memory architecture to be extracted once per clock cycle,
enabling a fast transition of the working window to the next adjacent pixels.
After an initial latency required for filling up the Memory Architecture of
the CA1 PU, the first 9 matching cost values that correspond to the matching
costs of the first 3 ⇥ 3 window (depicted with ’J1’, ’J2’, ..., ’J9’ in Figure 3.6)
are stored in a parallel fashion in equivalent 13-bit registers for being added in
the PARAL ADDER module. Before the PARAL ADDER, the 9 13-bit signals
stored in the registers are converted into vectors of bits from the bitwise analyzers
and then the 13 9-bit signals are fed into the PARAL ADDER, where one addition
operation takes place in every clock cycle. Although we could use for the addition
operation the embedded Adder modules provided by the FPGA device, we pre-
ferred to implement a bitwise fully parallelized adder (PARAL ADDER), since
typically the embedded modules in FPGAs consume more power than the bitwise
logical operations, mainly due to their architectural design and longer instruction
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Figure 3.6: Hardware architecture for the first CA processing unit (CA1 PU).
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pipelines.
Eventually, after performing the addition operation, the resulting summation
value is recomposed to a 13-bit signal which is next divided by the Division mod-
ule. Its quotient is then fed into the DSI REP module, where the REPL Control
Logic synchronizes the replacement of the matching cost value of the central pixel
of Moore’s neighborhood with the refined value extracted by CA1 PU. Finally, all
these values are fed into the CA2 PU unit for further refinement.
CA 2 Processing Unit (CA2_PU) Architecture
As opposed to the first CA rule, the second CA structure refines the matching cost
values along the d axes of DSI, where three directly adjacent neighboring pixels
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Figure 3.8: Hardware architecture for the second CA Processing Unit (CA2 PU).
(d 1, d, d+1) are needed for each comparison.
Figure 3.8 shows the parallel-pipelined architecture we realized for CA2 PU,
which consists of four main tasks, i.e. the DSI value fetching, matching cost
analysis & division, matching cost comparison and DSI replacement. There is also
a central Control & Replacement Logic module, which is part of the main HCU
of the system and its role is to coordinate the operations performed by all modules
in CA2 PU, while there is also an on-chip memory block (bank of registers) for
temporarily storing the matching cost values of DSI.
To feed into the CA2 PU unit the three necessary pixel values for initiating
the execution of the second CA rule (depicted as ’J1’, ’J2’ and ’J3’ in Figure 3.8),
three adjacent disparity image planes fromDSI should be buffered. To achieve this
in an efficient manner, we utilized a custom DSI Memory Block (see Figure 3.9),
which consists of only two image plane buffers along with four registers. After
2⇥W⇥H+2 clock cycles, an input register (In Register) and two image plane
buffers are loaded sequentially with the DSI values from the first two disparity
image planes. Since the CA2 PU unit requires three input pixels with same coor-
dinates in the x y plane and different disparities from three neighboring disparity
image planes (e.g. pixels P (i, j, d), P (i, j, d 1) and P (i, j, d 2)), the values of
the three left top-most registers of the DSI Memory Block could be used to feed
this unit. These three registers, whose values correspond to the input values of
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CA2 PU, are depicted with cherry red color in Figure 3.9,
After feeding the CA2 PU unit with the required pixel values from DSI, the
input values are stored temporarily into an on-chip memory block (bank of reg-
isters) and are then inserted synchronously into the Analysis & Division module,
where similarly to the architecture design of CA1 PU, their signals are converted
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to vectors of bits and are forwarded to the first Replacement Control Unit (RCU).
In our architecture, there are two Replacement Control Units (RCUs), which
implement the first and the second part of the second CA rule, respectively. Each
of them uses two Binary Comparator modules for comparing the middle with the
other two 13-bit input signals, while there is also one logic OR module in RCUs
for the final replacement decision.
To perform the binary comparisons, which is one of the most computationally
demanding tasks in the proposed stereo system, we designed a hardware-efficient
comparator for comparing 2 13-bit input signals. Figure 3.10 shows a simplified
architecture of the proposed Binary Comparator implementation, using a com-
parison example with two 4-bit input signals, in order to demonstrate better the
functionality of the proposed architecture. As it can be seen, its circuit architec-
ture is quite straightforward, since it uses only logic gates for its implementation,
and no complex calculations such as multiplications. This beneficial architecture
for such a complex computational unit substantially reduces the hardware com-
plexity, making easy to scale up for implementing larger comparators with more
inputs, while it improves also the total efficiency of the system, contributing to
faster 3D reconstructions. Moreover, the reduced size of this circuit allows for a
parallel implementation of more than one comparators, giving the ability of com-
paring more than two pixel values at a time.
In the final stage of the CA2 PU unit, the output signals of Binary Compara-
tors are compared in the OR modules and then are driven into the DSI REP mod-
ules, in order to be multiplied and replaced by the proper refined values.
CA 3 Processing Unit (CA3_PU) Architecture
The third CA rule of the proposed DSI refinement process initiates its operation by
comparing the 25 pixel values of a 5⇥5Moore neighborhood in the same disparity
image plane with the neighborhood’s central pixel, and the comparison results are
summed for further comparison with the number of times (frequency) the mode
value is presented in the Moore’s neighborhood.
In Figure 3.11, the fully parallel-pipelined architecture of the CA3 PU unit is
presented, which is separated into six different stages: DSI value fetching, match-
ing cost Analysis & Division, mask matching cost value comparison and count-
ing, and DSI replacement. In addition, similarly to CA2 PU, the architecture
includes two Replacement Control Units (RCUs) and a Control & Replacement
Logic module with similar functionality as that of CA2 PU. Moreover, an on-chip
memory block consisting of a bank of registers is also included in the early stages
of CA3 PU for temporarily storing the input matching cost values.
In the initial operating stage, a memory module with similar architecture as the
one shown in Figure 3.7 was realized, including 4 FIFOmemories and 25 registers
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Figure 3.11: Hardware architecture for the third CA Processing Unit (CA3 PU).
for buffering all necessary pixel values from DSI. After an initial latency for filling
up this memory module, the 25 image pixels of the 5 ⇥ 5 working window are
stored simultaneously in an input register arrangement and after being converted
into multi-line signals in the Analysis & Division stage, they are forwarded to the
Sum Comp module.
In this module, the Comp Mod module performs the comparison between the
neighboring pixel values of the mask with the central pixel of the working window
(Comparator Blck) using the hardware architecture presented in Figure 3.10 with
25 13-bit input signals and equivalent 2-bit outputs. In addition, the frequency
of the mode value is also computed in the Comp Mod module, using a separate
circuit (ModeFq Blck module) whose architecture is shown in Figure 3.12. In
this processing block, each Neighb Comp sub-block constitutes a separate logic
comparator, which compares one input pixel value with the other 24 of the 5 ⇥ 5
neighborhood, and if this value stands more than 12 times inside the neighbor-
hood, then the output of Neighb Comp is assigned as the logic one. The priority
encoder generates a signal indicating which Neighb Comp block contain the mode
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value, and this index value is fed into the multiplexer (MUX), which selects the
mode value of the neighborhood.
After an initial latency of 4 clock cycles, the output of this sub-module appears
once per clock cycle and is fed into the next pipeline unit (i.e. the RCU unit), in
order to be compared with the output of the counter. In the final stage, the RCU
implements the outer comparisons of the condition parts of third CA rule and the
resulting product of the DSI REP module is fed into the next processing stage, as
depicted in Figure 3.3.
Similarity Accumulator Architecture
Once the DSI refinement process has finished, the refined pixel values are fed
into the Similarity Accumulator Unit, which selects the proper disparity value
for each pixel in the image plane, as indicated by the Equation 3.7. The hardware
architecture we used for implementing this unit relies on an insertion sort network,
similar to the one presented in [Mueller et al., 2012].
3.6 Results
In this section, we demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed stereo recon-
struction system by evaluating it on the Middlebury stereo evaluation benchmark,
which is a widely used test procedure for the taxonomy and comparison of two-
frame stereo correspondence algorithms. All datasets used for the evaluation of
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our method include scenes from indoor environments, which present different
levels of complexity and highlight the capabilities of the proposed method. We
also compare our novel hardware-based stereo reconstruction architecture against
other similar state-of-the-art approaches, indicating the benefits of our system.
Implementation The hardware architecture presented in this work has been
implemented on a custom FPGA device of the Altera Stratix IV family. For the
development of the schematic design we used the Altera Quartus II graphic editor,
which allows to implement circuit designs in FPGA devices. The resource utiliza-
tion report exported by Altera Quartus II for the proposed FPGA implementation
is summarized in Table 3.1.
In this table, the overhead caused by the DSI CU and DSI PU units is pre-
sented, since these are the most demanding processing units of our system and
present the highest realization complexity against the other units. We note that
these results were extracted keeping the image size, the window size and the dis-
parity range constant, while for this general overview, the disparity range was
selected to have a typical mid-range value of 70 disparity levels. It is also worth
noticing the low device resource utilization of the proposed architecture, which
was mainly achieved by its reduced design complexity and the multiplexing schema
in the DSI CU unit. Furthermore, under the configuration presented in Table 3.1,
the operating clock frequency of our system was found to be 168 MHz, while for
different configurations, the clock frequency varies as indicated in Table 3.8.
It should be also mentioned that in our system, the size of the input stereo im-
age pair does not affect the device utilization directly or in run-time, since in our
approach we use only local (i.e. window-based) image processing methods, which
do not modify the image size. However, the size of the input image is directly re-
lated to the size of the on-board memory and affects the total latency/delay caused
by the data transfers between the different units of the system. In addition, the op-
erating disparity range and the window size of SAD linearly affect the consumed
logic resources, since both of them are related to the memory utilization of the
system (see also Tables 3.6, 3.7 and 3.8 for more information). Moreover, from
the results presented in Table 3.1 can be also inferred that the proposed hardware
implementation still leaves enough resources in the targeted FPGA device for ad-
ditional implementations, which could further improve the system’s performance
and extend its capabilities.
Quantitative and qualitative evaluation The test benchmark we used
for evaluating our novel stereo reconstruction method relies on the widely used
evaluation procedure reported by Scharstein and Szeliski [Scharstein and Szeliski,
2002], which is available at vision.middlebury.edu/stereo. This benchmark consti-
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Table 3.1: Resource utilization of target device.
Device
(Altera
Stratix
IV)
Total
Registers
(%)
(424,960)
Logic
Utilization
(%)
(424,960)
Total
ALUTs
(%)
(424,960)
Total
LABs
(%)
(21,248)
Total Pins
(%)
(1,112)
DSI CU 15,2 14,7 4,9 6,3 4,4
DSI PU 9,8 6,8 6,3 4,1 3,5
Total 25,6 23,2 12,6 11,4 8,5
tutes a reference point for the majority of stereo reconstruction methods, since it
includes a large number of multi-exposure and multi-lighting stereo datasets from
various environments that present a varied set of challenges. Notice, however, that
due to the wide range of methods reported to the Middlebury test procedure, many
of them, although being state-of-the-art in accuracy, they have not been included
in our comparison, since our work focuses mainly on real-time or near real-time
hardware-based methods, while these methods are far from such requirements.
The evaluation data that were used as benchmarks fromMiddleburry’s database
are calibrated stereo image pairs and consist of standard as well as some newMid-
dlebury stereo image pairs. In our setup, we applied fixed-value boundary con-
ditions for all window-based algorithms used in our reconstruction pipeline, in
which the transition rules were only applied to non-boundary cells.
Figure 3.13 shows the resulting disparity maps produced by our system for
different stereo image pairs of varying image sizes and different disparity ranges,
all obtained by the Middleburry database. As can be seen, the generated disparity
maps provide adequate disparity accuracy, considering the real-time performance
and despite the challenging indoor environments which present increased level
of detail and many ambiguous areas. Note also that the strip on the left side of
the extracted range images was caused by the disparity between the input stereo
images, while its width is directly proportional to the operating disparity range of
each dataset.
Figure 3.14 provides a qualitative evaluation of our extracted results against
other related architectures, although many authors do not provide quantitative
and/or qualitative results for their disparity maps. Nonetheless, the results in Fig-
ure 3.14 confirm the performance of our reconstruction method over the related
state-of-the-art techniques. For example, in the disparity map from Tsukuba im-
age pair, the table and the area around it are more accurately reconstructed with
our method than with other approaches, while the depth values at object disconti-
nuities are also better reconstructed. The camera on the tripod constitutes another
example, where the results of our method outperform the other results. Despite,
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Device 
(Altera) 
Total 
Registers (%) 
(424,960) 
Logic 
Utilization (%) 
424,960 
Total 
ALUTs (%) 
424,960 
Total  
LABs (%) 
(21,248) 
Total  
Pins (%) 
(1,112) 
EP4SGX530 
NF45C3 25,6 23,2 12,6 11,4 8,5 
Table 1. Resource utilization of target device. 
 
 
 
Tsukuba 
16 disp.  
384x288 
  
 
Sawtooth 
20 disp. 
434x380 
   
Map 
30 disp. 
284x216 
   
Cones 
65 disp. 
450x375 
   
Teddy 
65 disp. 
450x375 
    (a) (b) (c) 
Figure 19. Resulted disparity maps of stereo image pairs Tsukuba, Sawtooth, Map, Cones 
and Teddy. (!) Input image, (") ground truth, (#) final disparity map. 
 
Figure 3.13: Resulting disparity maps of stereo image pairs: Tsukuba, Sawtooth, Map,
Cones and Teddy. (a) Input images, (b) ground truth and (c) final disparity maps.
however, presenting higher accuracy from the other techniques, some errors still
remain in the disparity maps produced by our system, which are caused either by
the wrong replacements of CA rules, or by mismatches due to the SAD algorithm.
Table 3.2 shows the quantitative results regarding the accuracy of our recon-
struction pipeline under various configurations. The evaluation metric we used to
measure the reconstruction error in the extracted disparity maps was the error rate
", which indicates the percentage of bad pixels whose absolute disparity error is
greater than 1. It was calculated with respect to the ground truth maps from the
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Table 3.2: Quantitative results of the proposed system, regarding accuracy under various
configurations.
Disparity range Error " (%)
Tsukuba (384⇥288 pxl) 16 9.1
Sawtooth (434⇥380 pxl) 20 10.7
Map (284⇥216 pxl) 30 17.3
Cones (450⇥375 pxl) 65 24.7
Teddy (450⇥375 pxl) 65 25.4
Middleburry evaluation database using the cost function:
" =
1
N
X
i,j
(|dcomp(i, j)  dground(i, j)| > 1) (3.8)
Hardware performance evaluation Besides the qualitative and quan-
titative evaluation of the disparity maps extracted by the proposed stereo recon-
struction system, its hardware performance and efficiency has been also evaluated.
Tables 3.3 and 3.4 present the performance evaluation results of our system archi-
tecture compared to other stereo vision systems with similar window matching
techniques or with other disparity computation methods, respectively. Due to the
configuration variabilities presented in these systems, we provide also the related
configuration parameters, such as the image size and the disparity range. Ad-
ditionally, for evaluation purposes we compute a normalized performance index
(NPI) in terms of image size⇥disparity range⇥fps/frequency, which pro-
vides a more general overview for the performance of the systems under consid-
eration.
As shown in Tables 3.3 and 3.4, our hardware implementation presents im-
provements over the majority of previous systems in terms of performance and
processing rates. In addition, although there are some stereo systems that achieve
better performance indices (NPI) than our method, such as the systems from [Lee
et al., 2005; Ambrosch et al., 2009] (in Table 3.3) and [Sabihuddin et al., 2008]
(in Table 3.4) other factors, such as the different configuration parameters, the
total amount of calculations per second (i.e. processing rate) or the complexity-
accuracy and quality-performance trade-offs should also be taken into account.
For example, from Table 3.3, our hardware architecture produces 640⇥480 dis-
parity maps with 70 disparity levels and 114 fps, which makes a total amount
of about 2.45 billion disparity calculations per second. Considering however the
data presented in Table 3.4 for the same parameters, arises that our architecture
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Table 3.3: Performance evaluation results of the proposed system compared to other
related hardware-based stereo vision systems with similar window matching techniques.
Implemented
Device
Matching
Method
Image
Size
Disparity
Range
Window
Size
Frequency
(MHz)
Frames per
Second
(fps)
Normalized
Perfor-
mance
Index
[Hile and Zheng,
2004] N/A SAD 521⇥480 32 N/A N/A 30 N/A
[Miyajima and
Maruyama, 2003]
FPGA
(Xilinx) SAD 640⇥480 80 5⇥5 40 26 15.97
[Arias-Estrada
and Xicotencatl,
2001]
FPGA
(Xilinx) SAD 320⇥240 16 7⇥7 66 71 1.32
[Lee et al., 2005] FPGA(Xilinx) SAD 640⇥480 64 32⇥32 10 30 58.98
[Hariyama et al.,
2005]
FPGA
(Altera) SAD 64⇥64 64 8⇥8 86 5063 15.43
[Kuhn et al., 2003] ASIC SSD /Census 256⇥192 25
Census &
Corr. 75 50 0.81
[Ambrosch et al.,
2009]
FPGA
(Altera) SAD 450⇥375 100 9⇥9 110 600 92.04
[Woodfill et al.,
2004] ASIC Census 512⇥480 52 N/A 60 200 42.59
[Jia et al., 2004] FPGA(Xilinx) SSAD 640⇥480 64 N/A N/A 30 N/A
[Gudis et al.,
2012]
FPGA
(Altera)
Pyramid
decompo-
sition
2k⇥2k N/A N/A 200 N/A N/A
Proposed Arch. FPGA(Altera) SAD 640⇥480 70 5⇥5 168 114 14.59
can make around 1.85 billion calculations per second. This difference indicates
that relying only on these parameters for comparing the performance of a system
is not reliable and other factors should be taken also into consideration. Further-
more, other architectures that their performance index (i.e. NPI) outperforms ours
several times, such as the systems in [Lee et al., 2005] (in Table 3.3) and [Sabi-
huddin et al., 2008] (in Table 3.4) which present almost 4 and 3 times higher NPIs
than ours, can make a total amount of almost 590 million and 2.5 billion calcu-
lations per second, respectively, which shows that our system can process almost
4 times more data than the system in [Lee et al., 2005] and only about 25% less
than the system in [Sabihuddin et al., 2008].
In addition, our stereo reconstruction architecture maximizes the trade-off be-
tween accuracy and performance, producing more accurate disparity maps than
almost all other techniques with higher NPI or processing rates. For example,
although the system in [Ambrosch et al., 2009] (in Table 3.3) outperforms our
method several times, the error rate of its extracted disparity maps for the Teddy
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Table 3.4: Performance evaluation results of the proposed system compared to other
hardware-based stereo vision systems.
Device Image Size Disp. Range Frames/sec
Norm.
Perform.
Index
Archit. in [Masrani and MacLean, 2006] FPGA (AlteraStratix S80) 640⇥480 128 30 N/A
Archit. in [Dı´az et al., 2007] FPGA (XilinxVirtex II) 1280⇥690 9, 15, 29 52 14.95
Archit. in [Lu et al., 2007] GPU (NvidiaGeForce 7900) 512⇥512 64 38 N/A
Archit. in [Sabihuddin et al., 2008] FPGA (XilinxVirtex II Pro) 640⇥480 128 63.54 30.96
Archit. in [Banz et al., 2010] FPGA (XilinxVirtex V) 640⇥480 128 30 8.86
Archit. in [Hadjitheophanous et al., 2010] FPGA (XilinxVirtex II Pro) 640⇥480 25 8.9 0.68
Archit. in [Pe´rez et al., 2009] FPGA (XilinxVirtex V) 1280⇥720 96 2.5 1.1
Archit. in [Jin et al., 2010] FPGA (XilinxVirtex IV) 640⇥480 64 230 18.41
Proposed Archit. FPGA (AlteraStratix IV) 640⇥480 128 47 11.27
image pair is almost 44% while ours 25%, i.e. 43.1% less. Moreover, if we com-
pare our results from the Tsukuba image pair with the results extracted by the
systems in [Lee et al., 2005] and [Sabihuddin et al., 2008], we can see that their
results are more cluttered and the object boundaries are more distorted than the
results extracted from our stereo reconstruction method. Note also that their re-
sults suffer from inter-scanline inconsistencies, which is a typical error presented
in local-based stereo reconstruction algorithms, while our technique eliminates
these errors by its efficient DSI optimization process. This proves that our stereo
reconstruction method exhibits high potentials for real-time applications, where
tight time constraints and increased accuracy are necessary.
Performance impact of system parameters We have also evaluated
the performance of our system under various configurations, indicating how its
overall speed and output frame rate are affected by the input parameters. Table 3.5
shows the impact of the input image size on the performance of the proposed sys-
tem, keeping the disparity range and window size constant. As it can be observed,
the performance of the system (i.e. output frame rate) decreases as the image size
increases, although the overall frame rate of our architecture approximates real-
time speeds (i.e. 30 fps) even for high-definition images with size 1280⇥ 1024.
The image size is also related to the I/O bandwidth of the architecture, which
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affects the performance of the proposed system, mainly when an external data
resource (e.g. memory) is used. In this case, the delay to fill the scanline buffers
with the temporarily stored image pixels needed for the window correlation is
almost proportionally connected to the bandwidth of the system. Similarly, the
performance of the system is also decreased as the I/O bandwidth decreases, since
the data flowing into the system limits its throughput.
Considering the impact of disparity range on system’s performance, Table 3.6
shows the resource utilization results and the operating frequency of our archi-
tecture for different disparity levels up to 128. As it is shown, there is an almost
linear increase in the utilization of the FPGA resources, which is caused mainly
from the additional circuit elements used for calculating the SAD values. Further-
more, the variations in operating frequency caused by the changes in the disparity
levels indicate that when the disparity range increases, the frequency decreases,
meaning that the hardware overhead becomes also higher at high disparity ranges.
Similar results are presented in Table 3.7, where the impact of specific window
sizes on the system’s resource utilization is shown. As it can be seen, keeping the
disparity range and image size constant while increasing the window size leads
also to an increase in the utilization of the FPGA. This is justified by the fact that
more image lines are needed in every processing stage to be fed and stored to
the bank of scanline registers and to the memory arrangements, in order the SAD
values and the results from each CA processing unit to be computed. Table 3.8
illustrates the system’s resource and performance results for different image size
configurations while window size and disparity levels remain the same. We notice
here that the results show a similar behavior as in the previous cases, i.e. an
increase in image size leads to a decrease in system’s frequency and to a parallel
increase in system’s resource utilization, since the image size affects strongly the
amount of hardware components used in the system. However, the system clock
frequency is slightly affected in this case, having only a small decrease as the size
of input images increases, meaning that our system is capable to keep its high
performance even when high-definition range images are generated.
3.7 Conclusion and Discussion
In this chapter, we presented a new hardware-based stereo reconstruction method,
capable to produce dense disparity maps in real-time, targeting mainly time-critical
3D reconstruction applications. The reconstruction pipeline consists of a fast
local-based stereo matching algorithm for the formation of DSI and an efficient
DSI optimization technique, which relies on a highly effective CA structure. De-
spite their simple construction, CA have shown that they are capable of highly
complex behavior, due to their inherent parallelism and local interconnection, and
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Table 3.5: Frame rate output (fps) of the proposed architecture.
System’s unit performance
Image Size
(pixels) DSI CU DSI PU
Overall FPGA
System
320⇥240 1467 461 455
640⇥480 398 120 114
800⇥600 259 79 73
1024⇥768 163 50 45
1280⇥1024 98 32 27
Table 3.6: Resource utilization for different disparity level configurations.
(Image size = 1024⇥768, window size = 7⇥7)
Disparity range 20 40 70 128
Total
registers(%) 22,7 23,4 24,1 25,2
Logic
Utilization(%) 18,6 19,4 20,5 22,3
Frequency
(MHz) 177,2 174,3 168,1 156,4
Table 3.7: Resource utilization for different window size configurations.
(Image size = 1024⇥768, disparity range = 70)
Window size 3⇥3 5⇥5 7⇥7 9⇥9
Total
registers(%) 22,8 23,5 24,1 24,8
Logic
Utilization(%) 19,5 19,9 20,5 21,4
Frequency
(MHz) 186,1 178,7 168,1 154,7
therefore they were able to efficiently refine the wrong matching cost values of
DSI, improving substantially the extracted disparity images.
We also implemented the proposed reconstruction pipeline on a single FPGA
device using a fully parallel-pipelined architecture, in order to meet the timing
and processing constraints for real-time applications. The proposed hardware ar-
chitecture presents high performance and increased scalability, ensuring increased
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Table 3.8: Resource utilization for different image size configurations.
(window size = 7⇥7, disparity range = 70)
Image size 320⇥240 640⇥480 800⇥600 1024⇥768 1280⇥1024
Total
registers(%) 21,2 22,3 23,2 24,1 25,4
Logic
Utilization(%) 17,6 18,5 19,2 20,5 22,7
Frequency
(MHz) 172,1 171,4 170,1 168,1 165,7
output frame rates and showing an output latency depending mainly on the con-
figuration parameters of the system.
Despite its novelty and efficiency, our stereo reconstruction approach presents
also some important limitations. Our method uses a local-based stereo matching
algorithm for computing the matching costs of corresponding pixels, mainly due
to its simplicity and practical usage. However, this method (and in general the
local-based stereo methods) introduces many mismatches and is prone to errors,
since it relies on pixel-based intensity comparisons, which are highly affected
by various factors that can distort the pixel intensities and deteriorate the qual-
ity of the computed disparity maps. Therefore, a global-based stereo matching
algorithm could produce better results, at the expense of course of increased com-
putational complexity. However, due to the recent advances in custom hardware
technology, it might be possible such an algorithm to be efficiently implemented
in a custom hardware device, allowing the generation of more accurate disparity
maps with fast processing speeds. Moreover, although the CA-based refinement
stage of our pipeline is quite efficient and can identify many mismatches, it could
be potentially improved by optimizing further the CA rules, since CA present rich
computational capabilities and can be used efficiently for modeling more complex
behaviors.
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(a) Proposed Arch. (Acc 90.9%) (b) Arch. in [Miyajima and
Maruyama, 2003] (Acc N/A)
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Fig. 6. The simulation waveform using the Tsukuba images
Table 2. The performance of the SAD correlator v1.0 in various environments
Image size maximum disparity window size rate
(pixel) (∆) (ww⇥wh) (frame/sec)
640⇥480 64 16⇥16 31
640⇥480 64 32⇥32 30
320⇥240 64 16⇥16 122
320⇥240 64 32⇥32 115
process only uses a small part of each scan line at any time - specifically, ww from the
left image and ww+∆+1 from the right image. The remaining pixels are stored in shift
registers for use in subsequent cycles. Pixels in surrounding scan lines are only used
to support matching by reducing noise effects. Figure 7 shows samples of depth maps
of SAD correlator v1.2 for the same Tsukuba input images with various rectangular
windows. We can find that a ‘short and wide (wh < ww)’ window produces similar
matching quality to the square one. However, We can see that a considerable amount
of space can be saved in an FPGA by using rectangular (wh< ww) windows. Figure 8
shows a FPGA resource usage for various rectangular window sizes as well as square
ones. We can conclude that a rectangular window in SAD correlators is worth utilizing,
especially when ww is sufficiently large, since it saves lots of space (nearly 50% profit)
without sacrificing quality.
(a) 16⇥4 window (b) 16⇥8 window (c) 16⇥16 window
Fig. 7. Sample depth maps of the SAD correlator v1.2 with various window sizes (ww⇥wh)
(c) Arch. in [Hariyama et al., 2005]
(Acc N/A)
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TABLE II
Performance Summary of Reported Stereo Vision Systems
Implemented system Image size Matching method Disparity range Window size Rectification Frames per second
SAZAN
FPGA
320× 240 SSAD 25 13× 9 No 20
Kuhn et al.
256× 192 SSD/ 25 Census (3× 3) No 50ASIC Census Corr (10× 3)
Darabiha et al.
256× 360 Local weighted 20 N/A o 30FPGA
MSVM-III
640× 480 SSAD/ 64 N/A Hard-wired 30FPGA Trinocular
DeepSea
512× 480 Census 52 Census (N/A) Firmware 200ASIC Corr (N/A)
Software program
640× 480 Census 64 Census (11× 11) Software 1.13.2 GHz, SSE2 Corr (15× 15)
This paper
640× 480 Census 64 Census (11× 11) Hard-wired 230FPGA Corr (15× 15)
TABLE III
Evaluation Result of the Proposed System Using Middlebury Stereo-Pairs
Stereo-pair Ground truth Disparity Bad pixels (δd = 1.0, nonocc) Percent of
bad pixels
nonocc: 9.79
all : 11.56
disc : 2029
nonocc: 3.59
all : 5.27
disc : 36.82
nonocc: 12.50
all : 21.50
disc : 30.57
nonocc: 7.34
all : 17.58
disc : 21.01
Average percent of bad pixels: 17.24
whether the selected disparity is a unique minimum, double
minimum or non-unique minimum [22], [24].
If a disparity result passes the LR-check and uniqueness test,
sub-pixel estimation and spike removal are applied to increase
the reliability and accuracy. The sub-pixel estimation again
utilizes C(di), C(di − 1) and C(di + 1), which was tracked in
the uniqueness test module, with C(di−2) and C(di+2) giving
additional precision. By using the parabola fitting method
in (7), the sub-pixel estimation is performed with ease. To
decrease the complexity and latency of the operations, the
combination of shifting, addition, and subtraction is used for
each performance of multiplication and division, as shown in
(d) Archi. in [Lu et al., 2007] (Acc
88.44%)
Table 1. Quantitative comparison of the proposed method with other approaches using the benchmark Middlebury stereo database.
Algo rithm T sukub a S awto o th Venus Map
no no cc . untex. d isc . no no cc . untex. d isc . no no cc . untex. d isc . no no cc . d isc .
SSD+M F [1 ] 5.23 3.80 24.66 2.21 0.72 13.97 3.74 6.82 12.94 0.66 9.35
Our Algori thm 7.60 12.76 14.82 2.41 2.19 8.23 9.27 20.15 9.94 0.67 8.22
M ax Flow 2.98 2.00 15.10 3.47 3.00 14.19 2.16 2.24 21.73 3.13 15.98
Scanline  Opt. [1 ] 5.08 6.78 11.94 4.06 2.64 11.90 9.44 14.59 18.20 1.84 10.22
Dynamic  P rog. [1 ] 4.12 4.63 12.34 4.84 3.71 13.26 10.10 15.01 17.12 3.33 14.04
Gradient-guided [5 ] 4.91 5.86 12.60 2.38 2.82 7.92 9.43 19.39 20.71 1.24 9.96
M IP  [3 ] 7.07 10.4 13.3 2.33
AW 4 [3 ] 9.68 5.79 15.7 0.91
(a)
(c)
(b)
(d)
Fig. 4. Our estimated disparity maps for Middlebury test data set.
has a good performance near depth discontinuities (see Fig. 4), be-
cause of our adaptive selection of four truncated SA-LAP kernels.
To test the execution speed on the GPU, we follow the same ap-
proach [3] by varying the stereo images’ size and the disparity search
range. Our optimized implementation runs on an Nvidia GeForce
7900 graphics card with 512 MB video memory, housed in a 3.2 GHz
PC with 1 GB RAM. The results in Table 2 show that our method can
reach 668 Mde/s including the overhead to download images (up to
17%) and ead-back the disparity map ( p to 10%), which is several
times faster than today available stereo methods on GPUs.
We have also evaluated the benefits of two important GPU opti-
mization schemes, i.e., Texture coordinate interpolation and Z-test.
As depicted in Fig. 5, they reduce the algorithm time on our GPU
by a ratio of 22% (or 11%), and 19% (or 32%), respectively. They
jointly reduce the algorithm time by a ratio of about 34% (or 46%).
5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
We propose a novel high-speed stereo algorithm based on a trun-
cated separable approximation to the isotropic Laplacian kernel. Our
method achieves quality results for both homogeneous regions and
depth discontinuities, while its optimized implementation on the GPU
is significantly faster than the existing GPU-based approaches.
Future work will focus on further improving the quality and the
speed trade-off of our method on programmable graphics hardware.
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stereo data sets and quality metrics compiled and used, re-
spectively, by Scharstein et al. [4].
5.1. Accuracy
Disparity result have been evaluated based on vis al inspec-
tion, root mean squared and bad matching pixel metrics. It is
noted that results are comparable to those of the Cox DPML
algorithm and far superior to Sum of Squared Difference (SSD)
and Correlation approa hes. Figure 6 presents a visual com-
parison of disparity results with respect to the aforementioned
algorithms. Further details regarding these results may be
found i [6] and [2].
(a) Ground Truth (b) SSD (c) Correlation
(d) DPML (e) Hardware
Fig. 6. Stereo correspondence results for the Tsukuba im-
age sequences. (a) Ground Truth; (b) Sum of Squared Dif-
ferences (SSD), 9x9 window, (c) Correlation, 9x9 window,
(d) Dynamic Programming-Maximum Likelihood (DPML),
(e) Hardware DPML
5.2. Timing Analysis
A summary of runtime performance is shown in Table 1 for
maximum disparities: D = 16 and D = 128. At a frame
rate of 63.54 fps and an image resolution of 640 ⇥ 480 pix-
els (M = 640, N = 480) over a 128 pixel disparity range,
the FPGA impl mentation discussed in this aper vast y out-
performs existing correspondence algorithms. At slightly lower
input image resolutions a significantly higher frame rate of
225.03 fps is achieved, a speedup factor of over 200 when
compared to the Cox software implementation. Note that tim-
ing results from four differe implementations are shown:
FPGA (pipe) refers to the fully pipelined implementation dis-
cussed in this paper; FPGA (ppip ) refers to an plemen-
tation without the PBUF pipelining register; FPGA (npipe)
refers to a purely serial impleme tation [6]; SW (c x) refe s
to the original algorithm developed by Cox et al.; and FPGA
(pipe*) refers to a presently theoretical implementation that
optimizes circuit routing delays to achieve a higher clock speed.
Equation 3 is the result of a worst case timing analysis of
the pipelined hardware implementation presented in this pa-
Algorithm D Fclk Resolution FPS
FPGA (pipe*) 128 125 Mhz 640⇥ 480 99.28
FPGA (pipe) 16 100 Mhz 640⇥ 480 81.16
FPGA (pipe) 128 80 Mhz 640⇥ 480 63.54
FPGA (pipe) 16 100 Mhz 384⇥ 288 225.03
FPGA (ppipe) 128 67 Mhz 640⇥ 480 53.22
FPGA (ppipe) 16 67 Mhz 384⇥ 288 166.29
FPGA (npipe) 16 47 Mhz 384⇥ 288 20.24
SW (cox) 16 2.6 Ghz 384⇥ 288 1.07
Table 1. A timing comparison of various implementations of the
DPML algorithm. Results show that a fully pipelined architecture
has the highest frame rate (FPS). Note that these are worst case
frame rates obtained from a maximum operating clock frequency,
Fclk. Depending on the incoming image data, performance may be
better than this worst case.
per. It should be noted that timing performance can be im-
proved by duplicating existing hardware to process two or
more scanlines simultaneously at the expense of additional
FPGA resources. N andM indicates the width and height of
the input image. D indicates the maximum disparity and Fclk
the maximum allowable clock frequency of the circuit.
FPS(N,M,D, Fclk) =
  
4N +
D
2
  1
 
M
Fclk
  1
(3)
An important point to note is that while the circuit pipeline
at PBUF reduces the longest combinational path and hence
improves performance between the FPGA(ppipe) and FPGA
(pipe) implementations it does not take routing delays into
account. As parallelization increases this routing delay in-
crease resulting in lower maximum clock frequency, Fclk.
Furthermore large fanouts from a few signals feeding several
parallel components necessitates the use of signal boosting
buffers. These buffers increase routing times between com-
ponents al ng the PBUF, PMIN, CMUX and CBUF pipeline.
In practise these routing delays amount to 5.739 ns. It is be-
lieved that these delays can be optimized further, especially
in ASIC designs, to achieve clock frequencies of over 125
Mhz (a 1.274 ns routing delay). The performance resulting
from this improvement is shown in Table 1 in the row la-
beled FPGA(pipe*). Typical ASIC designs can improve per-
formanc s gnificantly more, in terms of routing and logic de-
lays, at the cost of development and prototyping time. Fur-
thermore architectural retiming [7] can be used to insert addi-
tional pipelining registers within the PMIN block thus allow-
ing a greater speed up. This retiming firstly reduces combi-
national delay even further and secondly reduces the require-
ment for signal boosting buffers. However, to do this, cost
values from the previous cycle must be predicted so that the
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(f) Archi. in [Banz et al., 2010] (Acc
N/A)
!
(g) Proposed Arch.(Acc 74.6%)
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Fig. 6.10 Disparity maps generated from the Middlebury dataset’s teddy images using different
block sizes. Top left: 3⇥3. Top right: 5⇥5. Middle left: 7⇥7. Middle right: 9⇥9. Bottom: 11⇥11.
software-based SAD implementations very well, being less suitable for FPGA im-
plementa ions due to the in egral images’ high memory c nsumption. The test plat-
form was an Intel Pentium 4 with 3 GHz clock frequency and 1 GB memory. The
processing time for one image pair was 673 ms resulting in a frame rate of 1.48 fps.
This is about 400 times slower than our hardware implementation and it seems obvi-
ous that even with the algorithmic and software optimizations, the processor-based
system cannot outperf rm the FPGA-based solution.
(h) Archi. in [Hile and Zheng,
2004] (Acc N/A, 5x5 mask)
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TABLE II
Performance Summary of Reported Stereo Vision Systems
Implemented system Image size Matching method Disparity range Window siz Rectification Fr mes per second
SAZAN
FPGA
320× 240 SSAD 25 13× 9 No 20
Kuhn et al.
256× 192 SSD/ 25 Census (3× 3) No 50ASIC Census Corr (10× 3)
Darabiha et al.
256× 360 Local weighted 20 N/A No 30FPGA
MSVM-III
640× 480 SSAD/ 64 N/A Hard-wired 30FPGA Trinocular
DeepSea
512× 480 Census 52 Census (N/A) Firmware 200ASIC Corr (N/A)
Software program
640× 480 Census 64 Census (11× 11) Software 1.13.2 GHz, SSE2 Corr (15× 15)
This paper
640× 480 Census 64 Census (11× 11) Hard-wired 230FPGA Corr (15× 15)
TABLE III
Evaluation Result of the Proposed System Using Middlebury Stereo-Pairs
Stereo-pair Ground truth Disparity Bad pixels (δd = 1.0, nonocc) Percent of
bad pixels
nonocc: 9.79
all : 11.56
disc : 2029
nonocc: 3.59
all : 5.27
disc : 36.82
nonocc: 12.50
all : 21.50
disc : 30.57
nonocc: 7.34
all : 17.58
disc : 21.01
Av rage percent of bad pixels: 17.24
whether the selected disparity is a unique minimum, double
minimum or non-unique minimum [22], [24].
If a disparity result passes the LR-check and uniqueness test,
sub-pixel estimation and spike removal are applied to increase
the reliability and accuracy. The sub-pixel estimation again
utilizes C(di), C(di − 1) and C(di + 1), which was tracked in
the uniqueness test module, with C(di−2) and C(di+2) giving
additional prec sio . By u ing the parabola fitting method
in (7), the sub-pixel estimation is performed with ease. To
decrease the complexity and latency of the operations, the
combination of shifting, addition, and subtraction is used for
each performance of multiplication and division, as shown in
(i) Archi. in [Lu et al., 2007] (Acc
78.50%)
Figure 3.14: Qualitative evaluation for Tsukuba and Teddy stereo image pairs for differ-
ent approaches.
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4.1 Introduction
In chapter 3, we described the first research contribution of this thesis, which
focuses on the acquisition stage of the reconstruction pipeline. Our second con-
tribution, which is presented in this chapter and contributes to the corresponding
annotated parts of Figure 1.2, focuses on the 3D modeling stage of the reconstruc-
tion process and presents a method for the accurate detection, reconstruction and
semantic segmentation of the architectural wall elements of building interiors.
4.1.1 Motivation
The identification of the architectural wall openings in indoor environments is
very important for the recovery of the building’s as-is state. Although most of
the times a raw blueprint with wall indications and other rough floorplan infor-
mation is provided, the actual information about the building’s architectural wall
elements, such as the windows or door locations, is not always available or may
not be up-to-dated from the initial design time.
Thus, indoor modeling methods should be capable to reconstruct this valu-
able and useful information automatically, in order to generate valid and reliable
BIM models that could be used in a variety of applications. Thus, the problem
of reconstructing the architectural wall elements of building interiors is explored
in this work, since it is still very challenging and is only partially solved by the
recently proposed methods. This is due to the high complexity of the problem,
since the majority of real-world indoor environments are typically cluttered with
objects and obstacles, which prevent the perfect acquisition of the scene (see also
Figure 4.1). In addition, erroneous model interpretations due to complex room
layouts and highly occluded areas affect also the accuracy of scene reconstruction,
especially when occluders hide significant parts of the wall surfaces and their wall
openings. Furthermore, windows and other highly reflective surfaces can drasti-
cally affect the acquired models by introducing large-scale artifacts and causing
missing data, due to their unfavorable material properties. Windows in particular,
which are mainly shapeless, textureless and transparent, constitute an important
source of reconstruction errors and artifacts. Moreover, doors are usually hard to
be detected, since their reconstruction depends strongly on the wall geometry and
the descriptive features of the door.
Despite the recent research efforts, a satisfactory automatic approach for re-
constructing the architectural wall elements of building interiors has not been pre-
sented yet. State-of-the-art methods rely mainly on strict assumptions about the
scene and present many restrictions and limitations to their applicability. Some
of them provide evidences for the wall elements relying on a a priory knowledge
obtained by complex and time consuming machine learning algorithms [Adan and
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Figure 4.1: Examples from heavy occlusions and clutter that can occur in indoor envi-
ronments (occluders are still visible and some of them are also marked).
Huber, 2011; Zhang and Zakhor, 2014; Xuehan et al., 2013], or they combine raw
data from indoors and outdoors in order to eliminate occlusions [Previtali et al.,
2014]. Other pipelines consider occlusion-free raw data or eliminate occlusions
by scanning indoor scenes with only the essential interior objects and without fur-
nitures [Budroni and Bo¨hm, 2010b]. More recent reconstruction pipelines com-
bine color and/or stereo images along with 3D range data, in order to identify
and segment the building wall elements [Valero et al., 2012; Dumitru et al., 2013;
Dı´az-Vilarin˜o et al., 2014; Stambler and Huber, 2014; Turner et al., 2015; Sui
et al., 2016]. Thus, a method capable to reconstruct the architectural wall ele-
ments of building interiors automatically, avoiding the restrictions and limitations
introduced by the current approaches, would be very beneficial for the 3D mod-
eling of indoor environments, especially if it could be embedded as an additional
processing and refinement module to the current modeling pipelines.
4.1.2 State of Research
Although the automatic generation of indoor models is a very active research
topic, only few approaches try to address the problem of the wall elements recon-
struction [Adan and Huber, 2011; Ochmann et al., 2016]. A comprehensive review
about the building reconstruction methods can be found in [Tang et al., 2010; Volk
et al., 2014]. Since this contribution focuses more on the reconstruction and mod-
eling of the architectural wall elements, we assume that the architectural building
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model has been already reconstructed (see also Figure 1.2). Thus, in this section
we summarize only the most relevant approaches that can either reconstruct the
architectural wall elements, or they can generate a faithful architectural building
model that could be used as input to our pipeline.
The last few years, many works have been proposed for the automatic recon-
struction of building interiors [Okorn et al., 2010; Kotthauser et al., 2013; Mura
et al., 2014; Oesau et al., 2014; Adan et al., 2015]. Some of them [Okorn et al.,
2010] create a representation of the floor plan and identify the wall line segments
in Hough space. Other methods [Kotthauser et al., 2013; Mura et al., 2014] allow
a flexible and occlusion-aware reconstruction of wall surfaces by finding the wall
planar patches and creating a polyhedral representation of the building structure,
while others [Adan et al., 2015] use mobile robots to optimize the acquisition of
3D space and then detect the rooms’ contours, from which the wall surfaces can
be extracted.
The automatic reconstruction of architectural wall elements has also received
significant development the last years, and the methods proposed so far vary
greatly depending on the information they exploit. In most recent approaches,
such as the one presented in [Ochmann et al., 2016], a global optimization algo-
rithm is used to reconstruct the building interior and the wall features are then
identified by a greedy clustering algorithm. Despite its efficiency, this method
presents limited applicability, since it requires low-cluttered environments and
certain conditions under which it can be applied, while its wall element recon-
struction approach can also fail in some fairly common cases, e.g. in the case of
multiple neighboring windows. A more restrictive approach is described in [Pre-
vitali et al., 2014], where the wall elements can be reconstructed only under the
combination of raw data from indoor and outdoor environments. In [Stambler
and Huber, 2014], an enclosure reasoning is used to obtain the best coverage of
the most likely rooms, while the wall openings are explicitly detect by a region
growing algorithm.
Color or depth images along with 3D point clouds have been also combined
by many approaches [Adan and Huber, 2011; Budroni and Bo¨hm, 2010b; Xue-
han et al., 2013; Dumitru et al., 2013; Dı´az-Vilarin˜o et al., 2014], in order to
faithfully model the environment. These approaches, however, rely heavily on
image data and image processing techniques, while the majority of them [Adan
and Huber, 2011; Budroni and Bo¨hm, 2010b; Dı´az-Vilarin˜o et al., 2014] can re-
construct only the doors and not the windows on the walls. In addition, some
of them are able to reconstruct the scene only under ideal conditions and lack of
occlusions [Budroni and Bo¨hm, 2010b], which restricts their applicability dras-
tically. Older approaches have also tried to detect the wall openings in indoor
environments by analyzing the point density and classifying the low-density areas
in wall surfaces as wall openings [Hinneburg and Keim, 1998; Ester et al., 1996].
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More sophisticated approaches rely on machine learning techniques in order to
cluster and model the holes in the walls [Adan and Huber, 2011; Dumitru et al.,
2013; Xuehan et al., 2013; Ochmann et al., 2016; Sui et al., 2016], which however
increases the algorithmic complexity and computation time, while it requires mas-
sive test data for training purposes. Unavoidably, in some cases the segmentation
results can be erroneous or biased due to the limited access to adequate train-
ing data [Ochmann et al., 2016], while there are cases where user interaction is
required for reconstructing successfully the window structures [Sui et al., 2016].
4.1.3 Research Contribution
This chapter introduces a novel method for automatically reconstructing the ar-
chitectural wall elements of indoor environments, such as windows and doors,
under the presence of significant amounts of clutter and occlusion. In contrast to
previous methods, our reconstruction pipeline does not require any manual tuning
and it does not rely on additional imagery or depth data, avoiding the restrictions
and limitations introduced by the previously referenced techniques. Additionally,
our method, presented in a conference talk [Michailidis and Pajarola, 2015] and
appeared in an extended version as an article in a scientific journal [Michailidis
and Pajarola, 2017], is applied to the architectural building models that are recon-
structed by any related method in literature, and this constitutes a big advantage
of the proposed approach, since it could be embedded as an additional process-
ing module in any of the state-of-the-art modeling pipelines for enhancing and
semantically enriching its results.
4.2 Method Overview
To overcome the limitations of current reconstruction approaches, we propose a
pipeline that formulates the wall elements detection problem as a graph-cut opti-
mization problem on a wall’s 2D cell complex representation. A general diagram
presenting the main steps of our reconstruction pipeline is shown in Figure 4.2.
As already mentioned, our method uses as input the architectural 3D model
of the indoor environment, which can be typically reconstructed by acquiring
the scene using a LiDAR device and then segmenting the raw 3D point cloud
into its main building elements, such as the walls, ceiling and floor. Up to this
stage, our approach is invariant to the reconstruction method used, thus any mod-
eling pipeline that can reconstruct the general 3D shape of building interiors
(e.g. [Okorn et al., 2010; Kotthauser et al., 2013; Mura et al., 2014; Oesau et al.,
2014]) could be used for providing the planar surface models to our method. In
our work, we used the method described in [Mura et al., 2014].
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Before starting the reconstruction of the wall elements, our method assumes,
similar to the above-mentioned modeling pipelines, that the buildings’ interior
structures can be approximated by piecewise planar primitives, an assumption that
generally holds true for the vast majority of scenarios [Oesau et al., 2014; Volk
et al., 2014]. Then, it extracts from the architectural 3D model the planar surfaces
that correspond to the structural building elements (walls, ceiling, floor), selects
the wall surfaces and computes their outline shapes using an ↵-shapes algorithm.
The computed outline polygons constitute a higher order representation of the wall
surface features, in which we apply a robust multi-line model fitting algorithm in
order to get its regularized boundaries. We then reduce the line model space by
a robust clustering technique, where the best candidate line models are identified
and selected from each cluster as the representative lines of the clusters in the wall
surface. In a parallel step, we further enhance the wall surface representation by
using an occlusion detection approach, in order to identify and label the occluded
points in a voxelized grid of the scene.
In the last stage of our pipeline, we exploit the previously extracted informa-
tion, in order to segment the wall surface and detect the wall elements. Initially, we
form a 2D cell complex structure from the intersection points between the repre-
sentative line models and we formulate the wall element segmentation as a global
optimization problem. As such, we represent the 2D cells of the cell complex
by means of an adjacency graph, which is partitioned using a max-flow/min-cut
graph-cut approach. The graph-cut optimization segments the cells into regions
belonging either to the solid wall, or to areas that represent the open parts, i.e. win-
dows and doors. Extending the generated 2D cell decomposition to the boundary
edges of the wall surface, we create a semantic representation of the segmented
regions, identifying the solid wall and the wall openings.
4.3 Features Computation
4.3.1 Wall Outline
After extracting the wall surfaces from the input architectural 3D model, the first
step in our reconstruction pipeline is to compute the interior and exterior bound-
ary outlines of each wall surface. In our method, each 3D representation of a
wall surface W consists of a set of points P = {p0,p1, . . .pN 1} and is defined
in our modeling process by its plane normal vector nˆ, some point q 2 P , the
wall’s oriented bounding box (OBB), as well as the wall outline polygon from
the intersection of OBB with the wall plane.
Since this wall surface representation is quite rough, it needs to be enriched
with higher level details. In order to enhance it and provide a description of its
outline shape, we compute in the wall plane (nˆ,q) the ↵-shape of its points P (see
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Figure 4.2: Block diagram of the proposed wall openings reconstruction technique.
Figure 4.3) [Edelsbrunner andMucke, 1994]. An alpha-shape is a polytope which
can be either concave or convex, and is derived from the Delaunay triangulation of
P [Delaunay, 1934]. As such, the ↵-shape is a sub-graph of the Delaunay graph
and can be considered as a generalized hull of a given point set, with the level of
detail of the resulting shape dependent on a value ↵. This user specified parameter
↵ (radius) determines the complexity and smoothness of the computed boundary,
and in our approach was chosen conservatively, such as to be sufficiently large
compared to the inverse of the scan point density. We should notice also that, in
order to simplify the 3D representation of a wall surface and boost the computation
process of its ↵-shape, we project first the wall points onto a 2D plane, reducing
the dimensionality of the problem and allowing faster computations.
Despite the robustness of ↵-shapes for shape reconstruction, there are cases
where their boundaries may be rough or contain cluttered segments, while they
can be also affected by the introduced bias at the borders [Wei et al., 2007]. There-
fore, we refine the computed ↵-shape boundary of the wall surface by establishing
additional evaluation criteria and the ↵-shapes that do not fulfill them are filtered
out. Specifically, we set the minimum polygon surface area to 15cm2, assuming
that any room window or door is bigger than this size. This value was carefully
selected after extensively examining the wall openings of a high number of indoor
environments, where none of them had a size smaller than that. In addition, all
open polylines and isolated ↵-extreme points (i.e. outliers) are also detected and
filtered out, assuming that they cannot form the desired wall element shapes. One
such an example is shown in Figure 4.3.
4.3.2 Line Model Fitting and Clustering
The ↵-shapes boundaries described above only produce a rough estimation of
the true underlying object boundaries and therefore, in order to get the regular-
ized boundaries of the wall surface and wall openings, we apply a line model
fitting algorithm to robustly fit straight line segments to the computed ↵-shapes
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 4.3: (a) Wall surface (green) points representing a door. (b) ↵-shape boundary
points. (c) Refined ↵-shape points.
boundaries. A good candidate solution for this task is the RANSAC model fit-
ting algorithm, which has been used also in other methods for similar tasks, e.g.
in [Kotthauser et al., 2013]. Thus, applying RANSAC to the detected ↵-shape
point set A, we compute the set Q = {Q0,Q1, . . .Ql 1} of the best l line models
derived from A (Figure 4.4(a)). In order to favor the alignment with the wall el-
ements and reduce the complexity of wall surface partitioning, we further reduce
the line space Q to a set of mode line modelsM = {M0,M1, ...,Mm 1} using
mean-shift clustering [Comaniciu and Meer, 2002]. This approach has also been
employed in a similar manner by other state-of-the-art approaches [Furukawa
et al., 2009; Oesau et al., 2014], aiming at merging almost co-linear line segments
into a reduced set of representative lines that describe the main orientations of the
walls in the environment. Thus, in our setup, assuming that the wall’s boundary
lines are almost parallel to the corresponding polygonal line segments of windows
and doors, each line model computed by RANSAC in Q is assigned to one of the
modes inM based on the following process. First, a clustering is performed only
on the orientations of the lines, extracting the major line directions. Then, for
each representative orientation, a 1D mean-shift clustering finds the most likely
line offsets of that orientation. Thus, the resulting set of line clusters C correspond
to a partitioning of the line modelsQ and each cluster in C defines a representative
mode line fromM (see also Figure 4.4(b)).
4.3.3 Cell Complex Creation
The clustered mode lines inM induce a partition of the wall surface from which
the 3D model of the wall can be derived. This data structure of line segments
constitutes a 2D cell complex or an arrangement of lines [Edelsbrunner et al.,
1986], where each edge of the complex is associated to a representative mode line
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 4.4: Cell complex construction. (a) The detected wall surface and the line models
fitted to the (red) ↵-shapes outline. (b) The representative mode lines after mean-shift
clustering. (c) The 2D cell complex I (blue) imposed by the representative mode lines on
the wall outline polygon. Here, each 2D quadrilateral constitutes a separate cell.
fromM. Using a set of infinite lines I for representing the mode lines in the cell
complex, the cell complex is defined by all intersections of these lines in the wall
plane and is bounded by the wall’s outline polygon, as shown in Figure 4.4(c).
Additionally, in our cell complex structure, its edges are explicitly associated
with the ↵-extreme points from A in a way that will allow us later to use this in-
formation for segmenting the wall surface. To do so, we associate all ↵-extreme
points of the model lines in a cluster with the mode line of that cluster by pro-
jecting them onto it. In this way, the number of ↵-extreme points associated with
each segment in I will be used in our graph-cut implementation as a contribution
factor to the estimation of the edge weights (see also Section 4.4.3).
4.3.4 Occluded Regions
Once all mode lines are detected, the occluded areas and the actual empty space
in the wall surface have to be determined, in order to accurately identify the posi-
tions of real wall openings. This step is important because, opposite to the facade
reconstruction applications, where the windows are detected as holes in the point
cloud, in indoor environments this assumption does not generally hold. Due to
the large variety of human objects inside the rooms, occlusions and clutter signif-
icantly affect the outcome of the wall surface reconstruction, since they produce
holes which have to be distinguished from real wall openings.
Thus, it is necessary to accomplish an occupancy analysis to the wall surface
in 3D space, in order to identify the different types of holes in the wall surface
and distinguish the occluded from the non-occluded regions. The first step in
this process is to discretize the 3D space into a uniformly spaced data structure,
known as voxel space. This voxelization process is similar to other state-of-the-art
methods [Baler and Allen, 2006; Blaer and Allen, 2007; Adan and Huber, 2011]
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and could be described as a downsampling process, where the real 3D points
are assigned to tiny 3D boxes in R3, which comprise the voxel grid. However,
unlike the other methods, in our approach all points presented in each voxel are
approximated with their centroid instead of the center of the voxel, because in this
way the underlying surfaces are more accurately represented.
Next, our occlusion detection mechanism classifies the grid cells of the wall
surface according to their occupancy state into three categories: empty, occluded
and occupied. The classification incurs using a ray-tracing algorithm, where a
tracing line starting from the laser scanner measures the distance to a grid element
inside the scanner frustum, which is formed by the scanner sensor position and the
convex wall polygon corners (see Figure 4.5(a)). For practical reasons, we have
also defined a maximum distance for setting a limit to the scanning area behind
the wall plane.
Following this ray-tracing approach, each voxel inside the scanner frustum is
classified into the three aforementioned categories as follows.
• Voxels that contain at least one point, force the ray to stop and are assigned
as occupied. For example, the voxels that lie on the wall plane and include
points from the wall surface.
• Voxels that allow the ray to pass through them without stopping are as-
signed as empty. Also, voxels that are between the scanner position and an
occupied voxel are also labeled as empty.
• Occluded voxels occur in the wall surface, if the ray stops in an occupied
voxel before reaching the wall plane (Figure 4.5(b)).
The occluded areas in the wall surface cause many arbitrary holes, which do
not correspond to real wall openings and could mislead the wall segmentation
process. Thus, we fill these holes with points, which occur by the intersection of
the ray that starts from the laser scanner and passes through the occluders, with
the wall plane (see Figure 4.5(c)).
This simple yet robust and accurate approach has been proved to be quite
good in practice for the reconstruction of the occluded areas, while the informa-
tion derived from it constitutes an additional decision making factor in the wall
segmentation process, as it is described in the next section.
4.4 Graph-based Wall Segmentation
4.4.1 Problem Formulation
The previous steps of the pipeline yield a 2D cell complex that contains many
cells which are either filled with points or they are completely empty. In this step,
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(a) (b) (c)
(d)
Figure 4.5: Occlusion detection performed to a wall plane which is formed by the frustum
of the laser scanner (wall points are colored with blue) (a). Applying ray-casting, the oc-
cluders are identified (with green) (b) and the recovered occluded areas are reconstructed
(with red color) (c). After detecting occlusion, the extracted wall surface is enriched with
the occluded (red) points (d).
we need to segment the cells of the complex and assign to them a label, being
either wall openings or parts of the wall surface. However, this segmentation is
not straightforward and cannot rely only on the number of points the cells contain,
due to the inherent uncertainties introduced in the segmentation process. One such
example is depicted in Figure 4.6, where different types of uncertain regions are
depicted with different colors. All these regions do not constitute wall openings,
although some of them could be easily classified as such, since they contain zero
or only a few points.
These uncertainties increase the complexity of the wall openings reconstruc-
tion problem and, therefore, we need to employ a method to identify which cells
of the complex correspond to the wall openings by reasoning on the relations be-
tween adjacent cells in the cell complex.
Thus, given the 2D cell complex, we encode the adjacency relationships be-
tween the cells using a weighted undirected graph G, in which the nodes rep-
resent the cells of the complex and the edges connect spatially adjacent cells.
More formally, we associate each cell ci within the cell complex structure I to
a vertex v 2 V in G and tag each vertex by a semantic label from the label set
L = {Lemp,Locc,Lunc} for empty, occupied and uncertain cells, respectively. The
graph contains a set of nodes (or vertices) V and a setE of edges e(u, v)with non-
negative weights (capacities), which connect adjacent nodes in a regular grid-like
fashion and are called n-links. The node set includes also two additional terminal
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Uncertain region, type A
Uncertain region, type B
Uncertain region, type C
Figure 4.6: Different types of uncertain regions after occlusion detection (wall surface
points and recovered occluded points are depicted with blue and pink colors, respec-
tively). Type A: cells covered only by a few points recovered in the occlusion detection
stage and without containing points from the wall surface. Type B: cells with both wall
surface points and recovered occluded points in small amounts. Type C: empty cells,
which do not include points, although they are not wall openings. Also notice that all three
wall openings introduce some additional uncertainties, since they are not fully empty but
they contain some points, especially near their corners.
nodes, the source s and the sink t, and the corresponding edges connecting the
nodes with the two terminals are called t-links.
Then, given some energy function and using a minimum graph cut approach
on this enhanced dual graph of the cell complex, we can find the optimal labeling
of the cells by dividing the nodes V into two disjoint sets S and T = V   S, such
that s 2 S and t 2 T . The minimum cut in this case can be defined as a subset
of edges C ⇢ E such that their terminal nodes are completely separated on the
induced graph G(C) = hV,E \ Ci. This is equivalent to finding the maximum
flow from s to t.
This segmentation problem can be modeled naturally as a multi-label Markov
Random Field (MRF) and can be formulated with unary and pairwise cliques
[Boykov et al., 1998]. In this case, the labeling problem can be reduced to the
minimization of the following objective (cost) function [Boykov and Funka-Lea,
2006]
E(f) =
X
p2V
Dp(fp) +
X
{p,q}2NG
Vp,q(fp, fq) · T (fp 6= fq), (4.1)
where f = {f0, . . . f|n 1|} is a binary vector of assigned labels from the label set
L defining the segmentation. Also, Dp(fp) is the unary data term of assigning
label fp to node p based on a chosen probabilistic model, while Vp,q(fp, fq) is the
smoothness penalty term of defining the discontinuity cost between two adjacent
nodes p and q when their labels are fp and fq, respectively, in a specified neigh-
borhood system NG. The comparison predicate T (·) in Equation 4.1 is 1 if its
argument is true and 0 otherwise. In our method, the neighboring system NG was
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a 4-connected lattice of cells that follows the von Neumann adjacency
NG(xi, yi) = {(x, y) :| x  xi | + | y   yi | r}, (4.2)
assuming that each cell ci is given by its position indices (xi, yi) in I and r is the
von Neumann neighborhood range, which was set to 1 in our approach.
After formulating the segmentation labeling problem, we can compute effi-
ciently the minimization of Eq. 4.1 with graph cuts, assuming that Vp,q(fp, fq) is
a submodular function [Vicente et al., 2008]. Therefore, we assign weights to
graph’s edges so that the min-cut cost |C| to be equal to the minimum energy
E(f). As such, the two energy terms in Eq. 4.1 will represent the two types of
edges in the graph, i.e. the t-links and n-links.
4.4.2 Unary Data Term
In our framework, the unary data term Dp(fp) is defined using a Bayesian proba-
bilistic model, introducing some spatial priors about the initial state of cells in I.
Specifically, we represent the wall cell complex I by a vector of |Nc| elements,
zˆ = [z0, . . . , z|Nc 1|], which indicate the estimated class probabilities Pr(fp | ci)
of a cell ci to belong to label fp. Applying Bayes’ rule, this probability can be
expressed as
Pr(fp | ci) = Pr(fp)Pr(ci | fp)
Pr(ci)
/ Pr(fp)Pr(ci | fp), (4.3)
where Pr(ci) is a normalizing constant, which is independent from fp and can
be omitted, while Pr(fp) and Pr(ci | fp) are computed using spatial information
from the cell complex. Here, the prior probability distribution Pr(fp) of the state
fp encodes our belief in the likelihood of various cell labels, while Pr(ci | fp) is
the conditional probability of seeing the cell ci given the particular cell label fp.
In our case, it is based on the cell density function
Dci =  D
| Covci |
Sci
=  D
| |Pci |  |Aci | |
Sci
, (4.4)
where Covci is equal to the number of points covering the cell ci (|Pci |) minus the
number of ↵-extreme points (|Aci |) that lie in the cell’s boundary line segments.
Sci denotes the cell’s area in Equation 4.4 and  D is a scaling factor.
Then, we compute the conditional probability Pr(ci | fp) of an arbitrary cell
ci by
Pr(ci | fp) = K log( | Dci |
Nc
)e |Aci |/Covci , (4.5)
where K is a proper normalization factor.
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In order to estimate the prior probability Pr(fp), we use an approach which
was inspired by [Frome et al., 2006], and we create a distance function that re-
lies on specific features of cells in I. First, we create the set E , where E =
{✏1, ✏2, ..., ✏nE} is the set of nE labeled cells, called base cells, which are actually
the cells for which we have a high certainty for their labels. Since there are only
three possible labels that can be assigned to the cells of the complex, these base
cells were categorized into three different classes. Let fˆ✏ denote the feature vec-
tor describing the base cell ✏ and let fˆci denote the feature vector of an arbitrary
cell ci. Then, we create the vector dˆ✏ci , which contains the L2 norms between the
individual features describing ✏ and ci, i.e. dˆ✏ci =k fˆ✏[i]  fˆci [i] k.
Next, we need to define the features that will be used for describing the cells.
High attention should be given to the selection of these features, since they should
be expressive enough but also sufficiently simple for fast computation. In our
case, it was shown that the density Dci as a simple feature is sufficient in order
to define the certainty of a cell being a base cell, although other features such as
the ratio |Aci |/Covci could also give similar results. Thus, the base cells selection
was based onDci , assuming that the cell with the highest density should belong to
the wall surface (label Locc), and equivalently, the cell with the minimum density
should belong to a wall opening (label Lemp).
Then, we can estimate which cells are likely to have the same label as the
associated base cell, using the distance function
D✏(ci) =  ✏dˆ✏ci with  ✏ =
1
 dDc✏
, (4.6)
where the weight  ✏ defines the range of cell density in which the cells are likely to
have the same label, and  d is a coefficient defining the deviation of cell’s density
from the base cell density Dc✏ . In our approach, this was fixed to 0.2, meaning
that every cell whose density is less than 20% fromDc✏ will be assumed to belong
to the same set as the base cell ✏.
To determine the prior probability Pr(fp), we first set a decision boundary
using the inequality D✏(ci)  1, where a value of 0 corresponds to perfect sim-
ilarity. This threshold was selected after considering that in other approaches,
such as in [Frome et al., 2006], it gave empirically good results. Hence, the prior
probability Pr(fp) can be given by:
Pr(fp) =
| {ci | D✏(ci)  1} |
Nc
, if fp = {Locc _ Lemp}. (4.7)
In order to estimate the prior probability for the uncertain cells, we apply the
probability’s additivity axiom to the previously computed probabilities, since the
set of base cells includes only the labels Locc and Lemp. Thus, Pr(fp = Lunc) can
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be computed by:
Pr(fp = Lunc) = 1  Pr(fp = Locc)  Pr(fp = Lemp) (4.8)
4.4.3 Smoothness Term
After defining the conditions that determine the topological connectivity of cells
in the cell complex, we need also to set the edge weights that connect the cells,
in order to perform the graph-cut segmentation. However, before setting the edge
weights, we impose certain regional hard constraints for the segmentation by in-
dicating certain cells that should belong to wall surface or wall openings. Gener-
ally, the regional constraints on G are vertices in V for which there is high belief
that they are adjacent and immediately connected to a specific terminal node, and
therefore are called seed nodes.
To define these constraints, i.e. the initial seed nodes, we use two threshold
values thH and thL for the class probabilities of cells in zˆ and we apply the Equa-
tion 4.9 to determine the cells that will be assigned with the corresponding labels.
fp =
⇢ Locc , if zi   thH
Lemp , if zi  thL (4.9)
This initialization is quite important for the segmentation of the wall plane, since
it determines the connection of the cells to the corresponding terminal nodes with
a sufficiently large (theoretically infinite) weight, in order that these links will not
be selected by the min-cut computation. In our approach, the values of thH and
thL were set empirically to 0.9 and 0.2, respectively.
Next, we compute the edge weights of t-links, which connect the non-seed
vertices to the terminal nodes and are computed proportionally to the distance
from the corresponding thresholds. For the source terminal link, the edge weight
is given by
w(s)p =
zi   thL
thH   thL · s, (4.10)
where s is a sufficiently large constant which ensures a feasible flow in the graph.
In a similar manner, the edge weight for the sink terminal link is defined as
w(t)p =
thH   zi
thH   thL · s. (4.11)
Moreover, the edge weights for the n-links are set to
w{p,q} =
⇢
n(Rdens +Ra) , if p 6= q
0 , if p = q (4.12)
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where Rdens and Ra are the contributions of certain cell features to the compu-
tation of the edge weights, as they are described below. n is a properly selected
constant, which ensures that the n-link weights will be in the same range as the
non-seed t-links.
The terms in Equation 4.12 are used to penalize the connectivity of adjacent
cells that exhibit different features and potentially belong to different segments in
the cell complex. The first term Rdens is used to measure the difference of cell
densities and is defined as:
Rdens{p,q} = e 
(Dcp Dcq )2
2 2 (4.13)
The termRa computes the difference of ↵-extreme points that lie in cell’s bound-
aries, considering that cells with many ↵-extreme points are highly possible to be
near the wall boundaries, while cells with no ↵-extreme points is highly possible
to be inside a uniform region and not near the boundaries. Thus, this feature is a
strong indicator of cells that potentially lie near to a transition region, i.e. between
two adjacent cells that might belong to the wall surface and a wall opening, and is
defined as:
Ra{p,q} =| |Acp |2   |Acq |2 | (4.14)
4.4.4 Wall Semantic Segmentation
After assigning the weights to the source and sink t-links, as well as the neighbor-
ing node n-links, we can map this problem to a graph-cut problem with its min-cut
cost |C| equalling E(f), using the following edge weights assignments [Boykov
and Funka-Lea, 2006]:
Dp(fp) = wp
Vp,q(fp, fq) = w{p,q}
(4.15)
Since all the pairwise potentials used satisfy by definition the submodularity
property, the exact solution of the global minimum cut with only two terminal
nodes can be computed by minimizing the energy function of Equation 4.1 in
polynomial time [Boykov and Funka-Lea, 2006]. The minimum energy is associ-
ated to the optimal labeling of the cells, while the wall elements of the segmented
wall surface can be reconstructed by unifying the cells with the same label.
Finally, to semantically annotate the reconstructed wall openings, we can adopt
a simple heuristic approach, where each wall element is evaluated against certain
shape and positional criteria in order to get the proper label (e.g. window or door).
For example, wall openings attached to the lower boundary of the wall surface
could be labeled as doors, while openings surrounded by the wall surface could
be labeled as windows.
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Table 4.1: Datasets statistics, showing the total number of points in the point cloud (#Tot.
Points), the number of points in the selected wall plane (#Pnts/Wall), the number of scans
(#Scans), the number of wall openings (#WO (GroundTruth)) and their semantic annota-
tion (’Semantics’).
Dataset #Tot. Points #Scans #Pnts/Wall #WO (GroundTruth) Semantics
OFFICE1 0.63m 1 24629 3 Windows
OFFICE2 2.68m 1 131704 1 Door
OFFICE3 2.68m 1 16456 3 Windows
OFFICE4 8.13m 3 256817 1 Door
OFFICE5 0.63m 1 3747 8 Windows
4.5 Results
The effectiveness of our reconstruction and modeling pipeline was quantitatively
and qualitatively evaluated on a test suite composed of various datasets from dif-
ferent real-world indoor environments. Indicatively, we show in this section the
results from five real-world datasets of building interiors, which were acquired
by [Mura et al., 2014] and present different wall surfaces and occlusion levels.
We focused mainly on datasets from office buildings, which typically present
more complex window frames than those in domestic buildings, and thus, they
can challenge more our reconstruction pipeline.
Although our pipeline processes and segments automatically all wall surfaces
of the input environments, we will focus our discussion in this section only on the
wall surfaces of the test datasets that present different showcases of wall openings
and challenge more our method, while we will omit the less interesting ones or the
ones that do not contain wall openings. Note also that, the selected wall surfaces
in our test bench include windows and doors, and our algorithm was evaluated in
both cases without manual tuning, as opposed to other techniques in the literature,
such as in [Dı´az-Vilarin˜o et al., 2014; Zhang and Zakhor, 2014], which are par-
ticularly tuned to identify only one of them. All the relevant statistics about the
datasets we used and their processing times are provided in Tables 4.1 and 4.2,
while Figures 4.7, 4.8 and 4.9 present an overview of the point clouds we used,
the selected wall surfaces and the segmentation results.
Implementation For the prototype implementation of our approach we used
C++ and some publicly available libraries, such as the CGAL [CGA, 2018] and
VTK [VTK, 2018], while the datasets of our test suite were captured by a high-end
LiDAR range scanner. All tests were performed on a Mac Pro with a Quad-Core
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Table 4.2: Processing times for each dataset and for each stage of our pipeline, i.e. for
Alpha Shapes computation (AS), line model fitting (LM), occlusion detection (OC), cell
complex construction and graph-cut segmentation (CC+GC).
Dataset AS (sec) LM (sec) OC (sec) CC+GC (sec) Total (sec)
OFFICE1 1.44 0.15 0.37 17.81 19.76
OFFICE2 7.54 0.04 1.36 19.78 28.72
OFFICE3 0.85 0.15 1.41 8.12 10.71
OFFICE4 7.39 0.01 4.31 44.12 55.82
OFFICE5 0.18 0.09 1.09 14.17 15.53
Intel Xeon processor (2.8GHz), 16GB DDR2 RAM and an NVIDIA Quadro FX
4800, without using any multithreading technique.
Table 4.2 provides the processing times for the main stages of the proposed
reconstruction pipeline. As we notice in the first column of this table (column
AS), the highest processing times for the ↵-shapes computation are presented for
the wall surfaces of OFFICE2 and OFFICE4 datasets, which are almost 7 times
higher than that of the other wall surfaces. Although from Table 4.1 we can see
that these two wall surfaces contain more points than the other wall surfaces, their
high processing times cannot be fully justified by the number of points they con-
tain. In particular, although the wall surface from OFFICE4 contains almost twice
the number of points from OFFICE2, the processing times for computing the ↵-
shapes for both wall surfaces are similar. Thus, this difference is mainly justified
by the fact that, the alpha-shapes computation is highly dependent not only on
the number of points of the surface under consideration, but also on the complex-
ity of its object boundaries, which affects the number of Delaunay triangulations
necessary for the computation of the outline wall polygon. Since the wall surface
of OFFICE2 presents more holes than that of OFFICE4 (see also Figure 4.8), its
↵-shapes computation is more demanding and therefore, an increase in its pro-
cessing time is reasonable. We also notice from the results in Table 4.2 that the
graph-cut segmentation is the most time-consuming part of our pipeline, while the
overall processing time for OFFICE4 is higher, mainly due to the higher number
of points it contains.
Quantitative and qualitative evaluation Table 4.3 presents the statis-
tics from the main reconstruction stages of our pipeline for each wall surface of
the datasets we used. It also includes a comparison between the true number of
wall openings evident in the wall surfaces and the number of the detected ones
from our pipeline. Overall we can see that, our method performed quite well in
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Table 4.3: Processing statistics, showing the number of: line models detected by the
line model fitting algorithm (#LM), lines which comprise the cell complex (#CC lines),
occluded points and their percentage in wall surface (#OccPnts(%)), Alpha Shapes points
before (#AS) and after (#AS(opt.)) the refinement process, cells in cell complex (#Cells),
wall openings in ground truth and detected by our method (#WO (GT/Det.), as well as
their Semantics(#)).
Dataset #LM #CC lines #OccPnts (%) #AS #AS(opt.) #Cells #WO(GT/Det.) Semantics(#)
OFFICE1 49 18 10071 (29%) 1367 1365 60 3/3 Windows (3)
OFFICE2 25 12 6998 (5%) 2311 2037 25 1/1 Door (1)
OFFICE3 25 16 12214 (43%) 2123 2098 45 3/3 Windows (3)
OFFICE4 8 12 48380 (16%) 1789 1131 25 1/1 Door (1)
OFFICE5 38 32 6924 (65%) 1149 951 224 8/7 Windows (7)
all tests and was capable to detect and segment all wall openings correctly, be-
sides one misclassification error occurred in OFFICE5. This misclassification is
however justified by the complexity that this wall surface presents (see also Fig-
ure 4.9), where on the lower left part of the wall, the intermediate segment of the
window frame between the two small windows is completely missing due to a
viewpoint occlusion. Since this part of the window frame was very thin, it could
not be fully recovered and hence the two windows were merged in the graph-cut
segmentation stage (see Figure 4.9(f)).
Figure 4.7 presents the results of the main pipeline stages of our method for
the wall surface of OFFICE1. For convenience, in this dataset we have marked the
points of individual wall planes with different colors, where the wall of interest
was colored with blue. A general overview of the room interiors is presented in
Figure 4.7(a), while Figure 4.7(f) shows the final result of the segmented wall
surface, after the application of the graph-cut algorithm.
Figure 4.8 shows the segmentation results from three more office environ-
ments. Each of these datasets presents specific difficulties that challenge the seg-
mentation capabilities of our method. Specifically, the OFFICE2 dataset (Fig-
ure 4.8(a)) contains an open doorway and a wardrobe in front of the wall, while
there are many other objects that create additional occlusions in the wall surfaces.
Although the wardrobe hides a big rectangular part on the right side of the ex-
tracted wall surface, which could be wrongly interpreted as a doorway, the ex-
tracted results (right image in Figure 4.8(a)) indicate that our method was capable
to successfully detect the doorway and classify this large gap as part of the wall.
OFFICE3 is another challenging dataset (see Figure 4.8(b)) which contains a
big window with three adjacent frames that cover the most part of the wall. Also,
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(a) (b) (c)
(d) (e) (f)
Figure 4.7: Results from the main pipeline stages for OFFICE1. (a) The room environ-
ment with colored wall surfaces, (b) the selected wall surface, (c) the Alpha Shapes, (d)
the line models, (e) the cell complex and (f) the graph-cut result.
it contains many interior objects (occluders), which hide a large part of the re-
maining wall surface and parts of the window frames too, introducing additional
difficulties to the reconstruction process. Nevertheless, our algorithm was able to
correctly identify all wall openings, reconstructing also the missing window part.
Notice here that many recent approaches, e.g. [Ochmann et al., 2016], are not
capable to reconstruct accurately the wall openings in such a common scenario,
since they cannot handle wall surfaces which contain multiple adjacent wall open-
ings.
A different scenario with a closed door and some closets in front of it that
cover part of it but also part from the door frame, is examined in OFFICE4 dataset
(see Figure 4.8(c)). Also in this case, despite the challenging room environment,
the doorway was accurately detected by our pipeline after the graph-cut segmenta-
tion. Note here that this showcase reveals an important advantage of the proposed
method against other methods in literature, where under certain circumstances our
approach can detect the doorways even if the doors are closed, a scenario that the
majority of state-of-the-art methods would fail.
In Figure 4.9 we show the segmentation results from the most challenging
dataset of our test bench. The examined indoor environment contains a complex
and irregular combination of window frames, which is an exceptionally difficult
setting for the laser scanner. The extracted wall is highly cluttered and occluded,
where up to 65% of its wall surface was completely occluded, causing many win-
dow frame segments to be corrupted or missing. Therefore, a high number of
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(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 4.8: Wall surface reconstruction for (a) OFFICE2, (b) OFFICE3 and (c) OF-
FICE4. For each dataset, the input point cloud (left), the extracted wall plane (middle)
and the wall openings segmentation (right) are presented.
cells is generated after the cell complex creation (Figure 4.9(e)) and the accu-
rate segmentation of the correct cells becomes a very difficult task. Despite these
challenges, our algorithm managed to detect correctly almost all window frames,
although as described previously, due to its complexity some cells from the cell
complex were erroneously interpreted and led to misclassifications.
4.6 Conclusions and Discussion
In this chapter we presented a generic fully automatic 3D modeling pipeline,
which goes beyond the current reconstruction techniques and is capable to re-
construct accurately the architectural wall elements of indoor environments under
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(a) (b) (c)
(d) (e) (f)
Figure 4.9: Results from the main pipeline stages for OFFICE5. (a) The room environ-
ment, (b) the selected wall surface, (c) the Alpha Shapes, (d) the line models, (e) the cell
complex and (f) the graph-cut result.
very challenging conditions. It emphasizes in the segmentation and modeling of
the wall elements in complex indoor environments without human intervention,
where their reconstruction until now was not possible. The segmentation was
approached by partitioning each wall segment to a collection of smaller regions
connected together according to a certain topology, whose topological and spatial
relationships were exploited by a suitable graph representation.
The evaluation process we performed demonstrates the efficiency of the pro-
posed wall elements reconstruction pipeline on a variety of challenging real-world
scenarios and proves that our method can work very well in practice. However, de-
spite its robustness, the proposed approach presents also some limitations, which
were superficially mentioned in Section 4.5. For instance, although our pipeline
works quite adequately in many real-world scenarios, there are some cases (such
as the wall surface in Figure 4.9) where the absence of some window frame seg-
ments can lead to false classifications. Additionally, the over-segmentation of the
wall plane by the model lines can create in some cases a huge number of cells
with various shapes (triangles and rectangles), which might mislead the graph-cut
optimization process and lead to misclassifications.
Nevertheless, there are still various aspects that could be further improved in
our approach. Among others, a pre-processing step applied to the cell complex
structure could enforce the shape consistency in cells, merging together small ad-
jacent cells, in order to form quadrilateral cells before the graph-cut optimization
step, allowing a more reliable and accurate segmentation. An even more interest-
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ing extension would be to adjust the pipeline, in order to be capable to reconstruct
non-rectangular wall openings, e.g. windows with curved frames.
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5.1 Introduction
In the previous chapters, we introduced some methods that are capable to improve
specific parts of the reconstruction pipeline and refine their extracted results. This
chapter discusses a different yet novel pipeline that retrieves a vital information
necessary to almost all reconstruction and modeling methods in the literature.
Specifically, our approach recovers the original scanner viewpoint positions from
the raw point clouds, an information used from modern methods in various appli-
cations, such as for the reconstruction of the architectural 3D model of the indoor
environment, the detection of occlusions, the reconstruction of the wall elements
or the semantic partitioning of the room spaces of the building.
Our method can automatically compute the original scanner position coor-
dinates exploiting only the information derived from the raw point data and is
mainly applicable to merged (i.e. registered) point clouds, where the original scan
positions are typically lost and not available. Typical applications and tasks of
the general reconstruction pipeline that could mainly benefit from our method are
annotated in Figure 1.2 with orange color and refer to the third contribution of this
thesis.
5.1.1 Motivation
In recent years, many methods have been proposed in the field of building re-
construction that cover almost all aspects of the modeling pipeline, e.g. they can
reconstruct the architectural structures of indoor environments (e.g. walls, ceil-
ing and floor), can detect the wall openings, can successfully handle occlusions
and clutter, while they can also semantically subdivide the building space into
individual rooms.
Due to the diversity of the applications in the field and the increased complex-
ity of the reconstruction problem, the target of all these methods is to be suffi-
ciently effective and generic to support the extraction of higher-level architectural
models from the raw point-cloud data. This is mainly achieved by following a
reconstruction and modeling process similar to the one outlined in Chapter 2 (and
illustrated in Figure 1.2). Despite, however, the capabilities of all these methods
to generate automatically faithful architectural 3D models, the majority of them
rely heavily on the prior knowledge of the scanner viewpoint positions in order to
be executed successfully. However, this information gets typically lost after regis-
tering the raw point clouds and is not available to the next stages of the modeling
process. Thus, without knowing these positions a priori, none of these methods
could work and their modeling pipelines would have failed, while in this sense,
none of them could be characterized as automatic due to their dependency to this
prior, which requires human intervention in order to be recovered again.
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Surprisingly enough, the current literature does not offer yet a solution to this
problem and no other method has been proposed so far for re-engineering and
reconstructing this valuable information. It would therefore be beneficial, if there
would be a method capable to automatically reconstruct the original scanner posi-
tions, allowing the current methods to lift this restrictive assumption and perform
the reconstruction tasks without requiring human intervention or imposing such
hard constraints.
5.1.2 State of Research
To better comprehend the extent to which the scanner viewpoint positions are
used in state-of-the-art reconstruction methods for generating the architectural 3D
model of the indoor environment, in this section we provide a brief overview of
the related literature, emphasizing mainly on the usage and exploitation of this
information.
Many traditional approaches [Adan and Huber, 2011; Xiong et al., 2013; Pre-
vitali et al., 2014; Mura et al., 2014] reconstruct the 3D model of the environment
by clustering first the raw point clouds into planar patches, which are then clas-
sified as floor, ceiling, and walls, considering at the same time clutter and occlu-
sions. Despite their efficiency, methods in [Adan and Huber, 2011; Xiong et al.,
2013] rely on the prior knowledge of scanner positions in order to perform occlu-
sion labeling, wall openings detection and wall surface reconstruction, while the
pipeline in [Previtali et al., 2014] uses the viewpoint information for hierarchically
clustering the structural elements and accurately reconstructing the wall openings.
The prior knowledge of the number of scans and the scanner positions is also used
extensively in [Mura et al., 2014] for extracting the vertical planar patches on a
per-scan basis and employing viewpoint-based visibility computations for occlu-
sion detection and wall reconstruction. In addition, the extraction of the correct
number of rooms and room layout in the same method relies explicitly on the
number of scanner positions, which is assumed to be known a priori.
In another method [Sanchez and Zakhor, 2012], consistent vector orientations
are assigned to the computed point-wise normal vectors according to the scanner
positions, in order the points of the point cloud to be classified and segmented
into floor, ceiling and walls, while similarly in [Stambler and Huber, 2014], the
scanner viewpoint information is used for processing and segmenting the source
point cloud on a per-scan basis, in order to estimate the orientation of the surface
models and detect occlusions. Another approach aiming for a volumetric building
model was presented in [Ochmann et al., 2016], where a multi-label minimization
framework was solved to segment the input point cloud and generate the room
layout relying on the prior that the initial set of room labels has been provided
directly by the scanner positions. Additionally, this prior information was used
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again in the same method for the detection of the wall openings.
In a recent extension of [Mura et al., 2014] presented in [Mura et al., 2016],
a graph-based scene representation approach was used for partitioning the build-
ing environment into rooms, using visibility weights and a multi-label Markov
Random Field process. In this pipeline, the identification of the correct viewpoint
cells and the partition of 3D space relies explicitly on viewpoints, as well as the
visibility-based room clustering approach for finding the approximate room loca-
tions and creating the final room layout.
Our previous method, presented in [Michailidis and Pajarola, 2015; Michai-
lidis and Pajarola, 2017] and outlined in Chapter 4, relies also on the prior knowl-
edge of scanner positions for detecting occlusions and classifying the cells of the
cell complex before the wall surface segmentation. In a more recent pipeline [Am-
brus et al., 2017], the input point cloud is projected into 2D in order for the interior
building model to be reconstructed using an energy minimization approach. As
in previous approaches, this method relies also on the viewpoints, in order to seg-
ment the 2D space and reconstruct the room layout, with the only difference that
it proposes a technique to compute synthetic viewpoints instead of using the ones
provided by the point cloud metadata.
Although the modeling pipelines of these state-of-the-art methods are quite
efficient and robust, their results rely explicitly on the prior knowledge of the
scanner viewpoint positions, which introduces inevitably a hard constraint to their
reconstruction process and restricts their automatic operation.
5.1.3 Research Contribution
The contribution described in this chapter introduces the first method that allows
the automatic reconstruction of the real scanner viewpoint positions, without re-
quiring any prior knowledge about the environment or the dataset. Our approach
is capable to identify and compute automatically and accurately (with a precision
of up to tenths of millimeters) the laser scanner positions in large datasets, ex-
ploiting only information derived from the raw point data. This novel pipeline is
independent of the architectural shape of building interiors, and therefore, it can be
applied to any environment with complex room layouts, arbitrarily oriented planar
or curved walls and sloped ceilings, while it can be applied more beneficially to
merged point cloud data (e.g. after registration), where the original scan positions
are typically lost. Moreover, it is quite robust against outliers, noise and heavily
cluttered scenes, while it is not affected by occlusions. In addition, being inde-
pendent from the laser scanner manufacturers, makes it suitable for almost every
real-world LiDAR application, allowing the current reconstruction and modeling
pipelines to take advantage of this vital information produced by our method, in
order to become independent from expensive manual computations and move one
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step forward towards their fully automatic operation.
5.2 Method Overview
Relying on the intrinsic scanning characteristics of the point cloud acquisition
process outlined in Section 2.2.1, our method employs a descriptive, spatial point
pattern analysis to the point distribution of the raw point cloud, in order to reveal
the features which will allow the retrieval of the original scanner viewpoint posi-
tions. Emphasis has been given to the detection of the circular scanning patterns
and the high density of points near the scanner positions, since as was described
in Section 2.2.1 and illustrated in Figure 2.1, these features can clearly indicate
the accurate spatial position of the scanning device.
Being independent of the architectural shape of building interiors, the input
to our pipeline can be a set of merged cluttered 3D point clouds representing any
kind of interior environment and acquired by any laser scanning device as outlined
above (see also Section 2.2). Thus, given the input dataset and following a strat-
egy for reducing the space dimensionality of processing the source point cloud
from 3D to 2D for performance reasons (Figure 5.1(a)), our method computes its
bounding box and generates a uniform 2D grid of cells, into which the 3D points
of the input point cloud are projected and classified (Figure 5.1(b)). Then, we
perform spatial and point pattern analysis on the point distribution of each cell,
creating a cell feature vector which is evaluated by a linear support vector ma-
chine (SVM) for identifying strongly reliable voting cells, which are cells that
indicate with high confidence the scanner positions in the grid (Figure 5.1(c)).
After detecting the voting cells, we cluster their points by applying Gaussian
mixture models (GMM) in order to detect any spatial gradual variations in point
pairwise distances and point densities. Taking also into account the curved-like
shape of the spatial point distribution of voting cells (see also the insets in Fig-
ure 5.1(c)), a circle model fitting algorithm is applied to each point cluster of a
voting cell, estimating its circle center. The resulting circle centers are next fed
into a Hough voting space, where after applying non-maximum suppression, the
maxima of votes are identified, indicating the cells where the scanner positions lie
in the grid. By further analyzing the spatial distribution of points inside these se-
lected cells and after applying mean-shift clustering, our approach finds the exact
position of the scanner devices within an accuracy of tenths of millimeters.
5.3 Detection of Voting Cells
The first step in our processing pipeline is to project the input point cloud into
a 2D grid of cells, and detect the areas (i.e. cells) where the point distributions
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(a) Input point cloud. (b) Grid plane of the input point
cloud, where the 3D points were
projected and classified into the
cell grids.
Voting grid cell
(c) Detected voting cells,
which will cast votes for the
scanner positions.
Figure 5.1: The main stages for the reconstruction of scanner positions. The input point
cloud (a) is first projected onto a 2D plane and its points are classified into a 2D grid of
cells (b). Then, a SVM classifier detects the reliable voting cells which will be used for
computing the scanner positions (c). The image insets in (b) and (c) indicate the clear
difference of point distributions between randomly selected cell areas in the projected
point cloud and the cells near and around the scanner positions. The finally retrieved
scanner positions are indicated with a red dot inside the insets in (c).
clearly indicate the circular scanning patterns of LiDAR devices. These cells are
denoted in our method as reliable voting cells, since in a later step they will cast
votes for the potential scanner positions.
Before proceeding to the detailed description of our approach, it would be an
omission to ignore mentioning some of its advantageous characteristics. Firstly,
since our method aims at processing large-scale datasets, a point-based analysis of
the whole dataset in 3D space would be very time-consuming and computationally
expensive. Thus, we developed a strategy for processing the raw point cloud in 2D
rather than in 3D space, reducing the dimensionality (and hence the complexity)
of the problem and boosting the processing efficiency for large datasets. A fur-
ther discretization of the continuous 2D space into a grid of uniform cells helped
to efficiently balance between the computational performance of the method and
the position accuracy for the localization of scanner devices. Moreover, apply-
ing advanced statistical methods and analyzing the spatial point distribution of
each cell, we created a descriptive statistical feature vector that allows the reliable
classification and detection of the voting cells.
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5.3.1 Space Partitioning
To create the 2D cell grid, in which the points of the point cloud will be projected,
we compute first the oriented bounding box (BB) of the input point cloud, which
provides a simplified shape approximation of the scene and allows us to demarcate
the equivalent 2D space into which the points will be projected. Based on this
bounded 2D space generated by the BB, a uniformly subdivided grid of cells is
created, which all 3D points are projected into and assigned to the respective cells.
In this construction, attention should be paid to the definition of the size of
grid cells, which controls the density of the grid and consequently the number of
embodied points of cells, which intuitively will determine also the level of ex-
pressiveness of the features derived from them. Thus, we need to consider, not
only the intrinsic characteristics of the acquisition process as described in Sec-
tion 2.2.1, but also the scanning point patterns generated by the LiDAR device
and the impact of cell size to the computational performance. To stress the impor-
tance of proper cell size and clarify the trade-off between large and small cells, we
should consider the following. Although a large cell size contains more points and
could natively increase the localization accuracy of scanner positions by improv-
ing the feature expressiveness, it could also be more distorted by adjacent fuzzy
point distributions, such as from overlapping scans or from projected points that
belong to nearby interior objects. On the contrary, a small cell size may allow
a finer and more reliable classification, but it would also result in an increased
grid map resolution, leading to higher memory consumption and computational
costs. Moreover, we should also take into consideration the fact that indoor envi-
ronments typically contain many non-structural objects (such as furniture), which
tend to clutter the environment and make the reliable detection of voting cells very
challenging.
Under these conditions and depending on the application, the requirement of
high resolution grid maps becomes a necessity. Therefore, in our pipeline the size
of the grid elements in the generated 2D grid cell structure is defined according
to the point sampling distance and the localization accuracy requirements of the
application. As a default value, we used in our implementation a conservatively
small cell size of 0.01m, which gives a very reasonable trade-off between compu-
tational cost and high grid map resolution.
Then, to project the raw 3D points into the corresponding cells, we can simply
calculate the orthogonal projection of points onto the 2D plane, given the orien-
tation of the floor. In the simplified case, where the floor plane is aligned with a
particular coordinate system plane, such as e.g. the x, y-plane, we can just drop a
coordinate (e.g. the z).
Despite the optimal selection of cell’s size, processing the grid structure in
large-scale indoor spaces will be inevitably very challenging and time-consuming,
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since the computation of cell features, as described in Section 5.3.2, requires fre-
quent spatial range searches between the points contained in each cell. Consid-
ering also the demanding processing and data storage requirements for handling
datasets of that size, we employed an efficient Kd-tree data structure [Elseberg
et al., 2012], which is fully optimized for accelerating range and nearest-neighbor
searches, and can optimally organize and classify the data points in the grid map.
5.3.2 Feature Extraction
After the creation of the grid map and the projection of points onto it, in the
next step of our pipeline we need to classify the grid cells in order to identify the
reliable voting cells. To do so, we extract a set of features from each cell, which
is capable to discriminatively represent its spatial point distribution.
Emphasis has been given to the point distribution variations among the cells
that lie either within the regions where the potential voting cells are (voting ar-
eas), or across the other regions of the grid map. The discrimination criteria
between these regions rely mainly on the scanning characteristics mentioned in
Section 2.2.1, such as the point distribution density in relation to the distance
from the laser scanner and the angular scanning resolution (see also Figure 2.1).
Additional variabilities caused by the projected points of adjacent indoor objects
and overlapping scans are also factors that could easily cause various distortions
to the point distributions in the 2D plane and could affect the final segmentation
of cells. Thus, the correct choice of these features is very important.
In our method, we have adopted a computationally efficient statistical model-
ing approach that is broadly applicable to all cells of the grid map. Exploiting the
information derived from applying spatial statistics and point distribution analysis
on the grid cells, we create a set of features that most informatively characterize
the spatial patterns of cells. Their selection was based on their capability to dis-
criminate efficiently the most reliable voting cells from the other remaining cells
of the grid, while other factors, such as their scale invariance, were also evalu-
ated, targeting on features that are general enough to account for cell diversity
and point distribution variability. For this reason, features relying mostly on point
intensities, color, texture, shape or convexity tend to underperform under these
conditions, since they do not manage to efficiently depict the differences between
the two types of cells we are aiming for. On the other hand, descriptive features
measuring the variance or the statistical dispersion of points inside a cell proved
to be more suitable to characterize adequately a point distribution in the present
context.
Thus, studying the spatial arrangements of points inside each cell, we have
incorporated several features, whose combination permits efficient cell classifica-
tion under the aforementioned general scanning conditions. The selected features
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are:
Median nn-distance ( 1) This is the median length of all pairwise Euclidean
distances between a point and its nearest neighbors in the cell. More pre-
cisely, denoting the spatial point distribution of each cell of size N by
Ps = (psi : i 2 {1, 2, ..., N}) [Diggle, 2003], for any point psi 2 Ps in
cell s, the nearest neighbor distance (nn-distance) from psi to all other points
in Ps is given by
dsi = di(Ps) = min
 
d(psi , p
s
j) : p
s
j 2 Ps, j 6= i
 
, (5.1)
where d(., .) is the Euclidean distance. Consequently, the median nn-distance
is given by the following equation
dsmed = median(Ds) (5.2)
whereDs = {dsi} is the set of all nn-distances between any point psi and its
nearest neighbor in cell s.
Mean nn-distance ( 2) This feature indicates the mean distance of all pairwise
Euclidean distances between a point and its nearest neighbors in the cell. In
a similar manner as the median nn-distance, it is given by
eds = 1
N
NX
i=1
dsi , (5.3)
where the notation and constants are the same as above.
Height range ( 3) It represents the height difference between the two highest
and lowest points in a cell, before their projection onto the 2D plane
dsz range = maxz(Ps) minz(Ps), (5.4)
where maxz and minz indicate the maximum and minimum values along
the z-axis of all points in Ps.
Standardized height dispersion ( 4) It quantifies the statistical dispersion of points
along the z-direction inside the cell and penalizes the cells that exhibit large
height variations, combining the performance of measures from descrip-
tive and robust statistics. Specifically, it is expressed proportionally to the
amount of points in each cell as
dsdisp =
dsz range  MAD(Ds)
N · STD(Ds) , (5.5)
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where STD is the standard deviation of all distances in Ds, and MAD is a
robust estimator of the variability, indicating the median absolute deviation
from the median [Huber and Ronchetti, 2009], which is computed by
MAD(Ds) = median   dsi   dsmed   . (5.6)
Skewness of nn-distances ( 5) It measures the asymmetry in the distribution of
nn-distances inside a cell and quantifies it as a value of spread. Typically
the voting cells are skewed left, so using the Pearson’s moment coefficient
of skewness [An and Ahmed, 2008] we compute it as
skew(Ds) =
1
N
PN
i=1
 
dsi   eds 3
STD(Ds)3 (5.7)
Kurtosis of nn-distances ( 6) It measures the normality of the distribution of
nn-distances inside a cell and indicates how prone to outliers the cell is,
by measuring the tail heaviness relative to that of the normal distribution. It
is given by
kurt(Ds) =
1
N
PN
i=1
 
dsi   eds 3⇣
1
N
PN
i=1
 
dsi   eds 2⌘2   3 (5.8)
where we subtract 3 from the raw kurtosis index to provide a figure relative
to the normal distribution [An and Ahmed, 2008].
Histogram bin counts in XY ( 7) To compute these features, we first uniformly
quantize the cell space into a particular number of bins based on dsmed and
we then generate a histogram for its x, y main coordinate axis. The number
of bins along each axis direction that contain at least one point is used as
a feature in our cell classification process, since it reveals the underlying
shape of the point distribution.
Histogram bin counts in Z ( 8) Similar to the computation of the previous fea-
ture, we uniformly quantize the space between the minimum and the maxi-
mum height values of points contained in a cell based on dsmed, and we then
generate the corresponding histogram. The number of bins containing at
least one point is used as the last feature in our classification method.
5.3.3 Outlier Removal
Before proceeding to the actual description of our cell classification approach, it
is worth mentioning that, since we are performing a confirmatory data analysis
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for quantifying the extent to which the point distributions of voting cells deviate
from those of the other cells (a process similar to statistical hypothesis testing),
the detection and omission of anomalous data points in point patterns is quite
beneficial [Lu et al., 2003]. Although their amount in voting cells is not high,
considering also the inherent ambiguities introduced to cell classification by the
scanning process as described earlier, a filtering process for removing all points
that spatially deviate a lot from the other points in a cell would be advantageous,
increasing at the same time the discriminance of cell classification.
Therefore, we added to our pipeline a data cleansing stage, which detects and
rejects spatial outliers that present local spatial instabilities with respect to the
neighboring points. These outliers could bias and mislead the training process of
our machine learning method, resulting in a less accurate model and ultimately in
poorer results. For that reason, we exploit the pairwise nn-distances (Eq. 5.1) to
reject all points in a cell which are greater than the  -scaledMAD away from the
median nn-distance (Eq. 5.2). The distances of inliers in that case are given by
Dsfilt = {dsi | dsi    · dsoutlier} with dsoutlier =   ·MAD(Ds), (5.9)
where the correction factor   is required to make MAD an unbiased estimate of
the standard deviation for Gaussian data, and is equal to the reciprocal of the
quantile function   1 [Rousseeuw and Croux, 1993; Huber and Ronchetti, 2009;
Pearson, 2001].   is the outlier rejection threshold and was set to 3 according
to [Pearson, 2002; Pearson, 2001]. Figure 5.2 presents two examples taken from
real-world datasets, where the effectiveness of this cleansing process in the point
distributions of voting cells is demonstrated.
5.3.4 Cell Classification
The features presented in previous section (see Section 5.3.2) create a descriptive
8-dimensional feature vector = ( 1, 2, ..., 8), which constitutes the point dis-
tribution signature for every given input cell. Next, we learn an SVM classifier to
classify these signatures, expecting that spatially similar point patterns have simi-
lar signatures. The objective here is to compute a hyperplane which separates the
two cell classes in feature space and classifies the new input data by deciding on
which side of the hyperplane the new cell resides. Using a more formal notation,
this task can be formulated as a binary supervised classification problem, where a
given set of training samples (i.e. cells) S = {( 1, h1), ( 2, h2), ..., ( s, hs)} ✓
 ⇥L, with hs 2 L={ 1,+1} being the target label set, can be used by a classi-
fier for learning the distribution patterns of voting cells from the training samples
S and predict reliably the label hs for any unknown  s. In our approach, we used
linear classifiers to learn the cell detectors, so that given the feature vector  s
of a detected cell and the classifier w, to be able to decide through the equation
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Before outlier removal After outlier removal
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Figure 5.2: Top view of two voting cells, showing the rejection of spatial outliers, i.e.
noisy points causing local spatial instabilities.
wT s > ⌧ to which semantic class the cell belongs to. The resulting labeled grid
map, after the SVM classification, has a form similar to Figure 5.1(c).
We should notice here that, despite the effectiveness of the selected features
for reliably classifying the voting cells, there might be some rare cases where
some false positive voting cells will be detected. Since, however, these cells will
be a minority in the grid map, their circle centers estimated by the next processing
stage of our pipeline will deviate significantly from the majority of the good voting
cells, and therefore, will cast outlying votes which will be rejected by the non-
maximum suppression in the Hough voting space (see also Section 5.4.2).
In the next processing step, we will focus only on these classified areas, from
which the scanner positions will be derived.
5.4 Scanner Position Reconstruction
After classifying the cells, all reliable voting areas in the grid map that conform to
the scanning characteristics outlined in Section 2.2.1 have been detected. Focus-
ing only on these areas and exploring further their point distributions, we retrieve
more insight into their point patterns, from which in the end it will be possible
to reconstruct reliably the scanner positions. Our strategy here is conceptually
straightforward and is illustrated in Figure 5.3. Typically, the cells of voting ar-
eas contain points whose distributions form one or more curved-like shapes, since
they constitute a small part of the characteristic circular point pattern around the
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scanner position (see also Figure 2.1). Therefore, in this part of our pipeline
we focus our analysis on this distinguishing attribute and we cluster the points
of each voting cell based on their spatial point distance and point density (see
Figure 5.3(a)). The resulted point clusters have a curved-like shape, to which
we apply a circle model fitting algorithm as a circular scanning pattern hypoth-
esis, in order to approximate the circular shape of the original scanning pattern
(Figure 5.3(b)). For each scanning pattern hypothesis, we also compute the co-
ordinates of its center, which constitutes a scanner position proposal, casting a
weighted vote in a discretized Hough voting space from which the original scan-
ner positions will be detected (Figure 5.3(c)). Repeating this model fitting process
for all voting cells in the grid map, we generate for every cluster in each voting
cell a circular point pattern hypothesis and compute the corresponding scanner
position proposal. All these proposals cast votes to the Hough voting space, and
after applying non-maximum suppression in it, we detect the cells where the scan-
ner devices were located. In the final step of our pipeline, we reconstruct the exact
scanner 2D coordinates (i.e. x and y) by applying mean-shift to the Gaussian KDE
of the scanner position proposals in the detected cells. To reconstruct the height
of laser scanners, although we could follow an equivalent analytical approach in
3D space in order to recover the exact z-coordinates, such a drastic increase in
the computational cost might not be fully justified by its usefulness, since for the
majority of tasks that rely on the scanner positions (e.g. wall detection, visibil-
ity testing, room space partitioning, etc.), the accurate localization of the scanner
height is not absolutely necessary. Thus, we followed a more greedy approach and
we computed the average height of scanner positions from the datasets we used
for the training of the SVM classifier and we assigned it to the reconstructed 2D
scanner positions as their third coordinate.
5.4.1 Clustering Voting Cells
In order to cluster the points inside the detected voting cells, we adopted a cluster-
ing method called Gaussian density distance (GDD) [Gu¨ngo¨r and O¨zmen, 2017],
which relies mainly on two features of data samples, the point densities and the
pairwise point distances. This method is very efficient in clustering data points
that their point distributions present variable densities or pairwise point distances,
since it can efficiently differentiate between point clusters based on point densi-
ties and considering the spatial gradual variations in pairwise point distances. To
compute the clusters, it uses firstGaussian mixture models (GMM) to find the cen-
troids of the data space and then expands the cluster regions by evaluating various
statistical measures, such as the variance, mean, deviation and Gaussian values
of neighboring unclustered points. Also, the ability of this clustering method to
create natural clusters of points, emulating the human perception without requir-
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Figure 5.3: (a) After the detection and classification of voting cell areas (here presented
in blue), the points of voting cells are clustered using the GDD algorithm. (b) Then,
applying a robust circle fitting method to each cluster, the corresponding circle centers are
computed. (c) These centers cast votes for the scanner locations, allowing the detection
of cells with the maximum proposals in the grid map (cell in red), from which the original
scanner coordinates are reconstructed (red dot).
ing any prior information, parametrization or supervision, constitutes its biggest
advantage. An example of clustering a voting cell by applying the GDD method
is presented in Figure 5.3(a).
After clustering the points Ps of a voting cell s into l clusters Qs = {Qs1,Qs2,
. . . ,Qsl }, we fit a circle model to the points of each cluster in Qs in order to
approximate the circular scanning pattern from which they were generated. The
problem of fitting a circle to a set of points can be approached using simple least
squares (LS) [Pratt, 1987] by minimizing the sum of squared algebraic distances
Ea(a, b, Rl) =
X
r2i , (5.10)
where ri is the distance between the coordinates (xi, yi) of a point psi 2 Qsl and the
circle center (a, b) of the circle model fitted to the points of Qsl , while Rl denotes
the radius of this circle. However, in order to avoid the drawbacks introduced
by the algebraic criterion [Gander et al., 1994], we preferred to use a geometric
approach relying on an orthogonal least squares (OLS) fit and minimizing the
sum of the squared geometric distances
Eg(a, b, R) =
X
d(psi , cl)
2, (5.11)
assuming thatEg is a continuous function. In the above equation, d(psi , cm) stands
for the Euclidean (geometric) distance between the point psi in cluster Qsl and the
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circle curve cl generated by the points of Qsl (usually called residual). Using the
difference-of-squares geometric error criterion [Calafiore, 2002], the problem in
Eq. 5.11 has a closed form and the above distances can explicitly be defined by
the formula
d(psi , cl)
2 = ri  Rl 8Rl   0 with ri =
p
(xi   a)2 + (yi   b)2. (5.12)
We should mention here that, although LSmethods are sensitive to outliers and
their results might be quite erroneous in cases with high noise, it was not necessary
in our case to use more robust algorithms such as in [Yu et al., 2010; Nurunnabi
et al., 2017] to accomplish the model fitting, since the point distributions of the
detected voting cells contain only a very minor amount of noisy points due to our
previous noise elimination processing step. A representative clustering example
that exemplifies our argument is presented in Figure 5.3(a).
5.4.2 Scanner Position Selection
As was highlighted in the previous section, the conceptual basis of fitting a circle
model to the clustered points of a voting cell is to allow each cluster to vote for
a scanner location, considering that for their point pattern distributions we have
already built high confidence through our strict classification process that they
match the original circular scanning patterns of the measuring device.
Thus using a Hough voting scheme, our method casts for each fitted circle
model a vote for the corresponding scanner position proposal into a discrete vot-
ing space. Typically, Hough voting establishes correspondences between object
proposals (i.e. scanner locations) and a discrete confidence map supporting them,
where the scores of all votes are accumulated and the regions with the highest vot-
ing scores in the map are detected using a suppression or mode-seeking method.
In other words, this process is equivalent to finding the local maxima of intensi-
ties in an image, interpreting here as intensities the total number of proposals per
grid cell. Figure 5.4 shows one such an example from a voting area of the build-
ing shown in Figure 5.1, where the cell intensities of scan position proposals are
presented as a heatmap image.
Ideally, the above mentioned voting scheme produces good results, being ca-
pable to localize the correct scanner positions by detecting the voting cells in the
grid map, which have the highest density of proposals. However, although this is
the most prominent scenario for the detection of scanner locations, for generaliza-
tion and completeness, there are also some more rare cases that we need to take
into consideration. For example, the voting cells quite far away from the scan-
ner locations tend to present point distributions that have very soft curved shapes,
which do not allow for accurate circle fitting and hence, they do not cast consistent
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Figure 5.4: (a) A classification example of voting cells (in green) around a scanner loca-
tion for a region of the building model shown in Figure 5.1. (b) Heatmap of the estimated
circle center locations from the voting cells, of which the majority of votes lies in the red
cell.
votes for the scanner positions. In addition, there are cases where the reconstruc-
tion environments are very challenging and cluttered, or the scanner locations are
very close to the building’s architectural elements, which introduce many distor-
tions to point patterns and drastically reduce the number of detected voting cells
to only a very few. In such cases, the scanner position proposals might compete
with each other for the final scanner localization, fuzzifying the voting process.
These and other similar cases are an exception to the general rule, but might cause
inconsistencies or distortions in the voting process.
Thus we have enhanced the voting process by using a simplified weighted vot-
ing model, which penalizes misleading or inconsistent votes and rewards the most
reliable ones. Specifically, it assigns larger weights to the votes originating from
point clusters closer to the scanner proposals, as well as from those presenting a
smaller magnitude of residuals from the circle fitting model. Hence, the weights
in our voting scheme are computed by
wl =
kl
RMSEl
· e Rl (5.13)
where kl is a proper scaling factor and RMSE is the root mean squared error,
which quantifies how well the LS method fits the data. It also expresses the
goodness-of-fit of the fitted circle model to the data points of the cluster, and
is computed by
RMSEl =
sPNl
i=1 d(p
s
i , cl)
2
Nl
, (5.14)
where Nl is the total number of points in cluster Qsl . We should also mention
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here, that although the implemented voting scheme seems to be quite simple, it
has been proven to work very robustly in practice, covering effectively all possible
cases, and thus it was not necessary to follow a more complex probabilistic Hough
voting scheme, such as the ones presented in [Leibe et al., 2004; Gall et al., 2011].
In the next step of our pipeline, we use non-maximum suppression to detect
the regions in the grid map that correspond to the locations with the maximum
responses in the confidence map of the Hough space, although any other mode-
seeking method could be also used for this purpose. However, we preferred to use
non-maximum suppression, since it has been proven to perform better than other
mode-seeking approaches when analyzing the Hough space [Woodford et al.,
2014].
The result of the above-mentioned process is a collection of cells in the grid
map, in which the scanner positions are located. Based on the default cell size of
1cm we have set in our implementation (see also Section 5.3.1), the localization
of scanner positions has already reached an accuracy of ±1cm. However, we can
further analyze the distribution of scanner position proposals inside these cells and
increase the accuracy of our method by computing the exact scanner coordinates
within the cell. This is achieved by using a Gaussian kernel density estimate
(KDE) for analyzing the probability density function of the proposals inside these
scanner location cells (such as the cell marked in red in Figure 5.3(c)) and then
by applying mean-shift to find the mode of this density function. Finally, finding
the nearest neighboring proposal to the computed mode value, we reconstruct the
final scanner coordinates with an accuracy in the tenths of a millimeter.
5.5 Results
This section presents the experimental results of our novel pipeline and discusses
the insights derived from them. In our test suite, we focused mainly on testing
our approach on datasets used by the state-of-the-art methods in the field of 3D
BIM reconstruction, in order to better show the generalization and applicability
of our method. Therefore, our experimental setup is composed of real-world and
synthetic datasets from building interiors, including several models as used in the
related literature, such as from [Mura et al., 2014; Ikehata et al., 2015; Ambrus
et al., 2017; Mura et al., 2016]. An overview of all datasets and their statistics is
provided in Table 5.1. The real models from [Mura et al., 2014; Mura et al., 2016]
were acquired by high-quality terrestrial laser range-scanner (LiDAR) without any
manual intervention, while the acquisition characteristics of the other datasets are
according to the descriptions provided in the corresponding works. With respect to
the synthetic models that we used in our test bench, they were generated manually
by [Mura et al., 2014] using a 3D modeling software and were virtually scanned
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from several positions, while their depth measurements were artificially distorted
by additive Gaussian noise (with   = 1mm), in order to simulate realistically the
quality of real scans.
In general, the buildings of the datasets we used for evaluating our method
were carefully selected, in order to present diverse properties in architectural de-
sign and shape, while they include working and domestic environments with var-
ious interior objects. Specifically, they include indoor environments ranging from
individual rooms (e.g. ’Office G82’) to entire floors of buildings (e.g. ’Apart-
ment 1’), which present different scanning characteristics, highly overlapping and
extremely subsampled regions, as outlined in column ’Semantics’ in Table 5.1.
Implementation The implementation of the software prototype of the pro-
posed approach was based on Matlab and C++, using mainly C++ and MEX files
for the computationally demanding tasks. All tests were performed on a Macbook
Pro with an Intel Core i7 (2.5GHz), 16GB DDR3 RAM and an NVIDIA GeForce
GT 750M. The number of scans (listed in column ’Scans’ of Table 5.1) for the
datasets we used ranges from 2 to 16 and provides a rough overview of the size of
the area covered by each dataset.
With respect to the classification of cells, the training of our machine learning
approach was based on a labeled set of cells, carefully selected for this task, while
for their classification, we used linear classifiers trained via LIBLINEAR [Fan
et al., 2008]. To build the cell models for each cell class, we used a representa-
tive collection of manually labeled samples, which were selected by a variety of
datasets captured by laser scanners from different manufactures and from various
indoor environments with slanted walls, arbitrary wall orientations and different
levels of clutter and occlusions. Provided these training segmentations, our algo-
rithm was able to automatically learn a discriminative model to segment a new
cell, without any user intervention.
Quantitative and qualitative evaluation The datasets we used in our
test bench were intentionally selected due to the differences and variabilities they
present in their acquisition conditions and post-processing steps (e.g. registra-
tion, subsampling, etc.), according to the descriptions provided in [Mura et al.,
2014; Ikehata et al., 2015; Ambrus et al., 2017; Mura et al., 2016]. Thus, each
dataset presents unique characteristics that challenge our reconstruction pipeline
and prove the general validity and performance of our method. Specifically, Fig-
ures 5.5, 5.6 and 5.7 show the reconstructed scanner positions from the datasets
used in our test suite, while Table 5.2 shows the coordinates of the original and
the reconstructed scanner positions along with their absolute and relative distance
errors. We also present in Figure 5.8 the box plots of the corresponding datasets,
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Dataset #Points #Scans Type Semantics #Total C. #Voting C. Reference
Office G82 22.7M 2 LiDAR R, HSD, HOR 0.153M 3668 Own
Cottage 12.4M 7 LiDAR B 0.404M 3816 [Mura et al., 2016]
Apartment 1 7.2M 16 LiDAR B, ES 0.662M 114 [Ikehata et al., 2015]
Building 8 19.5M 7 LiDAR B, HSD, HOR 0.647M 83074 [Ambrus et al., 2017]
Penthouse 22.2M 8 LiDAR B, HSD, HOR 0.732M 33407 [Mura et al., 2016]
Synth1 19.4M 7 Synth. B, HOR 0.771M 53677 [Mura et al., 2014]
Synth2 19.3M 7 Synth. B, HSD, HOR 1.82M 57649 [Mura et al., 2014]
Table 5.1: Source point cloud information (no. of points, no. of scanner positions, type,
semantics) and statistics (total number of grid and voting cells). Semantics describe some
characteristics of the model, i.e. if it is a room (R) or building (B), and if it presents high
scan density (HSD), high overlapping regions (HOR) or if it was extremely subsampled
(ES).
in order to graphically depict the total variability and the degree of dispersion
(spread) of absolute error between the original and the reconstructed scanner po-
sitions, according to the following equations.
Erra =
q
(xorig   xrec)2 + (yorig   yrec)2 (5.15)
Errr =
Errap
(xorig + yorig)2
⇤ 100% (5.16)
Figure 5.5(a) shows the ’Cottage’ [Mura et al., 2016] building model com-
posed of multiple rooms, slanted ceilings and vertical wall surfaces, as well as
its corresponding grid map after the detection of the voting cells (in green). This
environment challenges our method due to its steep sloped ceilings, because any
potential circular point pattern depicted in the ceiling of the building would create
an ellipsis when projected onto the 2D grid map, which consequently will lead
to the distribution of votes over a line. However, this voting pattern is not af-
fecting the accuracy of the reconstruction results, since the processing steps of
our pipeline related to mode seeking and non-maximum suppression are not in-
fluenced by these votes. One example for such a characteristic region from this
dataset is presented in Figure 5.4, where the votes for the scan positions are also
presented as a heatmap for the corresponding voting area. The reconstructed scan-
ner positions are presented in the bottom row of Figure 5.5(a) as red spheres in
3D space.
Another, even more challenging environment with many slanted walls, more
structural details such as the window alcoves, and less regular room shapes is
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Figure 5.5: Scanner position reconstruction results for Cottage, Penthouse, Office G82
and Apartment 1. For each dataset, we show the source point cloud (top left), the voting
cells in the grid map in green (top right), and two views showing the reconstructed scanner
positions with red spheres (bottom row for each dataset).
presented in Figure 5.5(b). Despite the high levels of clutter and the distortion of
point pattern from the slanted walls, our method manages to correctly reconstruct
all scanner positions, as it is depicted in the bottom row of Figure 5.5(b). For the
numerical accuracy of all models see also Table 5.2.
The third dataset we used for evaluating our method is the ’Office G82’ pre-
sented in Figure 5.5(c). This office room represents an exceptionally difficult
setting for laser scanning since it is quite small (approx. 4.80⇥4.10m) and in-
cludes many objects and furniture that not only provide very limited space for
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Figure 5.6: Scanner position reconstruction results for the Building 8, showing the input
dataset (figures in top row), the computed voting cells in the grid map (bottom left), and
the reconstructed scanner positions marked with red spheres (bottom right).
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Synth2
Synth1
Figure 5.7: Scanner position reconstruction results for the synthetic datasets Synth1 and
Synth2. For each dataset, we show the source point cloud (left), the voting cells in the grid
map (middle), and the reconstructed scanner positions marked with red spheres (right).
scanning the room, but also cause a highly cluttered scene with many occluded
regions. Typically, under these demanding conditions and considering the size of
the room, one scan from a central position would be adequate to capture its shape
and structure. However, in order to challenge and test our method under scan-
ning conditions where scanners are placed very close to each other creating dense
and highly overlapped regions, and where the environment has limited flat ground
surfaces, we scanned the room twice, positioning the scanners in a horizontal dis-
tance of approximately 1.5m and a height distance of about 0.80m between them.
As it is depicted in Table 5.2, the reconstructed scanner positions are accurately
computed, despite the challenges and the difficult scanning conditions. Note that,
the stripes evident in the circular shape formed by the voting cells in the top right
figure of Figure 5.5(c) were caused mainly by the ceiling mounted light devices
of the room, which act here as occluders that scatter the laser beam and aggravate
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the scanning pattern. These lighting devices are evident in the bottom left figure
of Figure 5.5(c).
We should notice also here that, in general, clutter and outliers outside of the
building are effectively ignored by our method and they do not contribute to the
voting process for the scanner positions. However, clutter inside the building can
affect the local distribution of points when projected onto the 2D grid plane and
might distort the point pattern. Therefore, it is quite possible that this typical and
uniform circular shape formed by the voting cells around the potential scanner
positions, which is clearly evident for example in Figures 5.5(a) and 5.5(b), might
be distorted and corrupted, and only a few randomly scattered voting cells may
be detected. However, even in this extreme case, these few voting cells could be
sufficient for our pipeline to reconstruct accurately the original scanner positions,
since our method theoretically requires only one reliable voting cell per scanner
positions in order to recover it.
The datasets in Figures 5.5(d) and 5.6 constitute typical examples of such
cases. Especially the ’Apartment 1’ dataset in Figure 5.5(d) obtained by Ikehata
and colleagues [Ikehata et al., 2015] constitutes the most challenging dataset in
our test bench because the point cloud was originally discretized with a voxel size
of 0.012m, which is almost equal to our grid cell size. This discretization restricts
the cell classification process and only very few voting cells can be identified (i.e.
0.017% of the total number of grid cells). Nonetheless, the projection of all points
in 3D space onto the 2D grid plane created sufficient point patterns necessary
for the detection of some voting cells and consequently for the localization of the
scanner positions, although two of the original scanner positions were not possible
to be reconstructed due to the limited number of voting cells.
Figure 5.6 presents a dataset from [Ambrus et al., 2017], where a building
representing the interior of a house was scanned from 7 scan positions with very
high resolution. Because of its high scanning resolution, many voting cells were
detected (more than 104) in different regions of the grid map, but due to the exis-
tence of occlusions and clutter near the LiDAR scanners, the detected voting areas
do not all form the typical circular shape around the scanner positions. Neverthe-
less, our method can estimate the actual scanner positions very accurately, based
on the detected voting cells, as it is verified in Table 5.2.
In our testing setup we additionally used two synthetic datasets, which repre-
sent different room settings and are shown in Figure 5.7. These datasets present
more general building shapes and were virtually scanned from several positions to
simulate the results of 3D laser range scanning, as it is described in [Mura et al.,
2014]. Although these datasets were artificially corrupted with additive Gaussian
noise, our method managed to correctly recognize the adequate number of voting
cells in order to accurately reconstruct the scanner positions.
In Figure 5.8 we show the boxplots of error variability for each dataset used
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in our test bench. The dispersion of errors shows that the error spread was less
in ’Building 8’, mainly due to the high number of voting cells detected, which
increased the convergence to the original scanner positions. For the ’Office G82’,
no box plot can be created due to the low number of scan positions (i.e. only
two), while for the very challenging dataset ’Apartment 1’, its absolute errors are
in average one order of magnitude higher than the errors of the other datasets and
therefore its boxplot falls outside the depicted range in Figure 5.8. Nonetheless,
the errors of the estimation of scanner positions still remain very low as shown in
Table 5.2.
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Figure 5.8: Box plots showing the error variability (inmm) of the reconstructed scanner
positions with respect to the true positions for the datasets of our test bench.
5.6 Conclusion and Discussion
In this chapter, we have presented the third contribution of this thesis for re-
engineering and reconstructing the original scanner viewpoint positions from raw
and merged point clouds. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first method
in literature that can lift the assumption introduced by the majority of 3D recon-
struction methods until now, that the true scanner positions should be known a
priori, in order the generation of the 3D models of the scene to be performed suc-
cessfully. Our method relies on the intrinsic scanning characteristics of the point
cloud acquisition process, and following an efficient and robust classification and
segmentation process, it is capable to identify reliable areas which allow for the
accurate detection and reconstruction of the original scanner positions.
Moreover, our evaluation process has proven that our approach allows the ac-
curate localization of LiDAR devices under very challenging indoor environments
and without requiring any prior knowledge about the environment or the dataset.
Also, the proposed reconstruction method is independent from the laser scanner
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manufacturers and can efficiently be applied to the majority of real-world and
large-scale indoor point clouds, where the original scan positions are typically
lost and not available.
Despite, however, its robustness and efficiency, our method might present
some limitations which could restrict its applicability, while it provides also some
space for further improvements. For example, the classification stage of 2D grid
cells in our approach relies on a machine learning method, whose classifiers were
trained by a selected training set of labeled cells. Although these cells were ob-
tained from various datasets which present different scanning patterns, point den-
sities and variable point distributions, this training set may not be adequate enough
to cover all possible real-world cases. Therefore, in a future work, more cell
samples from new diverse datasets could be added to further enrich the training
dataset, while a cross validation step could be also added to our pipeline for max-
imizing further the learning set size. Another potential limitation is introduced by
the selected features used for the classification process. Despite their expressive-
ness and efficiency to classify a wide range of cells with various point distribution
patterns, there are cases where false positive voting cells are generated. To elim-
inate the false positive rate, we could introduce more complex and expressive
features in the feature vector, with the expense however of an equivalent increase
to the computational cost during the training and classification stages. Finally, the
fixed cell size, which determines the resolution of the grid map, defines also the
exposure of the spatial point pattern to the feature evaluation process. Although
it can be set by the user according to the application requirements, it limits our
method’s flexibility. Therefore, a method capable to adapt dynamically the cell
size based on the available local point information would be beneficial for our
pipeline and could increase drastically its adaptability to the scanning character-
istics of the input datasets.
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Dataset X (orig.) Y (orig.) X (rec.) Y (rec.) Abs.Err Rel.Err(%)
Office G82 2.99998 2.9979 2.99925 2.9981 0.000757 0.0178
1.48297 2.98107 1.48286 2.98112 0.000121 0.0036
Cottage 7.72902 4.65971 7.72914 4.66047 0.000769 0.0085
[Mura et al., 2016] 3.70268 5.30020 3.70299 5.30033 0.000336 0.0052
5.86313 5.66134 5.86367 5.66189 0.000771 0.0095
7.92553 6.10199 7.92515 6.10037 0.001661 0.0166
4.34241 2.09008 4.34194 2.09266 0.002623 0.0544
7.04545 2.93727 7.04589 2.93798 0.000833 0.0109
8.62153 3.70510 8.62015 3.70668 0.002098 0.0224
Apartment 1 16.499997 9.451058 16.44170 9.66855 0.225168 1.1842
[Ikehata et al., 2015] 15.496077 11.086808 15.59300 11.16430 0.124093 0.6513
11.857877 12.011518 12.36480 12.53210 0.726620 4.3050
14.809787 8.292258 14.89220 8.39030 0.128079 0.7546
13.292587 9.366978 13.36700 9.31910 0.088485 0.5441
11.583787 8.118498 11.41410 8.32320 0.265888 1.8797
9.067897 6.847718 9.09904 6.89560 0.057119 0.5027
8.390557 8.239218 8.4232 8.23150 0.033543 0.2852
10.011457 9.775588 10.01600 9.85050 0.075050 0.5364
6.918127 7.732528 6.92950 7.72610 0.013064 0.1259
7.309647 5.616968 7.31920 5.66040 0.044470 0.4824
3.901797 4.017698 3.95520 4.07570 0.078842 1.4078
2.631197 3.006268 2.65060 3.03410 0.033928 0.8492
3.038797 5.914948 3.06470 5.91950 0.026300 0.3955
8.159137 6.128218 - - - -
5.987997 5.022608 - - - -
Building 8 6.06398 5.0333 6.06468 5.0339 0.000922 0.0117
[Ambrus et al., 2017] 1.81398 8.6333 1.81368 8.6339 0.000671 0.0076
3.91397 7.7833 3.91417 7.7825 0.000825 0.0095
2.36397 3.8833 2.36437 3.8862 0.002927 0.0644
5.16398 9.0833 5.16342 9.0837 0.000688 0.0066
1.81398 4.7333 1.81391 4.7335 0.000212 0.0042
0.51398 4.8333 0.51311 4.83321 0.000875 0.0180
Penthouse 4.499927 1.799518 4.498257 1.799142 0.001712 0.0353
[Mura et al., 2016] 3.224057 4.352828 3.224586 4.354123 0.001399 0.0258
4.643759 7.288818 4.643164 7.28859 0.000637 0.0074
1.661347 7.556028 1.662534 7.551153 0.005017 0.0649
4.588838 10.907068 4.588724 10.90727 0.000232 0.0020
2.431447 9.897168 2.432537 9.896112 0.001518 0.0149
6.142037 5.685188 6.141467 5.685274 0.000576 0.0069
Synth1 2.90416 4.4687 2.9052 4.4681 0.001201 0.0225
[Mura et al., 2014] 0.90416 2.6687 0.90426 2.6691 0.000412 0.0146
0.90416 8.0687 0.90443 8.0683 0.000483 0.0059
5.10416 8.3687 5.10454 8.36823 0.000604 0.0062
5.60416 10.6687 5.60412 10.6681 0.000601 0.0050
1.90416 10.4687 1.90427 10.4676 0.001105 0.0104
5.60416 3.6687 5.60397 3.6693 0.000629 0.0094
Synth2 10.477 5.9645 10.4764 5.9641 0.000721 0.0060
[Mura et al., 2014] 7.227 8.9645 7.2281 8.9639 0.001253 0.0109
2.977 13.4645 2.9788 13.4651 0.001897 0.0138
10.727 15.2145 10.7281 15.2148 0.001140 0.0061
13.977 9.9645 13.9779 9.9641 0.000985 0.0057
16.977 11.4645 16.9767 11.4651 0.000671 0.0033
20.477 19.4645 20.4764 19.4634 0.001253 0.0044
Table 5.2: Original and reconstructed scanner position coordinates for Cottage, Office
G82, Apartment 1, Penthouse, Building 8, Synth1 and Synth2, along with their absolute
and relative errors.
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6.1 Summary
Recent years have witnessed an increased demand for the reconstruction and mod-
eling of building interiors, mainly due to their potential applications in many di-
verse domains, where new horizons have been opened for the more efficient and
productive exploration and organization of indoor environments.
In this thesis, we addressed some of the most important challenges still present
in the state-of-the-art methods, proposing improvements and further enhance-
ments to various parts of the reconstruction and 3D modeling process of building
interiors. In particular, based on the current research methods, our work considers
both stages of the traditional 3D reconstruction pipeline (i.e. the acquisition and
3D modeling stages) and sets specific research goals, contributing to both stages.
Specifically, our work focuses on: improving the efficiency of 3D data acquisi-
tion, trying to bridge the gap between the highly accurate but slow laser scanners
and the faster but less accurate stereo vision systems; detecting, reconstructing
and semantically annotating the architectural wall elements of building interiors;
reconstructing automatically the original scanner viewpoint positions from raw
point clouds. These specific research objectives are achieved in this thesis with
three research contributions, which are presented in Chapters 3, 4 and 5. Each of
them implements a processing pipeline which contributes to specific parts of the
reconstruction process in accordance with the objectives set and as illustrated in
Figure 1.2.
As a first research contribution, this thesis focuses on the acquisition stage
of the reconstruction pipeline and proposes a novel hardware-based stereo recon-
struction method, which is aligned with the requirements of real-world applica-
tions and is capable to reconstruct the 3D information of the scene with adequate
accuracy under strict time constraints. Our method considers two color stereo
images as the initial input representation for the scene to be reconstructed and ap-
plies to them a simple filtering process, in order to smoothen the pixel intensities
and reduce the introduced noise from the sensor devices. Then, a correlation-
based matching cost algorithm was used for measuring the similarity of points in
the filtered stereo images, producing a 3D cost volume called disparity space im-
age (DSI). Considering the many unpredictable factors that can affect the stereo
matching process and subsequently the quality of the extracted depth images, we
relied on Discrete Dynamical Systems and we developed an efficient cellular au-
tomata (CA) algorithm, which eliminates the unjustified cost variations in DSI
and refines the computed matching cost values. In the last stage of our approach,
a similarity accumulator was applied to find in the refined DSI the corresponding
points and indicate the most likely depth value for each pixel in the image plane.
To achieve high performance and fast computations, we presented also in the same
contribution an efficient parallel-pipelined hardware architecture that implements
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the proposed stereo method on a custom FPGA device, allowing the extraction of
high resolution range images in short processing times. The resulting depth maps
from our system are suitable for a wide range of indoor applications, especially
in cases where it is more important to reconstruct adequately and fast the scene
structure, rather than to have a highly accurate but slow reconstruction of it. For
these applications, the proposed stereo reconstruction method is ideal, capable to
produce high definition range images in real-time speeds.
In the second contribution of this thesis, we focused on the detection and
reconstruction of the main architectural wall elements of indoor environments,
mainly due to their importance for the faithful recovery of building’s as-is state.
Thus, we introduced in Chapter 4 a novel pipeline, which is capable to reconstruct
automatically the architectural wall elements of building interiors, such as the
windows and doors, under very challenging conditions and significant amounts
of clutter and occlusion. Assuming that the architectural 3D model of the indoor
environment has been already reconstructed, our approach extracts the planar sur-
faces that correspond to the structural building elements (e.g. ceiling, floor and
walls) and for each wall surface it approximates its outline shape using an alpha-
shapes algorithm. In order to get the regularized boundaries of the wall surfaces,
a robust multi-line model fitting algorithm is applied to the outline polygons, and
the generated line model space is then clustered by a mean-shift clustering tech-
nique. From each cluster, the best representative mode line is later selected and
a 2D cell complex structure is formed on the wall surface from the representative
lines of all clusters. After enhancing the wall surface by recovering its occluded
regions by an occlusion detection mechanism, we represent the 2D cells of the
cell complex by means of an adjacency graph, in which a graph-cut based opti-
mization method is applied to partition the wall surface and semantically segment
the wall openings. Due to its characteristics and the inability of the majority of
current modeling pipelines to reconstruct the wall openings, our approach could
be beneficially embedded in any of these pipelines, providing enhanced modeling
capabilities and enriching semantically their results. Additionally, being indepen-
dent from any manual tuning and without relying on imagery or depth data, our
approach can operate fully automatic and be more generic than the other related
methods.
Different from the other two, our last research contribution attempts to ad-
dress the problem of retrieving the real scanner viewpoint positions from raw point
clouds. This is a vital information needed to almost all modeling methods in lit-
erature and until now no method was capable to recover it from the raw datasets.
Thus, it was always assumed to be known a priori, introducing a hard restriction
to the modeling process and requiring human intervention for its reconstruction.
Our work, which is described in Chapter 5, allows the automatic computation of
the original scanner position coordinates, exploiting only the information derived
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from the raw point data. Based on the intrinsic scanning characteristics of LiDAR
devices, our method relies on a descriptive feature vector, in order to classify the
areas in the point cloud and identify the reliable regions which will allow for the
detection and accurate reconstruction of the scanner positions. Due to its robust-
ness and independence from laser scanner manufactures, our approach can be ap-
plied to almost all real-world LiDAR point clouds and in any indoor environment,
while being able to reconstruct automatically the original scanner positions, it
would be very beneficial to the majority of current modeling pipelines that target
on reconstructing the architectural structure of indoor environments, on detect-
ing occlusions or on reconstructing the architectural wall elements. Additionally,
thanks to its unique capabilities, this work advances the state-of-the-art in the field
and brings current modeling pipelines a step forward towards their fully automatic
execution for solving the scan-to-BIM problem.
6.2 Directions for Future Work
The contributions of this thesis address several fundamental issues evident in the
reconstruction and modeling process of building interiors. Nevertheless, our work
revealed some new problems that have not been addressed yet, while during our
engagement with this topic we realized several future research directions and
ideas, which are discussed below.
• Enhanced matching cost algorithm for stereo reconstruction
In Chapter 3 we presented a stereo reconstruction method, which relies on a
local-based window matching algorithm (SAD) for computing the correlation
costs. Although the proposed stereo reconstruction method provides robust-
ness and adaptivity, which is confirmed also by the extracted results presented
in Section 3.6, its local-based nature creates some errors in challenging and
low-textured areas in the scene. It would be therefore beneficial to use another
matching cost algorithm for generating the DSI, such as the semiglobal match-
ing (SGM) method [Hirschmuller, 2008], which in combination with our CA-
based optimization process, could produce more accurate and plausible range
maps.
• Improving the effectiveness of CA rules
In our first contribution, the DSI refinement process relies on a CA structure,
which applies 3 different transition rules to the 3D space of DSI. As already
mentioned, the main idea behind these CA rules is that each rule should be
applied to specific regions in DSI, in order to find and replace, with the most
reliable way, the unreliable matching cost values. Although the performance
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and the effectiveness of each rule is quite satisfactory, it is inevitable that some
wrong replacements will occur during this refinement process. Thus, in a future
work, we could modify the CA rules, in order each rule to operate as a com-
plemented rule for the previous one, eliminating the wrong replacements and
improving further their effectiveness.
• Refinement of wall plane segmentation
In the second contribution of this thesis, we proposed a method to segment
the wall surfaces of building interiors using a graph-cut optimization technique
applied to the cell complex of the wall plane. Despite its efficiency, in very
challenging environments and under specific conditions, the segmented wall
surface might include some misclassified regions, as discussed in Section 4.5.
Therefore, an approach capable to enhance the segmentation results by elimi-
nating these inconsistencies would be desirable. A possible enhancement would
be to interpret the cell complex as a grid of cells and apply on it a refinement
algorithm based on cellular automata. Following such an approach, the seg-
mentation results from the graph-cut method would be re-evaluated and any
misclassified cells could be re-labeled based on the applied CA transition rules.
• Reconstruction of architectural wall elements with curved frames
Our method for reconstructing the architectural wall elements of building inte-
riors relies on the segmentation of a 2D cell complex structure, which is mainly
composed by quadrilateral cells. Using such a structure, wall openings with
curved or arched frames cannot be faithfully represented and thus will be only
partially reconstructed. Therefore, it would be useful to study an approach that
could model these shapes more consistently before the creation of the cell com-
plex, using for instance RANSAC-based methods [Schnabel et al., 2007] to fit
models of curved and not only linear primitives to the wall opening frames.
• Dynamically adapting the grid cell size for reconstructing the scanner po-
sitions
Despite its novelty and generalized applicability, our pipeline for reconstructing
the original scanner viewpoint positions presents also some space for further
improvements. As was mentioned in Section 5.3.1, the fixed cell size introduces
some restrictions, and although it can be optimally set by the user according to
the localization accuracy requirements of the application, it limits our method’s
flexibility and adaptability, while it affects also the computational performance.
Therefore, in a future work, the fixed grid map could be replaced by a quadtree
or some other spatial data structure, adapting dynamically the cell size of the
2D grid map based on the available local point information.
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